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I. INTRODUCTION 
The Marquardt R-4D engine is a bipropellant rocket engine of 100 lbs. nominal 
thrust. It is used for attitude control or ~V applications and as such it'must be 
able to structurally withstand the stresses imposed by space and launch and the 
stresses of its OWJa operation.. The engine (Figure 1) is radiation COOled. It is 
mounted outside the spacecraft where it is free to radiate to space but it may also 
be exposed to the air loads' during' launch. It also feels the vibration loads during 
J.a.unchand in space when ,other larger t:N engines fire. Few structural problems oc-
curred during the development of the engine primarily because of the structural 
analysis of the engine design. The engine was also tested to confirm structural 
integrity of the engine. For example, tests were made to simulate the vibration ' 
'loads during ,launch and in s'.9ace. Engine tests were also made to confirm that the 
engin~ imposed stresses (thermal and ignition) would not damage the engine. 
.. i 
, : 
II. STruCTURAL DESIGN CRITERIA . 
The engine must be designed to withstand several different environments and 
its,own operating loads. It,must be designed for boost, space, the loads it applies 
to itself when it operates, and special specification requirements, for example, the 
propellant supply llressures. \ The critical structural criteria for the engine com-
ponents are shown in Table I. . ' . 
During boost the engine may be exposed to air loads (Apollo Service Module) 
in addition to vibration from .the booster. Once in space, the engine will experience 
vibration fran the spacecraft thrustors. These conditions are critical to the design 
of the combustion chamber, combustion chamber-bell joint, bell, chamber injector 
attach hardware, injector head and valves. Figure 2 sh~s the vibration spectrum 
for both space and boost. Boost vibration is more severe than space but in space 
the engines may be operating atlthe same time as the spacecraft thrustors and the 
engines may be hot or cold. Both cases were considerea; in the design. 
I I'
Tests werJ made to COnfiJn that the engine wOulA withstand the structural 
loads. For exam~le, during the qualification tests filve engines successfully com-
pleted the boost vibration test b.nd three engines successfully ccmpleted the splce 
vibration test. One engine alsol'completed a static 1600 limit test Simulating the 
loads during boost. During the Qff-Limit tests, one ;~ngine successfully completed 
a vibration test.'vith three times\ the vibration loads of the boost conditions • 
.' II . / 
The stru~tural design of th~ major camponent~ of the engine are .discussed 
in the following sections. \ . / 
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The critical structural criteria for the various components are shown below: 
:, \,.TABLE i I 
COMPONENTS 
Co~bustion Chamber 
Two-Piece Joint 
(attachment nut) 
Bell 
TABLE OF CRITICAL STHJCTUPAL CRI'rnRIA 
1. 
2. 
CRITERIA 
Maximum Spike Pulse During Starts 
1.1 Spike - Uniform Pressure •• 
1.2 Non-Uniform Spike., • • • • • 
j' 
o • '. 
• • • 
Boost Condition - Airloads + Vibration 
= 9.9 psi + 116"g" '. 0 •••• • • 
• • . ... . 
· . " . . . 
• • Q • • • 
3. Space Vibration - Hot & Vibrating = 19.5 "g" •••• 
4. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Temperatures Assumed.' •• . . . . . • • • • • • 
Boost Condition - Air10ad + Vibration - G Londs 
Space Operation - Hot Vibration ~ a'Loads • 
Temperatures ••• '0' • • • • 
. 
. . . . . • • • 
Boost Condition - Air10ads + Vibration Loads •• 
· . 
. 
• • 
• • 
• • 
· . 
2 •• Space Operation - Hot Vibration - Loads. . . • • • 
3. Temperatures •••••••••••••••••••• 
~-----------------+------------------------------------------------------~, 
Attach Hardware 
Injector Head 
Valves 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Preload Stresses ,( ' ........... -' ,_,._." __ "" 
.. _-_ .. "/ 
Boost Condition - Airloads + Vibration / 
/ If • . •• 
Space Operation -, Thermal Increments " .... ' , 
1. Insert Shrink Fits - Pressure Spike Capability 
1/ 
2. Explosion Pressures of 15000 psi in/Standoff Area 
.I 
3. Explosion Pressures of 50000 psi in Injector Tubes 
4.0peratiohal Temperatures & Pressures 
5. Boost Condition - Engine Flange Bending - Valve 
,Attach Flange's ,Bending 
1. Boost Vibration 
2. 
3 p 
,4. 
t , ... _ -r . ____ f _ • 
Burs t Pres sure - 100 ps ig ULT. ~e f.! ~pec e', ~'.. ,. 
Explosion on Valve Poppet Seat - Dynamic Loads 
Installation Londs - Bolt Installation/' ~ , " .. ~ .. ;~' . ,:~" 
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.. - - . III .--. MAJOR COMPONENTS ' .... ---~-~ 
A.~ 
The separate bell f'or this design was chosen because of the handling and 
f'abrication problems associated with a thin-walled molybdenum nozzle. Af'ter coat-
ing and recrystallization, the thin walled moly nozzle was very brittle. Most 
nozzles can be made very thin to withstand the gas f'orces alone. However, if' made 
to such thicknesses, handling problems become of' great significance. 
The bell is made of L-605-alloy and is of a ribbed 'configuration for mini-
mum weight. The principal load and design condition is the Boost condition. This 
condition imposes high asymmetrical pressures on the bell fDom the air loads as 
well as l.arge vibratory f'orces. The critical. f'ail.ure mode i~ Rib Bending for the' 
unsymmetrical airload. The rib reacts the airload on the skin. The method of 
analysis.was ~~sed on the s~tion of local loads on a ring~ 
.• ...,.0..,;: . • t ~ i 
The rib design was chosen on the basis of' minimum weight. A unifonnly thick-
walled bell would be approximately t",ice as heavy f'or the same strength. 
The High Temperature Operational condition in space is not critical in ccm-
parison because the vibratorYlloads are low and the internal pressure loads are 
negligible. The most critical portion of the bell is adjacent to and downstream 
~ of the jOint. Temperatures can be very high in this locality. For the Space Oper-~ ation condition, the longitudinal bending stresses in the skin were computed f'or 
the vibratory loads. 
Table II shows the margin of safety f'or the differ,ent boost and space conditions. 
t . 
B. Combustion Chamber-Bell Joint , 
\ i 
The bell is joined to the\ canbustion chamber by means of a clamping nut. 
I , 
The loads are transmitted to the I nut by the threaded end of the bell. The nut serves 
to maintain suf'ficient clamping force between the combustion chamber and the bell to 
prevent opening d,Uring Boost and \ Space Operation. Prev~ntion of opening .is desired 
so that the coate6. mOlybdenum wi~l not be subjected to limpact loads •. 
. !. I 
\. 
The nut is made of Waspaloy, heat treated in oreer to obtain high strength 
during Boost and at the high temperatures existing during Space Operation. In addi-
tion, Waspaloy lu:,ls sufficient duc-Y;i.lity to Withstand/the many the:rn:al cycles of wide' 
load variation eXperienced during:the mission duty cycle. 
/ \ / The nut acts as a f'lexible'lflanged ring with a clamping lip. The nut is 
loaded at the inner edge of the lip, causing ra~ial bending on the lip and tangential 
stresses in the ring (of the nut). I The radial bending stresses predOminate and are 
alJn.ost unifonn throughout the lip., If the lip thickness was very large, the ring 
could have been analyzed as a torus. The design'chosen was done to save weight. 
, '/ ! , 
I 
~ I ;' 
.} i ; 
I I 
I I 
I I 
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PART & PART # MATERIAL 
Temp. (OF) 
BELL ~ 2281012 : 
Ring- 2.976 L-605 250 
'aft of joint. 
Bell-Skin L-605 250 
.837~1. 584 
Bell-Skin L-605 250 
at the exit 
Bell-Skin L-605 2200 
.837-1.584 
TABLE II 
BELL ANAIiYSIS 
TABLE OF MA..RGINS 
Type of 
Loading 
Boost 
(pressure) 
Boost 
(pressure 
& vibra.) 
Boost 
(pressure) 
Space 
Operation 
vibration. 
7-6 
Actual Stress 
(ksi) 
37.0 llnt. bend 
& compression 
32.2 llnt.bend 
and tension. 
28.0 lInt. bend 
.54 llnt. bend 
! 
~/ 
Allow. 
Stress Margin of 
Jksi) Safety 
37.4 +.01 
Yield 
37.4 +.16 
Yield 
" 
37.4 +.33 
1.75 2.35 
Fatigue 
'/ 
" 
,i 
! 
! 
-,.' 
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~e critical loading condition is Boost. The nut is pre loaded so as not to open 
under the maximum combined airload plus vibration, i.e., required clamp load = 241 
pounds per inch, minimum preload = 294 pounds per inch. The Space Operation Margin 
is based on a maximum temperature of l80o°F for the 1.25 cr load and the residual 
clamping load. The 3 ~ vibration load. results in a higher margin based on Short 
Time Allowable. 
Relaxation of the "nut at high temperature was based on TMC tests. The relax-
ation strength, at the end of a 20 minute period of maximum temperature, was used 
to calculate the clamping force remaining after relative thermal expansion had taken 
place. The remaining clamping force was in excess of the maximum vibratory load. 
The calculated values are: 
Clamping Force = 17.4 pounds per inch circumferential nut vs 
11.5 pounds per inch applied force from the' 
3 cr vibration. 
The application of the nut clamping load caused shear on the threads of the 
bell and rotation of the flange of the bell. The bell threads are more critical 
,than the nut threads because the L-605 is much weaker than the Waspaloy. Even so, 
the Margin of Safety in shear on the threads is large. The rotation of the flange 
due to the clamping loads results in circumferential stresses. An example of the 
Margins of Safety Table is shown in Table III. 
c. Combustion Chamber 
( The combustion chamber of the RCS Engine is made of pure molybdenum coated 
with Durak-B disilicide. The chamber is des:i.gned to withstand Boost loads as well 
as Operational loads and stresses. Boost loads result in high bending stresses at 
the throat·and at the main attach flange. Stresses near the main flange were based 
on discontinuity effects which are chiefly due to the axial loads. Discontinuity 
effects were calculated by equating the rotation and' deflection of the flange and 
two short cylinde~s under the applied loads. 
The principal operational stresses are those due to transient ignition spikes. 
Since these can occur cold, when the lack of ductility causes an effective loss of 
strength, the chamber has the lowest margins for. this condition. Although th~ chamber 
ribbed wall was o~ginally designed to r~duce ~eflections res~ting fram unsymmetrical 
pressures, it was analyzed for symmetrical pres.sur~s. The ribs. were, analyzed for 
thermal effects as well as pressure,.que to the ~T across the chamber wall. Thick 
"!B-ll~d cylinder equations were used for these stre.sses. 
The symmetrical starting pressure of 1500 psi was the maximum ignition over-
pressure expected with the pre igniter operation. For this pressure, the Margin of 
Safety at the first valley was based on discontinuity effects. Hot Operational 
pressures are also taleen from Design Criteria, and coupled "7ith Space Vibration, ~ produce fluctua~ing stresses to determine short time and fatigue margins, of safety. 
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Jd!NT~- COMBUSTION CHAMBER-TO-BELL 
~-""-TABLE OF MARGINS 
._". .. 
.. 
~. ACT~~ S~~SS . ALLOWABLE STRESS Yield Ult. or MARGIN 
PART & PART m. MA ".l'ERIAL (limit kai) TEMP. or Rupturo OF AND (OF) Creep ..!.. SAFETY " • TYPE OF STRESS (ksi) 1.5 k4:C. 
'Waspaloy 94.5 meridional 250 110.0 
---
+.16 
Nut-Bell Attach AMS 80.0 meridional 250 67.6 cr .-- +.18 
228103G 
. , 5707B 1.29 meridional 1,800 ,4.7 q +2.64 
---Ij 
ltut-Bell Attach Wnspaloy 6,6.5 circumfer. 2~0 110.~ 106.0 "+.60 
228103G AMS 4.7Q +.46 5707B' 3.17 circumfer. 1,600 ---
Nut-Bell 'Attach Waspai'oy 
AMS ' 
4.44 thrd. shr. 250 ' , 64.0 Large 
---
228103G 5707B 1.66 thrd. shr. 1,800 8.0 Large 
Waoher - Thrust LA~5 21.6 bearing 250 59.9 --- +1.77 Chamber 5759 \ 4.6 bearing 1,800 9.6 --- +1.09 228102B 
Bell - Thrust L-60S, 4.44 thrd. shr. 250 
---
' 22.5 LarGe 
Chamber AMS .t 1,900 7.6 228101L thrdo. 1.66 thrd. shr. --- Large 5759 , 
33.40 tension . Bell - ThruDt L-605 250 37.4 
---
+.12 
Cha~ber. AMS + bending, > \ t 228101L flange 5759 i 8.5 tension \ 1,800 10.2 
---
+.20 
, + bending 
\ 
. 27.2 tension 
Bell - Thrust L-605 + bending 250 37.4 . --- +.37 Chnmber AMS 
2281011. L 5759 1.46 tens ion I 12.0, Large + bending 1, 8801 ;endur. ' ---wall near j int 
Bell - ThruDt L-60S 28.5 circumfer. 250 37.4 
---
, '+.31 Chamber 228101L AMS \ / Flange - upotrm. 1.53 edge " 5759 clrcumfer. 1,900 12.0 --- Large 
. Unalloyed ~ ;32.9 tens ion ?'SO 50.0 38.6 +.18 Combus tipn Chmbl Moly, ~+ bending 
-
228128F Forging \ ' /. , 
Wall Section ~lS-2205 11.63 tension I 10.0 a: 1+ bending r,880 ---- Large Type II 
\ 
I 
; 
Combustion Chmbl :S063 circumfer 250 50.0 38.6 Large 
228128F Unalloyed 16.00 bearing I I 250 62.0 +2.87 Flange at Joint 
'Moly 
: .278 10.0 cr: at downotream . circumfer l,8BO ---- Large 
. ! I end of combustol 
: 8.12 bearing 1,880 16 0 0 ---- +.97 
J. & 2 - Stress at vThich ,the joint faces would separate. 
,3 - Limiting stress taken equivalent to relaxation stabilizing 
stress after 20 minute period. 
I 
~ 7-:'8 
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Fatigue allowables at high temperatures are based on a comparison with those 
shovm in the Moly Data Brochure of Climax Moly Company, 1960. The latter showed the 
Endurance Limit to be approximately .50 times the Ultimate Tension Strength for high 
temperatures. For this analysis, Fatigue Allowable was taken to be .75 times the 
Creep Rupture Strength because of the small number of cycles corresponding to 3cr 
stresses. Fatigue Margin for the overall mission is made desirably high. 
For the combined steady and alternating stress condition, the pressure stresses, 
the thermal. stresses, and the 3 cr- vibratory stresses were considered. The 3 cr-
stresses were applied according to the Rayleigh Distribution, 1.2% of the time under 
random vibration at the basic natural frequency of the chamber. 
In any combustion chamber, creep and rupture stresses should be calculated 
for the cumulative life required at high temperatures. Then margins of safety should 
be determined based on Test Data fram reliable sources. Allowable Creep may be based 
on acceptable structural deformation, say 1% over the total time period, or sane 
lesser value based on performance degradation due to Throat Diameter increase. 
The margins of safety for the different stress conditions are shovm in Table IV. 
D. Combustion Chamber Attach Hardware 
The stress analysis of the attach hardware for the combustion chamber of the 
ReS Engine is based on the following. The attach hardware consists essentially of 
a clamping ring, fitting over the flange of the combustion chamber, and six (6) bolts 
to connect the clamping ring to ,the injector head of the engine. The clamping ring 
is made large in order to slide over the flange of the combustion chamber. Therefore, 
an intermediate split ring is inserted between the flange and the main clamping ring. 
In order to insulate the oombustion chamber flange from the aluminum l head and to 
provide a seal as well as a bearing surface, an L-605 mate'rial washer is used between 
the combustion chamber flange and the head. The clamping ring, split ring, and bolts 
are made of Rene 41 for high strength at Boost temperatures and./;ror Operational temp-
era ture margin. / 
The principal loading conditions are Boost, with airloads plus vibration dic-. 
tating the required preloads on the bolts, and. the Space Operational condition which 
adds thermal loads to the high preload. The high preloads are required to avoid re-
peated separation and. impact of the moly flange· of the combustion chamber on the in-
jector heat seal under vibratory conditions. 
The preload, therefore, is set as a minimum equal to the maximum bolt tension 
load anticipated during Boost. This load is found by applying the total maximum Boost 
moment of the head to the bending section conSisting of foUr (4) bolts as tension 
7-9 
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COMBUSTION CHAMBER (228128) 
'/// MINIMUM MARGINS OF SAFET'l & ALLOWABLE I'RESStmES 
,/'" E 
MATERIAL: Recrystallized Coated Molybdenum 
, ALLOWABLE MARGIN 
LOCATION TYPE OF STRESS TEMI' • ALLOW. STRESS PRESSURES OF AND LOADING (OF) • ~si) (k6i) (psi) SAFETY 
flange discontin-
I'oint "c" tuity, circurnfer- 1,720 limit +.15 Flange ~ntial bending & -50 42 ult. 36.6 u1t 2,580 u1t. (ult.) Joint !hoop - uniform uniform 
spike pressure. 
Point "c" +.13 
Flange ~oost (airload & 250 FTu .. 58 
---
Endur. 
~ibratlon) ---Joint Fend .. 43.5 & monn 
stress 
Point "Aft Hoop stress - 2,630 limit +.75 
Valley unifonn chamber -50 42 ult. 24 ult. 3,94S'!llt. Cult.) pressure ' . 
Hot operation 
Point HA" axial combined .. (pa120 psi 2,90C 4.8 ult. 2.53 ult +.90 Valley stress --- (ult.) limit, 6T=18°F, 
19.5 "g"s limit.) 
Point ItB" Hoop.stresD and +2.1 bending non-uni- -50 42 ult. 13.35 ult 4,700 Itmlt Hump form pressure. 7,,050 ult. (ult.)' 
Hot operation 
Point "B" axial combined +.74 
Hump stress (p-120 psi 2,900l 4.8 ult. 2.76 ult 
--- (ul t.) limit, AT-50°F, 
19.5 "g"o limit) 
Point "E" flange to split 650 ' 69.6 69.6 0.0 Flango ring bearing Cult.) Cult.) ---
Hot operation 
Point "D" axial combined 2,900 4.8 ult. 2.78 ult +.73, Throat (liT-SO ° F, ---stress 
I 19.5 "S"D limit) 
..... ... ~ - -- ... . . . - --.'~ .. 
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'~~ 
members and a small portion of the seal ring as the compression member. 
The lTBXi.mum preload results from necessary 'installation tolerance. It is ' 
this maximum preload, when added to the loads resulting from differential expansion 
during soakback after operation, that causes the critical loading conditions on the 
attach hardware. The thermal incremental load is approximately 30% of the maximum 
preload and occurs when the components are hottest, at their lowest strength point. 
This condition may result in low.margins on the bearing surfaces of the split ring, 
the attach ring, and the_moly 'flange, because of the small amount of bearing area 
available to react the clamp loads. 
J ~ • 
The attach ring and split ring may have comparatively\ large margins in bend- . 
ing under the, maximum loads. i Because of the great variationi in attach loads due 
to thermal eXpansion, it is desirable ,to incorporate same fotm of spring or constant 
loading device in the attach hardware to reduce these thermal load variations. For 
the engine noted herein, wave springs were previously used under the bolt heads. 
But in the interest of reproducibility of results and greater design Simplicity, 
small diameter, flexible bolts were used as equivalent springs. Of course, this 
necessitated very close control at the bolt design, fabrication and installation. 
. \ l 
Bolt stresses are also, critical for maximum installation preload and torque. 
~ The allowable preload installation and allowable installation torque on the bolt, ~ including rUnning torque combine to produce high stresses. However, after installa-
tion, the torque on the bolt shank drops off to approximately 30% of the installation 
value and the combined stresses reduce greatly. Since the installation stresses are 
only momentar,r, they do not red~ce the load-carrying capacity of the bolts. 
, I , • 
. \ . 
Maximum flight loads on the bolts occur during soakback, 'VThen the thermal 
increment adds to the maximum preload. A minimum margin for this condition may 
occur for combined bending plus ~ension. Beniing on boits occurs because of attach 
ring rotation under load.; /' 
An examp~ of the thermal\stress calculations i shown in Table V and the 
minimum margin of safety in Tablt VI. 
\. 
E. Propellant Valves \ 
The stress'analysis of the'~ngine valves' is'based on the following. The 
valves consist or a spool-shaped ~ody, around which ~oils of wire are wrapped, a 
cover to enclose the wiring and provide the structural attachment to the head, a 
spring-loaded' armature and valve s~at with a Teflon' seal on 'Which the conical nose 
of the armature seals ofT the flow i / 
The principal structural el~ments of the valve are the body (made of 446 CRES) , 
which contains the pressurized fluid; the flang~i of the body, 'which transmits the 
hold-drn~'and dynamic impact forces to the cover; the cover (made of 446 CRES), which @ retains the valve body and transmits the holddown and dynamic forces to the attach 
. \ . I / 
. / I I 
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TABLE V 
ATrACH HARDWARE 
SOAK BACK - SPACE OPEPATION 
THERMAL LOAD ON mE ATrACH BOLT 
5 4 ~ 
2 
, 
Coeff. of 
The:rnal Effect Thermal 
Item Material Temperature Expansion Length Expansion 
1. Chamber Moly 650°F' 2.9><10-6 0.25 in. 420X10-6 
2. Split Rene 41 480°F 6 -6 .9><10 . 0.15 in. 424xlO-6 
Ring 
/ 
3. Attach Rene 41 430°F 
Ring 
~.9><10-6 0.17 in. 14~2X10-6 
4. Spacer L-605 490°F 7. 45xio-6 0.095 in' J 297><10-6 
5. Head Aluminum 325°F 13.3X10-6 
/: 172~10-6 0.510 in. 
3292X10-6 
6.8xlO-6 
I 
2247><10-6 6. Bolt Rene 41 350(Ave) 1.18 in. 
.. 
Tension Bolt = e E 7 
(3292-2247) X 10-6 x 30.5 x 10 6 
= = 27,000 psi 
1.18 
= 27,000 (0.785 X 122) =' 305#/bolt 
.i , 
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Item 
1. 
'2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
TABLE ,VI 
ATmCH HARDWARE 
roCKET ENGmE - REACTION OONTIDL -STruCTURAL EVALUATION 
TABLE OF MIlffi'.1UM MARGINS OF SAFETY 
Allow. 
Te~ Actual Stress Stress Part M9.terial (OF (ksi) (ksi) 
Attach BoltlS Rcne 41 350 iRt o· .804 Rb =.l45 ,.198 
(228105) AMS'S712 TensIon & Bendi~g (ult) 
Attcch Ring ROM 41 430 84.0 (ult.) . 168.2 
(228117) AMS5713 Tension & .Banding (ult) 
Attach Ring Rene 41 480 269 (ult.) ·269· (uti) (228117) AMS5713 Bear1ns 
'Split Ring Roue 41 480 48.01 (ult.) , 168.2 
(226116) AMS5713 &ending (ult) 
Spltt Ring Rene 41 480 269 (ult.) 269 
, (228116) AMS5713 Bearing (cIt) 
Clf.nch Nut 11-286 325 43.9 (ult.) 81.6 
(228192) AMS5737 ShGllr (ult> 
Clinch Nut A-'266 325 89.5 (limit) " " 92 
(228192) .AMS5737 llending (ult) 
Cha.t:\ber Flange Moiy 650 69.6 (utt.) 69.6 
(228128) 'Benring (utt) 
Injector Head 6061-T6 325 • ~8.3 . (ult.) 67.8 . 
(228168) Boaring Cult) 
'Senl L .. 605 150 19.8 (lirnit) 64 
(227947) AMS5759 neAring 'yf.eld) 
(*) 
- Bendi,s mOdUIUS1iB ,sed. 
7-13 
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+.01 
+1,0 
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0 
+.86 
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+.03* 
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bolts; the attach bolts (made of A-286 for the oxidizer hold-down and 6A1-4V for 
the fuel hold-down), which retain the valve to the head for static and dynamic loads. 
The critical loading conditions for these structural elements are as follows: 
1. 
2 • 
The body is most highly stressed for the loads applied through the 
body flange, resulting from maximum preload and Boost vibration. 
These loads cause flange bending which is resisted by local bending 
on the bOdy wa.~l and the seat back-up area. Stress analysis is mde 
by considering the body as composed of many plate and cylinder elements 
and solving for the edge shears and moments neces~ary to provide joint 
deflection and slo~e continuity. \. 
. I .' 
The body flange iSlmost highly stressed for the attachment pre loads 
. and ,Boost vibration loads from the bolts. Bending stresses at the 
body junction are most critical. 
~ 
3. The cover is loaded by the attach bolts which cause bending stresses 
in the lugs and shell and bearing stresses at the'flange retaining 
·Undercut. \ '. 
4. The bolts are most highly stressed for the preload required to prevent 
separation of the valves fran the injector head under soakback conditions 
plus additional loads due to Boost vibration. Another critical condition 
is installation, in yhich the maximum allowable preload and installation 
torque result in high combined stresses in the bolt shank. Minimum 
margin may be during 'installation. 
\ 
\ j 
Other loading conditions to be investigated are proof and burst internal 
pressures and ex,loSidn pressures at the valv~ seat resulting in dynamic 
impact forces through ~he valve body, flange ~nd bolt system. The spring 
which ~orces the poppet closed must be analyied for fatigue stresses due 
to thejrequired loads ~nd cycles of operatij. 
} . 
\. 
, 
The ma~ginS of safety afe shown in Table 7 v,. 
F. Injector ,/ il " . . 
_:<-__ ,11'
The hea9:' consists of a 6061 \~luminum alloy plate with a pr~-COmbu~tion chamber 
and fuel and oxidizer manifold of A,-286 steel. Other fuel manifolds and injector 
holes are drilled directly into the\aluminum head./ 
I I . (6) The head also serves to mount the combustion chamber by means of six 
attach bolts. Each of the valves is mounted on the head by three (3) screws and the 
. i / 
,. 
. ) I 
\ , 
\ , 
1 , 
I 
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Part & 
Part No. 
Seat 
(228180) 
. 
TABLE VII 
STRESS ANALYSIS OF mE J:iUEL & OXCDIZER VALVES 
illNIMtJM MARGmS OF SA.FETY 
. 
Material Tern!'. Ty-pe of Loading Actual Stress 
(ksi) 
AM-355 . ; ·Room 467 psi ,pressure 7.32 ult.bend 
Temp. 467 psi pressure 3.69 ult.shr. 
Allow. 
Stress 
Jksi) 
170 Fro 
102 FSU 
preload & v1bra. 141.4 ult.bend 170 FTU 
preload & vibra. 166.7 u1.t.bearI305 FBRU 
preload & vibra. 16.5 ult.shr. 102 FSU 
Body 446 Room 467 psi press'ure 8.7 limit bend 45 FTY (227818) stainless Temp. and.tension 
467 psi pressure 2.46 lmt.shr. 27 Fsy 
preload & vibra. 38.3 lmt. bend. 45 FTY 
preload & vibra. 11.0 lmt.shr. 27 Fsy 
Body 446 Room Dynatube install. 13.6 lmt. shr. 27- FSI (Dynatube) Stainless Temp. Torque 
Bolt-Fuel 6AL-4v Room preload & vibra. 95.2 ult.tens. 150 Fro 
Valve Temp. installation 83.7 ult.shr. 90 FSlJ (228183) 
Bolt-Oxid. A-286 Room preload & vibra. 57.7 lmt.tens. 85 FTY 
Valve Temp. I 
(228188) installation 68.8 ult.shr. 8~lsu 
preload & vibra. 50.8 ult.shr. 
out. 85 FSlJ 
Lock Insert A-286 Room preload & vibra. 50.8 ult.shr. I I. ! 
~SP234F142L) Temp. out. I 85 Foo 
Fuel Valve)606l_T6 . I preload & vibra. 18.3 ult.hsg'. I' (Housing) shear. 27 Foo 
Lock Insert' A-286 Room preload & vibra. 50.8 ult.shr. 
~SP234F142L~ Temp. out. 85 Foo 
Oxid.Valve 606l-T6 prelood & vibra. 18.3 ult.hsg. 
. r (Housing) shear 77 Foo 
.. 
'.l 
7- 15 
Margin 
of 
Safety 
Lrg • 
Lrg. 
+.20 
+.83 
Lrg. 
Lrg. 
,Lrg. 
+.17 
+1.46 
+1.0 
+.58 
+.08 
\ 
+.47 
+.23 
+.67 
+.67 
+.47 
+.67 
+.47 
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~LE VI~ (continu~d) 
STRESS ANALYSIS OF 'lHE FUEL & OXJJ)IZER VALVES 
IDIm1tJM MARGmS OF SAFETY 
Part & 
Part No. Material· Temp. TYPe of Loading Actual Stress 
(ksi) 
Cover 446 Room preload & vibra. 50.8 lmt.bear 
~228l95) Stainless Temp. 
Spacer-
Fuel 228187) 
(Spacer .. 
Oxid.228194) 
Cover, Ear 446 Room preload & vibra. 35.7 lmt.bend 
(228195) Stainless Temp. preload & vibra • 36.7 lmt.bend . 
preload & vibra. 38.8 lmt.bear 
Spring 
(227827) 
Inconel-X 150 Installation 127.5 shear . 
Body 446 Room installation 39.3 lInt. bend (227818) stainless Temp. interference 
Interference 
"Ivith Plug 
(227824) . 
*bending modulus used. 
7- 16 
Allow. Margin 
{:tr~)s of ksi Safety 
72 FBRY +.42 
45 FTY +.26 
45 FTY +.23* 
72 FBIt( +.85 
132 shr. +.04 
45 FTY +.5 
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standoff manifold. The head also serves as the main mounting element of the total 
engine. The outer flange of the head has inserts. for the main attach bolts to the 
vehicle cluster. 
The critical structural conditions are those associated with explosion 
pressures in the head and those concerned with dynamic loads from the chamber and 
.. valves. It is estimated that pressures of 15,000 to 50,000 psi may be developed 
interna~ly. .The housing of the head has fairly high interference stresses result-
ing from instalJation. When possible explosion pressure effects are added to the 
interference stresses, minimum margins in circumferential tension may result, for 
example, Margin of Safety = .01 Yield at the fuel valve standoff press fit in the' 
housing for 1.5,000 psi. , \ .. 
'---'The f~'e1. and oXidizer!manifolds (standoffs) are likewise critical for ex-
plosion effects. Contributing loading conditions are the preloads from the valve 
screws due to the necessity of preventing separation of the valve and standoff be-
cause of relative thermal expansion. Maximum stress for this case is due to axial 
compressive plus bending at the pressed-in end. 
, . I 
The fuel and oxidizer :inlet tubes are also critical for possible internal 
explosions. The failure mod~ here is bending and compression from installation at 
the section between window ho~es. Torsion stresses due to installation should also 
be investigated at such critical sections • 
. . The phenolic insulator for the standoffs is most.highly stressed because of 
insta+lation interferences caUSing high local compression. Stresses are high. because 
of the short available length for interference deformation results is high local 
strain. Boost loads impose additional compressive loads on the spacer because of 
side shear from the valve :l?all s',eat. . J 
. \ 
The threaded inserts for the various attach screws or bolts should show ade-
quately high margins for the loa~s resulting from preldads plus Boost vibration. 
, I I 
The Margins of Safety are J shovm in Table VIII. ' 
\" 
. \ 
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TABLE VIII 
,INJECIDR HEAD 
TABLE OF MJJm.fUM MARGINS OF sAFETY 
PART 
or 
LOCATION 
, . 
ALLOWABLE 
, I J!.Mp ACTUAL STRESS MA~(o~) or (kei) STRESS 0aJ~ MARGIN or of 
, I: LOAD «(). LOAD (t') SAFETY 
A-286 
A-286 
RT 31,1 ksi limit 
~nte~ference stress 
88 kat y1d +1.82 
250 17.5 ksi limit 8&02 ka1 . Large 
interferenc~ strew yield 
Oxidizer Insertr-------~---~--------------~}--------~----~ 
(2~8258-3) A-286 250 1,524 ~ ultimate' 6j120 ~ +300 
push-out loads ultimate 
Fuel Standoff 
(228170) 
Ring (228258-7) 
Housing 
(228168) 
A-286 35 101 ks1 ultimate 
jJressun' stresS' 
140 kei 
u1 timate 
+.38. 
A-286 30 2401 ka1 ultimate 140 ko1 Large 
A-286 
A-286 
A-286 
pressure stress ultimato 
RT tRb" 070, Rc t:I .501' 140 kni 
. preslure & prelond ultimate 
" 
RT 12808 ks! ultiWlte . 135 kst 
fPreload & boost 
RT 166 ult. bearing 
preload & boost 
ultimate· 
200 ks!.,.! 
ultimate 
606l-T6 RT 31'01 kGi limit 35 ~&i +013 
interference streol yield 
6061-T6 350 17.5 ksi limit 
interferenco stroot 
. 
28 ksi 
yield 
+.60 
6061-T6 350 2,570 ~ u~tlmate 5,730 I . +lQ23 
push-out loads ultimata 
"'70:~'~:t' RT -'18.9 kai -limit 135' k~~~'l!!r.l~'~~:=l+~"oll\:a?!:5~' ~ 
interference stram, yield 
'j 
6061-T6 350 11.6:ksi limit 28 kat 
interfernnce ~ttGD:: yield 
6061-T6 RT 41.6 kat ultimntc 
. " 
O1tplosion otrosa 
42 ksi 
ult1-~te 
+1.4 
+.01 
~ .... ' . 
,. 
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PART 
or 
LOCATION 
(Continued) . 
, . : 
.; 
Housing 
, 
(228168) .' " 
.. 
.. 
. 
" 
~1.d1z.er Inl.&t 
,-:ube (22.82~ l) 
. 
. . 
, t; ~.".' ~ • 
I j, . : 
r ,I 
Fuel Inlet Tube 
(2~a166) 
, . 
MA LAT. 
6061-T6 
6061-T6 
60pl .. T6 
A-28G 
. 
A-286 
A-28G 
". 
A-286 
A-286' 
"" 
. , 
• 1 ~, 
TABLE' VItI.' (continued) ,~- _. _. ,._- .......... - . 
ALLOWABLE 
Il'EHP 
ACTUAL STREs8 (ltDi) STR
ESS .~~ 
(OF) 
or 
or 
LOAD (t:') LOAD (t1
) 
150 10.6 kat ultimate
 . 140 kat -ult" 
aT 11.0 ksi ultimate ,?-7 k
sl ult. 
engine mount attbcl 
shear 
RT 18.3 ks! ultimat
e 2,7 kat ult ~ 
Valvo attachment o
hear 
3S 130 kat ultimate 
il40 kai· . 
bursting pressure 
ultimate 
35 108 ka! ultimate 
~40 ka! 
preload 
ultill1t1te 
35 477 0 ulto chear 
2, 160 fi 
.' P~k~Jl¥;~flGUr~ ~ 
ultimate 
.. , 
35 13108 ksi ultimat
e 
. 
bursting pr~ssuro 
'35 397 ~ ult. shanr 
preload & pressure 
thrcad sheai:' , ; . 
, 
, 
140 ksi . 
ultimste 
1800 I 
ultimata 
. 
.' 
• A-286 35 
130 0 0 ka! ul ttmllto 
140',ksi 
:' 
prelood'& pressure 
ultimata 
MARGIn 
of 
SAJl'El"l 
+2076 
+.1.46 
+,,47 
+.07 
+030: 
Large 
+006 
Large 
.. 
; 
+007 
7 ~~;;;~l92L)- _ A~28~ r~""'~lt:il8:l%j.O~1~' k:;tl'Sm1:m,su~C3lt~'i3i'~:r.l'
ZtiZ'e~';'~8S~'m:k~6::·~~:!!!!'ll:'1Sl~];i'~ Lar::·~rE . .s:t'J'!J~ 
En 0' Mot .. Attach 
. 
, booBt mount 
loads ultimate 
.. 
~~~;~~~~'~rim~'~m'~~~'~'
l~~~:t~~~~mroM~~~~"~~
'F=~~~~~
~~~ '~ 
. Insulator Phen
olic RT 73 0 6 kat u~ti
C4te 96 kat; '+~Z2
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MATERIAL SELECTION 
I. INTRODUCTION 
. ,A. .Descriptionof the .Engine' 
, i 
. .; \. 
The 100-pound thrust reaction control engines developed and manufactured 
by The Marquardt Company for the Apollo Service MOdule and th~ Lunar MOdule are 
pressure-fed, ,bipropellant thrust generators capable of either steady state (con-
tinuous) or pulse-modulated operation. These engines attain their rated 100-pounds 
of thrust utilizing a very low pressure, moderate temperatures and a radiation 
cooled combustion chamber. The engine assembly is 13-1/2 inches long and weighs 
5 pounds and operates by injecting hypergolic propellants consisting of nitrogen 
tetroxide (N204) as the oxidizer and Aerozine-50, a 50-50 blend of unsymmetrical 
dimethyl hydrazine (UDMH) and pydrazine (N2H4), or monomethy1hydrazine as ~he fuel • 
.. \ 
. The basic components' of this engine are the injector head assembly, the fuel 
\ 
and oxidizer solenoid valves, the combustion chamber and the various seals and attach 
hardware n'ecessary for assembly and operation of the engine. FigUre 1 shows a cutaway 
. view of an ea!ly 100-pound thrust engine which was initially. tested on 14 August 1962 
and Figure 2 shows the R-4D engin~ currently being supplied for space exploration. A de-
tailed'description of the components land their function will be discussed later in this chapter. 
\ ' 
. I 
Reasons Considered f~r ~aterial Selection I 
I ' 
B. 
The Maziquardt 100-poun~ thrust engine (Figure 2)/appears to be an extremely 
simple piece of hardware. The engine was designed with onl~ four moving parts, the com-
I ! bined armature-seat pintle in each ofithe two valves and the spring for returning the arma-
. I 
ture to the fail safe closed position. :fIowever, operation of the engine in the realm of 
outerspace imposes several extremely, severe and stringent ;requirements on the components 
and ultimately on th~ material selected, for each applicationi The engine converts chemical 
energy stored in the propellants into tli!rust by comb}lstion ~n the combustion chamber and 
subsequent acceleration of the combustion products in a convergent-divergent nozzle. The 
combustor is a pressure vessel for containment and direction of the combustion pressur e 
which is normally 96. 7 psi with ignitiori pressures as high as 1500 psi and combustion 
temperatures of apprOximately 5200°F./ The current chamber operates with a throat temp-
erature in excess of 2000°F and a maximum forward flange temperature, less than three 
inches away, of less than 600°F to prevent vaporation of the propellant in the injector head. 
Early models of the engine operated wi.th throat temperatures in excess of 3000°F. In 
• I ' 
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addition to the temperature and mechanical property requirements the valves and injector 
must be compatible with the liquid propellants and the injector face and combustion chamber 
must be compatible with the products of combustion. rhe strength-to-weight properties of 
the various materials at temperature are extremely important due to the cost of orbiting a 
pound of payload. The close tolerances of the valve components and the repeated cyclic 
type operation require the use of highly wear resistant materials with antigalling character-
istics .. The extreme temperature profile experienced by the engine during operation neces-
sitates a thorough knowledge of the thermal expansion and thermal conduction characteristics 
of the various materials utilized to prevent relaxation of some attach hardware pre-stresses 
'or the overstressing of other 'parts of the engine. Space operation itself presents several 
materials problems associated with vacuum exposure. Materials with high vapor pressures 
tend to sublime, the normally occurring oxides of some metals sublime resulting in the ' 
cold welding of the unprotected substrates as well as the evaporation" of seals and lubricants . 
.. _.~~ , •. • I '. I . . I 
n. DISCUSSION OF COMPONENTS 
A. Injector 
1'- Function \ 
. The injector head is the focal point of the engine. The fuel and oxidizer 
solenoid valves are mounted on the 'forward Side and the combustion chamber on the aft 
Side. The engine is attached to the service module through the injector housing and must 
transmit the rocket engine thrust to' the vehicle. During launch the air drag on the engine 
and vibration during launch and boost 'are transmitted to the vehicle through the injector 
housing. However, the main function of the injector is to introduce and mix the propellants 
in the combustion chamber in ~~ch, a ranner that good performiance results. 
2. Current Injector DeSign , . ' 
The Lur~ent 100 po~nd thrust injector assembl design is a multiple do~blet 
(8 on 8) injector with an integral preigbiter to reduce the instantaneous pressure surge from 
propellant ignition to an acceptable lev~l. A doublet' consists fbf one fuel port and one oxi-
dizer port, drilled and aligned such that when propellants flo,4,r through them, the fuel stream 
impinges on the oxidizer stream. The assembly is composed of seven basic parts. The in-
jecotr housing, dismissed above, and tll~' injector insert ring, which form the fuel allnulus 
for distribution oflfuel to the doublets, are both 6061 aluminum in the T-6 condition pro-
cured in accorda~ce with QQ-A-325. T~e remaining five parts which comprise the compo-
nents of the preigniter and the injector-valve interface are A-286 steel in the heat treat 
condition in accordance with AMS 5737. I / . , 
Materials selected for the injector head assembly were required to have 
two basic characteristics: (1) propellant compatibility and (2) high heat conductivity. 
Compatibility with the propellants v: J.S ~ssential to insure that no reaction with the 
i ' I I 
\ / \ 8-1+ / 
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propellants or slow erosion because of prolonged exposure would occur. Both materials 
have a class A rating(l), less than 1 mpy attack, with Aerozine-50 and N204' Heat transfer 
to the injector during an engine firing required a material that could conduct heat away 
from the injector face rapidly to prevent melting of the material and boiling of the propellants 
in the injector head. 
3. Injector Development 
a. Initial Concept 
. . 
_ The injector development program is discussed in detail in Chapter 10 
therefore, only the Significant design changes which affect the overall performance or mode 
of operation of the engine and resulted in material changes will be discussed in this chapter. 
The initial injector concepts (Figure 3) were of the single doublet type 
and a 90 degree impingement angle. Several different splash plate configurations inserted 
into the propellant streams were tested in an attempt to obtain better mixing of the propel-
lants and.ultimately more uniform combustion. Extremely high combustion chamber wall 
temperatures, in excess of 3000°F, were experienced which resulted in high head tempera-
tur:es from thermal conduction at the combustor-injector interfac.e. 
Refinement of the Single doublet injector included the insertion of a 
wedge between the fuel and oxidizer injection ports to break up the hypergolic propellants 
into a finer spray before contact could take place. Steady state performance with these in-
jectors was poor and the injector head assemblies became ro..-tremely hot. The splash plates 
and wedges did not improve the efficiency of the engine and burned away very rapidly • 
b. Multiple Doublet Concept . J / 
l/ 
The first major breakthrough in the injector design was the incorpora-
tion of the multiple doublet injector concept. Several designs including a,l4-on-4 (four oxi-
dizer jets impinging on four fuel jets), 6-on-6, a-on-a, 12-on-12 and 2 .. i::.on-24 were evalua-
ted with a substantial increase in engine efficiency being experienced~s the number of doublets 
were increased to the 8-on-8 design. The 12-on-12 injector design was selected for one of 
the early prototype engines because of its better specific impulse, satisfactory temperature 
levels and a history of no chamber failures. The advantage of the multiple doublet injector 
concept over the single doublet was division of the propellants into finer jets before impinge-
ment and a smaller reaction zone at each doublet resulting in better control of the oxidizer to 
fuel OfF ratio and a greater thrust efficiency. Fuel to the multiple doublets was delivered 
through a fuel annulus with a diameter slightly less than that of the combustor seal, thereby 
providing a liquid cooled heat sink. Thus a great deal of heat conciucted to the head by the 
combustion chamber was carried away from the system by the fuel. The combustor-injector 
seal was also modified in an attempt to lower the head temperature further by eliminating 
the bearing contact of the combustion chamber on the aluminum head in order to reduce 
conduction from the chamber to the head -as shown by. Figure 4. 
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c. Oxidizer Valve Stand-Off 
During the latter part of 1963 several injector configurations were 
evaluated in an attempt to prevent vaporation of the propellants in the valves during soak-
back and in the injector head during subsequent firing. A stand-off section between the oxi-
dizer solenoid valve and the injector head was incorporated in the design to transport the 
oxidizer from the valve to the head assembly and isolate the valve from the high head temp-
eratures. Type 303 CRES stainless steel was selected as the material for the stand-off 
because of its "A" rated compatibility (less than 1 mpy attack) with the oxidizer and its re-
sistance to p.eat conductance. This high resistance plus the thin-walled cross-section 
(Figure 5) of the stand-off adapter provided a good thermal barrier between the oxidizer 
valve and the injector head assembly. The insulating characteristics of the stand-off in-
jector design was enhanced by the use of a phenolic spacer to insulate the upper p~rt of ~he 
stand-off adjacent to the valve. MIL-F-9084 (181 glass cloth fabric) bonded with MIL-R-
9299 Type II, Class 2 resin was selected as the spacer material because of its good thermal 
insulation properties •. Therma1 conduction between the head assembly and the stand-off 
adapter will be further retarded in space by venting the annulus around the stand-off to the" 
vacuum of space. The stand-off adapter concept proved effective in reducing the temperature 
in the oxidizer valve to an acceptable level, a later much improved version of the stand-off 
adapter has been incorporated in both the oxidizer and fuel valves of the current injector. 
Redundant "omnisealsll were used to prevent oxidizer leakage between the stainless steel 
stand-off adapter and the aluminum injector insert and between the oxidizer valve and the 
stand-off adapter. Current design eliminated the starid-off injector seals by using a shrink 
fit; however,. the same type seals have been used to seal both valves to the stand-off adapter. 
The seals consist of TFE Teflon with a horseshoe shaped cross section with a PH 15 -7 Mo 
coil spring to keep the legs of the horseshoe seal spread apart. Both materials have an ~'A" 
compatibility rating in contact with the propellants. No compatibility problems have been 
. . I 
encountered with the seals. . ',: l/ 
, 
d. Propellant Vaporization 
The stand-off adapt~r concept w~s successful in lot~ring the tempera-
ture of the oxidizer valve to a satisfactory level wh~re the oxidizer wo'uld not vaporize in 
the valve itself during maximum soakback conditions. However, the liquid oxidizer had to 
be transferred from the valve through the stand-off adapter with its thermal gradient into 
the passages of the individual doublets in the hot injector. Initial contact of the oxidizer 
with the hot injector at pressures lower than maintained in the closed valve by the pressurized 
propellant system resulting in boiling of the oxidizer and the injection of hot vapors into the 
combustion chamber. Injection of vaporized oxidizer into the combustor 'produces a high . 
heat transfer burning phase which resulted in burnthrough of the throat section of 'combustion 
chamber walls. Several injector designs were evaluated in an attempt to prevent the vapori-
zation of the oxidizer in the head assembly. Among these designs was the insertion of alumi-
num tube liners into the oxidizer cross passages in an unsuccessful attempt to insulate the 
oxidizer flow from the high injector head temperature. 
'"r 
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~. Emittance Improvement e. 
The steady state operating temperature of the combustion chamber was 
lowered significantly by grit blasting the outside diameter of the combustor wall and throat 
section prior to coating. The roughened surface resulted in a higher emittance value for 
the chamber tims providing an increased heat rejection rate. Lowering of the combustor 
temperature also lowers the injector assembly temperature due to less heat transfer through 
the combustor-injector seal thus redu~ing the tendancy to vaporize the propellants. Details 
of the grit blasting and emittnpce evaluation are discussed in Section II-C-3-e. Ii -- , 
f. Fuel Film Cooling i \ 
, Movies of a combUstion chamber being test fired with an 8-on-8 injector 
indicated that c~oi streaks appear~d on the chamber in between the doublets because of the 
cooling effect of the doublet fanning action overlapping at the cool streaks. It was thus de-
cided tha.t substantial cooling of the engine could be obtained by injecting a fuel bleed stream 
onto the hottest portion of the chamber wall. Eight fuel ble~d holes radially in line with the 
eight e.'tisting doublets were added to inject 11 percent of the fuel flow onto the wall 0.500 
inch downstrea.m from Ule injectot face. The effect of the fuel bleeds on engine performance 
was very small and the wall temperature was only 2500°F with a forward flange temperature 
of approximately 500°F. \1 ' 
The fuel film c,ooling concept was thoroughly investigated during the 
injector development program. Variables such as oxidizer film cooling, variation in the 
, \ 
percent flow to the fuel bleed holes, angle of fuel impingement on the chamber wall, location 
, 1 
of the impingement area with respect to the forward flange. Optimization of these variables 
1 
has led to the selection of an iI;ljector,incorporating a fuel bleed' of 24 percent at an impinge-
". t ' • 
ment. an....~eof 400 and resulted in a steady state forward flange temperature of approximately 
350"F and a ma..'timum soakback temperature of approximately 400°F. This temperature de-
crease has eliminatea several of the rhaterial problems in thltnjector design. ' , \ 
, ' 
g. Preigniter concekt, ' 
\' 
; \ 
:I'be preigniter ca~ be described as a small rocket engine located inside 
of the main thrust chamber. The oxidiZer stand-off adapter.'has been made an integral part 
". f; , 
of the preigniter. The injector was also modified by the addition of a fuel stand-off adapter 
which is similar.to the oxidizer stand-6ff portion of the preigniter. Propellant lead to the 
1 
preigniter is assured by the use of a preigniter tube with il direct passage from the valve to 
the preigniter doublet. Propellant to the remaining doublets is delayed because ,of the flow 
path through the injector. The propellant must pass through lateral holes in the preigniter 
tube into an annulus before it enters the,:injector passages to the doublets and fuel bleed 
,por~. The '?reigniter injector is shown in Figure 6. 
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. ,//"/ Type A-286 austenitic precipitation hardening stainless steel was 
selected as the material for the preigniter components and the fuel stand-off adapter, re-
placing the type 303 stainless steel originally used for the oxidizer stand-off adapter. This 
material change was made to accommodate the increased strength and oxidization resistant 
requirements imposed on the preigniter having to contain the initial combustion and the fact 
that the preigniter was now exposed to and protruded into the environment of the combustion 
chamber. A-286 has an "A" compatibility rating (less than 1 mpy attack) in contact with the 
propellants and has good machining characteristics, an essential for this application and 
was readily available. The 6061-T6 aluminum originally selected for the injector housing 
was still adequate, therefore no material change was required. 
4. Fabrication and Assembly 
The 6061-T6 aluminum for the injector housing and the preigniter ring in-
sert are procured in accordance with QQ-A-325 in the T-6 condition. The housing assembly 
is reheat treated to the T-6 condition after rough machining as a stress relieVing operation 
. because of the complex shape and extensive machining required to produce the part. The 
A-286 stainless steel for the preigniter components and the fuel stand-off adapter are pro-
cured in accordance with AMS 5737 in the heat treated condition. The preigniter and the 
fuel stand-off adapter are stress relieved at 1250°F for four hours after rough machining. 
The remaining components are machined to final configuration without an intermediate 
stress relief. . 
The aluminum compon"ents are chromic acid anodized all over, except for 
critical mating surfaces for corrosion protection. . The mating surfaces are alodined which 
provides a softer surface than anodizing thereby enhancing the necessary intercomponent 
seal. Assembly of the injector requires four shrink fitting operations which are extremely 
critical because of the accurate alignment of mating parts and the propellant tight seal 
necessary to prevent leakage and mixing of the propeUants in the head assembly. The compo-
nents are matched and final machined to produce an interference fit between mating surfaces. 
The amount of interference is varied to accommodate the different diameters of the mating 
surfaces. A temperature differential is required to assemble the parts with a maximum 
temperature of 450°F permitted for a maximum of io minutes to prevent over aging of the 
aluminum. The temperature diffe~ential is succeSSively decreased during the assembly to 
avoid allY undue disturban~e of the previous joints. 
5. Special Investigations 
The majority of the problems encountered in the development of the injector 
have been discussed above; however, a few significant isolated or intermittent problems 
which have been omitted are discussed below with the corrective action employed. 
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a. Discrepant Propellant Passages 
. During the early development phase of the program, several injectors 
had to be rejected because of discrepancies in the propellant passages resulting in non-uniform 
propellant streams. Corrective action required hand rework of the passages which could not 
be performed without disassembly of the injector! A technique has been developed whereby 
the injector inserts are shrink-fitted into plastic housings which are hydraulically similar 
to the actual aluminum injector housings. Water flow testing of the inserts prior to instal-
lation in the head assembly permits rework of any discrepancies and additional testing. 
b. Insert Le~ Repair \ 
I . , 
._. __ .. , , . " " Several injector housings had to be rejected after final assembly because 
of inadequate sealing between the shrink fitted joints. The joints are pressurized for five 
minutes at 460 psig with dry filtered, nitrogen with no leaks allowed. A thermal shock cycle 
was initiated where the leaky injectors could be repaired by redistribution of the joint 
stresses. The injector assemblies are heated to the precipitation aging treatment of the 
6061-T6 aluminum, approximat~ly 340°F for 30 minutes, and quenched in an alcohol bath 
maintained at a temperature of -90°F or lower. This cycle may be repeated up to a total of 
1 
three times before the assembly is rejected. 
c. Excessive Cleaning 
t Several injector parts had to be rejected because of discoloration and 
variation in the anodic coating of b~th the aluminum insert ring and the aluminum injector 
housing. An extensive inves~~~a~io\ revealed the ~OlloWing corciusions: 
(1) The caus~ of discoloration and variation on the anodized 
1 6061-T6 parts resulted from attac~ of the coating by re-peated cleaning in the ultrasonic cleaner. The color of 
the coati~g variation varied from /Ught gray to black as a 
result of contamination of the cleaner with metal salts 
• (copper,. Ifad and tin). / 
./ (2) The condition of discoloration was not found to be detri-
mental to the life, function, interchangeability or service 
\ ' 
of the engine. This problem has been eliminated by re-
ducing the ~umber of ultrasonic cleaning cycles to a mini-
mum and imposing stringent" controls on the cleaning 
solutions. f / 
I / 
I / 
I / 
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B. Solenoid Valves (Fuel and Oxidizer) 
1. Function 
The functions of the injector solenoid valves are: (1) to respond rapidly to 
an electrical signal, thus supplying the proper ratio of fuel and oxidizer to the injector, and 
(2) provide a positive propellant shut-off to prevent leakage during periods of time when the 
engine is not operating. 
2. Operation 
An electro-magnet actuating mechanism is used to open the propellant valves. 
The valves are normally closed and fail closed upon loss of electrical power. Application 
of curr'ent to the coil in the valve body draws the armature, which is ·also the moving compo-
nent of the seal, away from the seat assembly allowing propellant to flow through the valve 
into the injector- head assembly. Removal of the electrical current permits the spring and 
propellant pressure to seat the armature thus stopping the flow of propellants. 
3. 'Design Criteria 
~ The solenoid valves, being the only engine components with moving parts, 
impose several Unique factors on the valve design which are not applicable to the rest of 
the engine. Only the requirements which are related to material selection will be discussed 
in this section, the remainder are presented in Chapter 9, "Propellant Valve Design". 
Some of the more important requirements are compatibility with the propellants, wear and 
galling characteristics, electrical and magnetic properties, and seat leakage. 
, 
The basic components of the electro-magnet portion of the sol~noid valve 
(Figure 7) are: (a) the electrical coil, (b) the valve cover which forms the outer leg of the 
iron circuit, (c) the valve body which is magnetically insulated at the mid-plane, forms the 
ends of the iron circuit, (d) the valve body plug which forms half of the i~er leg of the 
circuit, and (e) the movable armature which forms ,the remainder of the'inner leg when the 
coil is energized. The various solenoid valve components were design~d to meet the above 
criteria while utilizing readily available materials. ' 
4. Material Selection and Component Fabrication 
Two'materials, No.5 relay steel and type 446 CRES, were considered for 
the electro-magnetic components of the solenoid. The No.5 relay steel was considered be-
cause of its optimum magnetic properties; however, it had to be plated for corrosion resis-
tance. Annealed Typ~ 446 CRES was selected as the prime material for the electro-magnetic 
components of the valve although it does not have optimum magnetic properties. Type 446 
CRES has an "A" compatibility rating in contact with'the propellants. The 446 CRES is 
procured in annealed bar stock form in accordance with QQ-8-763. 
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a. Solenoid Valve Cover 
. The cover for the solenoid valve is machined to final configuration in 
the form of a cylinder. The ,outlet end ci the cover has three equally spaced integral lugs 
for attaching the valve assembly to the injector head. 
b. Solenoid Valve Body 
" 
, j The body is the main structural component of the valve assembly and is 
machined in the configuration of a spool. The magnetic coils are wpund directly onto' the 
valve body. The inlet end of the spool has a threaded fitting for at14chment of the propellant 
lines with an internal recess for the propellant flow control orifice and strainer. The outlet 
, I 
end of the spool-has female threads to accept the valve seat assembly. The valve body forms 
the ends- of the iron circuit of the: electro-magnet as discussed above; however, the one piece 
construction formed a short circuit for the magnetic field and would not actuate the valve. 
Originally the spool assembly was made in two parts and welded at the mid-plane using 
Inco 92 weld rod, a non-magnetic material. Several problems were encountered with this 
design because of defective weldsl allowing propellant seepage into the windings of the coils. The current design has eliminated this problem by rough machining the spool as a one piece 
item with a 0.5 inch wide groove iLround the outside diameter of the ,spool at the mid-plane 
where the original two piece unit was joined. The groove is machined to within approximately 
0.015 inch of the final inside diameter of the spooi. The groove is back filled by automatic 
'welding using Inco 92 weld rod to form a non-magnetic gap. After final machining, the valve 
body is Electrolized (a proprietary hard chromium plating) to enhance the wear characteris-
, , ' 
tics of the 446 CRES in sliding contapt with the moving armatu~e. 
\ ' 
c. Solenoid Valve Body Plug 
; I 
. The valve body p~ug or pole piece forms the stationary pole of the 
electro-magnet. T~e plug is cylindripal in shape with propel1,~nt flow passage through the 
center. The downstream end of the pJug has a larger concentric recessed hole to position 
the armature clOSing spring and retaiher without restricting the propellant flow. The valve 
body plug is shrink-fit with the plug s~ated against the inlet ~nd of the solenoid valve body. 
The plug and valve body are machined to have a O. 0002 to 0.'0006 inch diametrical inter-
ference fit. An upper limit of 500°F islplaced on the valve ,body temperature during the 
shrink-fit opera~~on. ,\\ / 
d. Solenoid Valve Armature 
The solenoid valve,iarmature is machined with an integral poppet tip 
and forms the moving component of the'valve seat. S'tellite 6-B hardiacing alloy is weld 
. depOSited to' the end of the poppet tip to resist wear from repeated contact with the valve 
seat. The armature is completely suri'ounded by the propellants; however, the primary 
propellant flow path to the injector head assembly is through a single hole at the upstream 
. 1,
J / 
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end which also position the armature closing spring and spring retainer. This passage 
narrows below the retainer ending in blind hole near the downstream end of the armature. 
Four equally spaced propellant passages drilled at an angle through the downstream face 
of the armatu:re intercept the above passage just above the poppet tip. Propellant flow 
through the four passages surround the valve seat and tend to center the armature in the 
. valve body during operation. The outside diameter of the armature has three narrow close 
. tolerance lands running the length of the armature to minimize drag against the valve body 
and help align the poppet with the valve seat. The armature is Electrolized for better wear 
resistant 'characteristics. . 
'. 
e. Solenoid Valve Seat Assembly 
The valve seat assembly currently being used for both propellant valves 
consists of a three piece assembly. The valve seat and the valve seat insert are machined 
from AM 355 bar stock procured in accordance with AMS 5743. The valve seat seal is 
machined from TFE Teflon procured in accordance with a Marquardt Corporation specifica-
tion. Both TFE Teflon and AM 355 have an "A" compatibility rating in contact with propel-
lants. The valve seat is the largest component of the assembly and has male threads to . 
mate with the downstream side of the valve body. A chevron type seal of TFE Teflon' coated 
17 -4 PH stainless steel provides the seal between the seat assembly and the valve body. 
The armature poppet tip strikes and seats against the conical AM 355 seat; however, the 
poppet tip seals against the Teflon insert in the seat assembly. The Teflon seal is held in 
position in a recess in the valve seat insert by shrink-fitting the insert into the valve seat 
using a 300"F temperature difference with a maximum temperature of 100°F for the seat. 
Mter assembly and before final machining of the Teflon seat, the valve seat assembly is 
stabilized at 200°F for 8 to 10 hours and a subsequent room temp~rature hold for a minimum 
of 12 hours. This treatment reduces the tendancy for the Teflon to creep and deform after 
/ final machining. j' J 
l, 
Early vintage valve seat assemblies were fabricated from Type 303 
CRES and glass fiber filled TFE Teflon. Galling of the 303 CRES was a p'voblem both in 
the attach threads and from impacting of the armature poppet tip. Shre~ding and cold flow 
of the glass filled Teflon resulted in changing the seal material to pure/TFE Teflon. 
other than the above material changes, the valve seat design has re-
mained essentially unchanged. The double angle Teflon seal (Figure 8) was changed to a 
single angle seal to provide a better seal surlace and reduce the tendancy to cold flow the 
Teflon. The inside diameter of the insert was changed to provide a void for the Teflon to 
cold flow upward rather than being extruded over the lower lip of the seat assembly and 
being shredded into the injector head. r 
I 
,f 
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f. Solenoid Valve Spring and Spring Retainers 
The valve spring is made from In~onel X wire procured in accordance 
with AMS 5698. The function of the spring is to assure the necessary pressure for 
the valve to seal properly and provide the force required to rapidly close the valve. 
The spring has a working rate of 250 pounds per inch and maintains a pre-load on the 
sea armature of 2.75 pounds. Abrasion of the armature and the valve body plug is 
prevented by two 17-7 PH stainless steel spring retainers. The 17-7 PH stainless 
steel bar stock is procured in accordance with AMS 5644 in the TH-950 condition. 
Both materials have an "A" compatibility rating in contact with the propellants. 
I, ---
g. Flow Control Orifice \ 
. , 
Propellant flow rate is regulated by a proper;lY sized flow control 
orifice inserted in the inlet:side of the valves. The orifices are machined from 
Type 304"stainless steel held :inposition by PH 15-7 Mo retainer rings. 
1 
h.' Sediment Strainer 
A type 304 L stainless steel strainer is located downstream of the 
flow control orifice in the valve body plug. The sediment strainer consists of a 
cylindrical shaped element rolied and seam welded from 20 mesh, 0.010 inch diameter 
wire. An inverted spherical shaped bottom formed from the same material as the 
cylinder is fusion welded to the downstream side of the strainer. The upstream . 
side of the cylinder is resistan.ce seam welded to a 304L ring which positions the 
strainer element in the valve below the flow orifice. 
\ 
~ . " 
i. Solenoid Valve Coils 
I 
The electrical eoi,ls for actuation of the; solenoid valve has an 
automatic coil for normal operatio'n of the valve and a direct coil for manual or 
emergency operatio~. The coaxially wound coils are insufated from the valve body 
by two layers of MlL-I-15126 Type MFT 2.5 tape and from ~ach other by MIL-Y-1140 
grade ECC-B glass tape. The automatic coil consists of 685 turns of No. 30 AWG 
copper wire procured in accordance{with MIL-W-583C, Cla~'s 220 Type M2 and. extends 
the entire length of the valve body. The outer direct ¢oil has 1,020 turns of 
No. 26 AWG copper wire procured in \flccordance with MIL-;W-583C Class 220, Type M. 
The direct coil is wrapped with an insert located at the downstream end of the 
valve to provide a'/void for later attachment of the power cable. After wrapping, 
the coils are vacuum impregnated with 3M electrical irtsulating epoxy No. 250 and 
cured at 2600 F £Or three hours. Th~ insert at the end of the direct coil is re-
. , 
moved and the four conductor electri.cal power cable consisting of 19 strand nickel 
coated copper wire is soldered to th~ automatic and/direct coils. .SN 60W Type K 
RA condition P3 solder procured in accordance with QQ-A-57Id is used for this joint • 
. The individual conductor of the power cable is insulated with color coded TFE Teflon 
sheathing. The Teflon is cleaned with Tetra-Etch :'to enhanc'e the adhesion of the 
3M electrical insulating epoxy No. 248 potting compound applied over each of the 
A solder joints. After curing of. the ;potted jOints at 2600 F for three hours the ~ direct coil is wrapped with two Layers of 3M polyester electrical insulation tape 
i I' 
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No. 74 and the void around the power cable connection and the outside of the 
direct coil are coveredtvith the 3H electrical insulating epoxy No. 248. The 
assembly is press fitted into the cover and the final. potting compound is cured at 
2600F for three hours. Abrasion of the power cable Teflon jacket where it enters 
the solenoid valve through the valve cover is prevented by a Teflon grommet. 
The early version of the solenoid valve coil utilized a three 
coil system: (1) an opening coil, (2) a holding coil, and (3) an emergency coil 
which was separated from the other coils by a fire wall. This arrangement was 
later changed to the coaxially wound automatic and direct co:l system without the 
fire wall. Burn out tests of the automatic coils at app~oximately 7500 F resulted 
in a temperature of less than 2700 F (maximum allowable 3000 F) in the direct coil. 
Aluminum windings were used in the original coils to reduce the overall weight of 
the engine. However, several problems were encountered in joining the aluminum 
windings and the copper leads of the power'cab1e. ,The major problem was associated 
with the incomplete removal of the highly corrosive flux necessary to solder the 
aluminum. The flux problem was eliminated by using an ultrasonic soldering tech-
nique but the aluminum windings were replaced with the current copper winding ,to 
improve the reliability of the rocket engine system. 
5. Special Investigations 
a. Literature Survey 
A literature survey indicated that solenoid valves with Teflon 
seats would performsatisfagtorily in the hard vacuum of space. Static and dynamic 
tests were conducted at 10- mm Hg with no adverse affect on seat leakage, coil 
dielectric strength, coil resistance, activation amperage and voltage or response 
characteristics. The dissimilar metals, Stellite 6 and AM 355, used in the valve 
seat and the poppet tip will preclude the tendancy for materials to cold weld in' 
space. 
b. Endurance Testing 
" 
" 
A prototype solenoid valve was subjected to ~9 endurance test 
with the accumulation of over one million cycles. Response timEr/ flow, stroke 
and leakage tests were conducted at several points during the ~est. No change was 
observed in either response time or pressure drop. Zero leakage was noted at each 
point. The stroke increased from 0.0310 inch to 0.0315 inch over the total accumu-
lated cycles. Visual and microscopic inspection of the valve components indicated 
that, due to permanent set in the downstream portion of the seat assembly, the 
sealing point of the poppet on the Teflon seal had relocated from the downstream 
to the upstream side. The poppet seats on the AM 355 metal portion of the seat 
assembly but seals on the Teflon. 
c. Combustion Chamber 
1. Func t ion @ ;I 
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,/ The combustion chamber must perform two essential functions in the 
operation of the engine. These functions occur in two distinct areas of the com-
bustor; (1) the.chamber portion must present a boundary for the liquid propellant 
mixing and combustion, and (2) the exit nozzle including the necked down'throat 
section must direct, accelerate am eject the combustion gas in an efficient manner. 
Liquid propellants are sprayed into the chamber region by the injector where they 
are mixed and burned resulting in rapid expansion of the hot gaseous combustion 
products. Ejection of the hot gas from the combustor and acceleration in the throat 
nozzle to supersonic velocities produce the forward thrust of the engine. These 
simple functions are compounded considerably by~the fact that the combustion temp-
eratures are extremely high, approximately 5200oF. 
" 2. Material Selection 
Materials capable of operation at this temperature and environment were 
not and are still not available, however, fuel film radiation cooling of the combustion 
chamber to the infinite heat sink of space and a partial gas cooling boundary film 
lowered the temperature to a level that could be tolerated by existing materials. 
The initial criteria for selection of the combustion chamber material was a material 
with the capability to withstand an inner wall temperature of approximately 30000 F 
and 3000 psi induced stress for 10 minutes with less th~n 2 percent creep. In 
addition, the material was required to have a low specific heat and low density for 
rapid cooling of the chamber wall' after engine shutdown to prevent high injector 
head temperatures. The operating environment consists of space vacuum on the out-
side diameter and OXidizing combustion products, ,mostly water vapor and short term 
exposure to raw propellants on th~ inner wall. The radiation cooled design made it 
desirable to use a high emittance material for better heat rejection. These design 
conditions dictated the use of a refractory metal alloy. Since the potential for 
oxidation would always be present because of the combustion products, the material 
selected had to be oxidation resistant. itself or have an oxidation resistant coating 
available. A literature search led to the choice of investigating: (1) molybdenum 
alloys because of their known successful application at ~arquardt under similar 
conditions, or (2) columbium alloys for their ease of fabrication, ductility and 
limited application experience at Marquardt, or (3) the 90 percent tantaluo-lO per-
cent tungsten alloy for its higher temperature capabilities and good fabrication 
characteristics. Tungsten was not considered because of its high density, fabrica-
tion problems and the lack of an oxidation protection system. 
Since no single refractory alloy exhibited all of the desirable properties, a 
compromise was made based on previous experience and coating availability. Unalloyed 
molybdenum with a silicide coating applied by the pack cementation process was 
selected. 
3. Fabrication and Operating Condtion Improvement 
a. Combustion Chamber Fabrication 
Operation of the combustion chamber with a wall temperature of 
approximately 30000 F results in a temperature in excess of l6000 F at the 'aft end 
of .the expansion nozzle. A typical temperature profile taken from one of the early 
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"-engines is shown by Figure 9. Because"of these temperature requirements the combus-
tion chamber and expansion nozzle were fabricated as a single unit from an unalloyed 
molybdenum forging. The steps in the manufacturing process are shown by Figure 10. 
As indicated the forgings were machined to the approximate configuration of the 
combustor and to the flow-turn preform shape. The expansion nozzle portion of the 
preform was flow-turned to final shape in a two step process· with an intermediate 
anneal. Final machining of the combustion chamber section and trimming of the aft 
end of the expansion nozzle completed the shaping,of the combustor., Flow-turning 
of the expansion nozzle resulted in a refined grain structure and imparted a greater 
strength without significant loss' of ductility in the thin section. 
Ii p. Silicide Coating I 
.;' t 
Since refractory metals exhibit high oxidation rate, they re-
quire an oxidation protectiveicoating for satisfactory operation in a high tempera-
ture oxidizing' 'atmosphere. The chambers are coated l-1ith molybdenum disilicide 
(MoS12) by the Chromizing Corporation Durak "B" pack cementation process. The 
chambers are sealed into a retort containing silicon metal and other proprietary 
chemicals and held at approximately l8000 F for several hours to accomplish the 
coating proc~ss. The resulting coating has the capability of withstanding the con-
ditions and environment of the combustion chamber for periods in excess of 90 minutes. 
, . \' ' 
. The integ~ity of the coating was initial~y evaluat~d by a "smoke 
test" consisting of placing the completed combustion chamber in a,2500 F furnace for 
5 minutes'with a visual examination every minute by raiSing the furnace door. The 
. open door insures ample access of air to the part's which acce1erates oxidation at 
any defect in ~he coating. Defects can be readily obse~ed by the formation of 
Mo03, which appears as a white smoke. The coating consists of a multiple layered' 
I ' stru~ture with varying compositiqns of molybdenum and silicon as sh~wn by Figure 11. 
I 
\ 
c. Operating Temperature Reduction 
i 
J 
I 
The operating'temperature of the combustion chamber has been 
reduced significantly during the development of the curllent 100-pound thrust engine. 
The temperature o~ the combustor ~all which was originaily in excess of 30000 F has 
now been lowered to a maximum localized temperature of iess than 24000 F. Several 
factors are responsible for this improvement in operating conditions. The most sig-
nificant was the development and :incorporation of fuel/film cooling (see Section 
II-A for details) where fuel f~om ports in the injector head are sprayed directly 
on the previously hot spots of, the 'combustor wall without being reacted with oxidizer: 
The hot spots are/located between the fuel oxidizer doublets. Another important 
improvement in ~he operating condit,ions of the combustor was accomplished, by in-
creaSing the emittance of the chamber. The outside ,diameter of the chamber was 
roughened by grit blasting the wall\with silicon ca!bide. The r0ugh surface in-
creased the total hemispherical emittance from approximate~y 0.45 'to approximately, 
0.64 and reduced the wall temperatu~e by approximately 200 F. because of the higher 
heat rejection rate. Utilization of these designl changes and the resultant lower 
wall temperature reduced the operating temperature of the expansion nozzle section 
of the'thrust chamber sufficiently enough to allow the use of a more ductile oxida-
,tion resistant uncoated high te'''Per~ture alloy.,- L-605, a cobalt base alloy \-1as 
I / 
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selected for replacement of the expansion nozzle section starting approximately 1.4' 
inches aft of the divergent section of the combustor throat. The temperature at 
the attach point of the L-605 expansion bell is apprqximately 16000 F during steady 
state operation. 
d. Ribbed Chamber Configuration 
Evaluation of the initial straight walled combustion chamber 
configuration instrumented with strain gages indicated that bending of the combustor 
wall was occurring during the .combustion process. In order to reduce the degree of. 
bending possible a contoured chamber with stiffening ribs was designed and evaluated. 
The internal size and shape of the chamber was unchanged; however, two external ribs 
running circumferentially around the chamber (Figure 12) were added to increase 
the hoop strength of the chamber and reduce the tendency to bend during firing of 
the engine. The thin section of the o;07a11 above and between the contoured ribs re-
mained the same as the initial wall thickness (0.064 inches). 
e. 'Current Combustion Chamber 
The current combustion chamber design for the Marquardt 100-pound 
thrust rocket engine consists of a two component unit. The combustor is machined 
from the same type unalloyed molybdenum forging discussed above except the skirt 
section of the forging originally required for the expansion nozzle is not used. 
The combustor is machined to final configuration and vacuum stress relieved at 
o 1850 F for one hour prior to silicon carbide grit blasting to increase the emittance 
of the hotter portions of the chamber. The exterior surface, extending from the 
thickest section of the rib nearest the forward flange to within 0.020 inch of the 
downstream side of the aft flange, is roughened to a surface finish in excess of 
100 RMS. The chamber is silicide coated with Durak "B" by the Chr~mizing Corpora-
tion's pack cementation process to a nominal thickness of 0.0026 inch. The coating 
thickness is evaluated by metallographic evaluation of a ring machined from the 
skirt sections of the unalloyed molybdenum forging and coated in the,:same retort as 
the representative combustion chamber. After acceptance, the coated chamber is 
subjected to a 20000 F five minute duration smoke test for evaluation of the coating 
integrity. The smoke test temperature was reduced from 25000 F to permit better 
I I 
observation of the chamber in the furnace and to avoid excessiv,e!' grain growth of 
the recrystallized material at the higher temperature. One part from each furnace 
run is submitted for x-ray diffraction 'of the coating to determine the coating 
composition. 
f. Combustion Chamber Seals 
The mating surfaces of the forward and after combustor flanges 
are lapped to a flatness of less than three light bands to provide a seal between 
the injector head seal and the L-60S expansion bell. A minimum of 0.0008 inch of 
coating must remain on the lapped surface to provide oxidation protection for the 
molybdenum substrate. The amount of coating remaining on the lapped flanges is 
measured with a Dermitron instrument which operates on eddy current principles 
using calibration standards with the coating thickness established metallographically. 
After lapping, the chamber is subjected to a second 20000 F five minute duration smoke 
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test to evaluate the adequacy of the cos'ting'remaining on the lapped flanges. The 
minimum coating thickness requirement was established by oxidation exposure.(smoke 
testing) of lapped samples with varying coating thickness. Several samples having 
less than a 0.0004 inch coating failed with cata'strophic oxidation of the roolybdenum 
substrate. No failures were observed on samples with coatings greater than 0.0006 
inch thick. The second smoke testis a check on the Dermitron evaluation of the 
lapped surfaces and also isolates local defects in the coating. 
g. Expansion Nozzle Fabrication 
Ii As previously discussed, L-605 a cobalt base alloy was selected 
as the material for the expansion nozzle section of the two piece combustion chamber 
configuration. L-605 is a high sttength elevated temperature allow with excellent' 
oxidation resistance and has been used for several rocket app,licationsat Marquardt. 
The material {s, procured as vacuum arc remelted bar stock by .the forging' vendor. 
The bar 'stock is hot upset forged into a shear spinning blank and solution annealed. 
The blank is machined into a shear spinning preform and flo-turned at Marquardt to 
the final internal configuration. The wall section of the bell'is reduced to a . 
final thickness of 0.010 to 0.014 inch by machining the external surface. Eight 
circumferential ribs 0.110 inch high with varying thicknesses are left around the 
outside diameter of the bell ~o provide a light weight rigid structure. The wall 
at the forward end of the expansion bell is increased in thickness from the first 
strengthening rib fo~~ard. A'recessed flange is machined into this thicker portion 
of the bell to mate l<1ith the lapped after end of the combustion chamber. The out-
side diameter of the bell flange is threaded to mate with a W,aspaloy attach nut. 
The combustion chamber and the expansion bell are assembled into a unit by placing 
a L-605 l~asher machined to fit the inside diameter of the expansion bell recessed 
flange/in contact with the upstream side of the after flange of the combustor: 
Torquing the attach nut onto the\expansion bell flange forms a compression type 
seal between the two components. \ The attach nut is prev~nted from lt10rking loose 
by a L-605 lock ring which · ... s crimped over the nut and held in position by a L-605 
, I . 
pin spotwelded to the external surface of the heavy port~on of the expansion bell. 
. I 
4. s1~cial Investiga~ions 
, 
i 
a. Combustion Chamber Life 
i· 
The useful lif~ of the silicide co.ated unalloyed molybdenum 
combustion chamber- is dependent on\degradation of the/coating resulting from 
. ' I 
oxidation of the molybdenum substrate. The predictedl life of the chamber (Figure 
13) was obtained ,'from analytical studies and test data. Degradation of the coating 
is negligible ~oring pulse type operation in a hard vacuum. The largest coating 
loss would occur during steady stat'e operation. 'The coating life at 23500 F is 
I!X)re than 2500 minutes in a hard vacuum on the outside of the chamber and 7500 
minutes on the inside wall. Since the loss of coating from the outside wall' will 
not result in engine failure, the actual life of the engine is 7500 minutes at 
23500 F. The mintmum life of a silicide coated combustion chamber during steady 
. a 0 
state operation at 2700 F and 3000 F is 500 and ,50 minutes, respectively. 
I f 
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b. Defective Coating Evaluation 
Mishandling of'coated combustion chambers during fabrication 
and inspection can result in chipping of the coating edge radii of some parts. 
The coating in this area is structurally weak because of the crazing cracks inherent 
·in the coating. An engine test, to support this investigation, was conducted using 
a chamber with a coating chip on the inside diameter of the aft flange. The com-
bustor was subjected to 1620 seconds of burn time without adverse effect on the 
engine. 
D~ Seals and Attach Hardware 
1. Valves - Injector Head 
The injector head components are assembled using metal to metal 
seals formed by 'an interference press and shrink fitting operation. The details 
of the assemblY'procedure are discussed in Section II-A.. The valves are sealed 
to the injector head assembly by redundant omniseals consisting of a Teflon seal 
with a "u" shaped configuration. The legs' of the "u" are separated by a PH 15':' 7 
Mo coil spring. One seal is located around the preigniter tube and seals against 
the preigniter insert and the downstream side of the valve seat. This seal stops 
the flow of propellants leaking past the metal to metal spherical seat. A chevron 
type seal, consisting of Teflon coated 17-4 PH stainless steel, located between 
the valve seat assembly and the valve body prevents propellant leakage from the 
valve itself. A second omniseal located between the valve body and preigniter 
insert provides a back-up seal for the two primary seals. The seals are procured 
as finished items. 
The valves are attached to the injector head by thr.ee equally spaced 
screws installed through the downstream flange of the valve body cover and .torque'd 
into an A-286 insert in the injector head. A-286 screws are used to attach the 
oxidizer valves and titanium 6Al-4V screws are used for the fuel valve' attachment. 
The two different fastener materials were selected because of mechanical property 
requirements and the necessity for the'materials thermal expansion characteristics 
to be compatible with that of the injector, pre igniter and valve ~9nfiguration. 
The design was based on the high operating temperatures of the e?~ly engines. The 
A-286 oxidizer valve screw material is procured in accordance with AMS 5735 or 
AMS 5737 and the Titanium 6AI-4V fuel valve Bcretli' material is procured in accord-
ance with NAS 621. Both screws are hot headed, centerless ground to size and 
threaded by a thread rolling operation. The threaded portion of the screws are 
coated with Lubu-Bond "A" to prevent galling during assembly. 
The screws are torqued to 3 inch-pounds above the free running 
torqu,e in the lock nut. Stainless steel lock l'lire is threaded thr.ough the three 
screw heads of each valve to prevent the screws from working loose during ,service. 
The seals' are checked by pressurizing the downstream side of, the injector head 
with 350 pSig dry filtered nitrogen for 10 minutes. No leakage is permissable. 
~/ 
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'",//2. Combustion Chamber - Expansion Nozzle 
~- The combustion chamber to the expansion seal is obtained by lapping 
the rough surface of the as-coated aft flange of the combustor, where it mates with 
the expansion nozzle, to a three light band flatness requirement. The expansion 
nozzle flange is machined to a 32 rms surface finish with a flatness , requirement 
of 0.0005 inch. A Waspaloy nut, machined from bar stock procured in accordance 
with AMS 5706, threaded to the expansion nozzle is used to attach the components. 
Abrasion of the coating by the nut during torquing is prevented by a L-605 compres-
sion washer located 'between the nut,and the forward side of the aft flange of the 
chamber. The washer is procured in accordance with AMS-5706 and used in the solution 
annealed condition. The Waspa10y attach nut is torqued to 1,000 inch-pounds and is 
prevented from working loose during service by a L-605 lock ring. The lock ring is 
pinned to the expansion nozzle and is crimped to the nut wrenching lugs at four 
locations. 
3. Combustion Chamber - Injector Head 
The combustion chamber to the injector 'head seal consists of compres-
sing a L-605 seal ring between the forward flange of the combustor and the injector 
head. The temperature requirements imposed on this seal have been downgraded con-
siderably during the development of the engine. Initially the forward flange of 
the combustor operated at approximately l8000 F and in addition to providing a seal, 
the seal ring had to provide a thermal barrier between the combustor and the in- , 
jector head. Utilization of the fuel film cooling concept and increasing the emit-
tance of the chamber by grit blasting has reduced the normal steady state operating 
temperature of the flange to approximately 300op. Therefore, the complex seal de-
signs originally required has been replaced by a flat L-605 washer. The seal 
groove in the injector head has a flatness requirement of 0.0005 in~h with a 16 rms 
surface finish. The rough as-coated s~rface of the mating forward flange of the 
combustion chamber is lapped to a three light band flatness. The L-605 seal ring 
is machined to a 6 rms surface finish with a flatness requirement of 0.0001 inch. 
The combustion chamber is attached to the injector head with Rene' 
41 hardware. This ·high temperature alloy was initially required because of the 
strength requirements at elevated temperatures necessary to maintain the proper 
seal pressure. The attach hardware consists of' a split ring which contacts the 
downstream side and the outside diameter of the forward flange of the combustor 
and an attach ring which clamps the split ring in position and provides a uniform 
distribution of the attach bolts compressive loads. The split ring and the attach 
ring are machined from Rene' 41 bar stock procured in accordance with Marquardt 
Specification }~S-22l2. The compressive load on the seal is maintained by six 
Rene' 41 attach bolts threaded into A-286 clinch nuts mounted in the injector head. 
The stock for the attach bolts is procured in an annealed condition in accordance 
with AMS-5712. The bolts are hot headed, centerless ground and the shanks cold 
reduced approximately 2 percent by flat rolling prior to the precipitation heat 
treatment. The cold work increases the yield strength from a 130,000 psi to over 
150,000 psi. The attach ring has a total of 42 ~oles drilled through the cylindri-
cal portion, six for the combustor attach bolts and the remainder to reduce the ' 
weight of the unit. The extra holes also increase the surface area of the ring 
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providing an increase in the heat rejection rate to space. The components are 
assembled and the attach bolts tightened in sequence to 18 inch-pounds torque 
above the free running torque in the clinch nuts. The installation criteria is 
based on a uniform 0.0027 to 0.0034 inch elongation of the bolt rather than to a 
given torque value. However, a maxtmum torque of 28 inch-pounds may be used to 
obtain the desired elongation. The combustion chamber to the injector head seal 
is pressure checked with dry filtered nitrogen at 175 psig for five minutes with 
a maxtmum pressure decay of less than 15 psig during the five minute test. 
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III. SPECIAL EVALUATION 
A. Coating Development 
The initial operating conditions of the combustion chamber required a 
material capable of withstanding an inner wall temperature of approximately 30000 F 
and a 3000 psi induced stress for 10 minutes with less than 2 percent creep. The 
refractory alloys capable of meeting the strength requirements had to be protected 
from oxidation by the application of a suitable coating material. Several coatings 
were evaluated by oxyacetylene torch test exposure at temperatures in excess of 
2800oF. The evaluation included such coatings as: (1) titanium nitride, (2) zir-
conium diooride-chromium, (3) zirconia-chromium, (4) silicide applied over plasma 
-sprayed tungsten, (5) electro-phenolic deposition of a chromium-cermet, and (6) 
Durak MGF. The most promosing coatings evaluated were: (1) Chromizing Durak B, 
(2) Chromizing Durak B modified with boron, (3) Marquardt silicide, and (4) General 
Telephone and Electronics Laboratories aluminide. Some of the coatings which were 
evaluated early in the program failed during the five minute duration 25000 F fur-
nace oxidation exposure prior to torch testing and others in less than 30 seconds 
at 3000oF. The aluminide (tin-aluminum) coating performed exceptionally well with 
torch test life determined at 34000 F, 3200oF, and 30000 F of approximately l5,min-
utes, 3 hours and in excess of 3 hours, respectively. However, the aluminide 
coating deteriorates extremely rapidly when subjected to an elevated temperature 
vacuum environment. The Marquardt developed silicide coating and the Chromizing 
Durak B exhibited apprOXimately equivalent torch test endurance; hm'1ever, the Durak 
B coating modified with boron provided an increase in the coating life. The expected 
life of boron modified Durak B coated molybdenum combustion chambers as a function 
of time at temperature is shown by Figure 13. 
B. Compatibility 
The various materials used in the Marquardt 100-pound thrust engine 
were selected with propellant compatibility as one of the major critetiia. The 
compatibility rating of the various materials in contact with the propellants have 
been discussed in Section II. The materials also had to meet the compatibility re-
quirements discussed below. 
1. Humidity Test 
One of the 100-pound thrust engines was placed in a humidity environ-
mental chamber for 10 days after acceptance testing. The purpose of the test was to' 
determine the extent of any changes in the functional or performance characteristics 
of the engine or components resulting from the humidity exposure. The environmental 
chamber was maintained at a relative humidity of 95 ± 5 percent at 125 ± SOF. No 
corrosion or other deterioration of the engine components or operation was observed. 
2. Salt Spray Tests 
A 100-pound thrust engine was subjected to a salt spray environmental 
1\\ test in accordance with MIL-STD-8l0. The test consisted of a 48-hour exposure to a 
@ five percent sodium chloride fog at 9SoP. The purpose of' this investigation was to 
determine the sensitivity of the engine to corrosion and possible contamination whe~ 
exposed to a salt atmosphere on the launch pad. After 24 hours the salt solution :-
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was checked for conformance to MIL-STD-8l0, the engine was also given a cursory 
inspection. Corrosion was observed around the lock nut fittings of the injector 
head bolts and on the fuel valve cap. The same' conditions were observed after 
completion of the scheduled 48 hour exposure. There was no indication of coating 
deterioration or corrosion on any part of the combustion chamber. Examination of 
the interior of the injector head showed no evidence of salt deposits or corrosion. 
A test·program.was ,conducted to investigate the effect of corrosion 
on the lock nuts and attach screws. An injector head with the A-286, Ti-6AL-4V 
and Rene' 41 att~ch screws in place was subjected to a 48 hour salt spray 'test in 
accordance with MIL-STD-810. The same type of general corro,sion, as discussed 
above, was observed ar,ound the lock nuts. The screws were r~moved from the injector 
head, visually examined and tensile tested to the 0.2 percent yield strength using 
standard tensile grips to obtain a stress-strain curve. The \ screws were then re-
placed -in the' 'injector head and tested to failure using the injector head and lock 
nuts as part of the test fixture. All of.the screws failed in the shank portion, 
typical of parts tested to failure in the standard test fixture. The salt spray 
exposure did not reduce the holding power of the lock nut below the ultimate 
strength of .the screws. The ultimate tensile strengths of the exposed screws were 
slightly below the average values obtainedon similar parts without the salt spray 
exposure; however, this decre~se was attributed to misalignment of the screw in 
the test setup. i 
,I 
II 
c. Alternate Combustion Chamber Materials Evaluation 
Marquardt has been .actively pursuing the development of a ductile re-
fractory alloy for rocket engine combustion chamber applications for several years 
through comprehensive material testing programs and rocket engine firing. An'ex-
tensive survey of refractory all~ys and oxidation protective coatings conducted in 
1962 resulted in the selection of several columbium base' alloys for evaluation 
with both silicide and alum.inide \coatings. One of the major problems encountered 
in the early development program ~as associated with em~rittlement of the substrate 
because of ,inters~itial gas (primFrily hydrogen) absorbrd during the pack cementa-
tion coating procfss. However, tpe loss of ductility cpuld be restored to the sub-
strate by subject~ng the embrittl~d combustor material ito a thermal outgassing 
cycle at temperatures in excess o~ 2000oF. '/ 
Extensive testing durfpg the early development of the Apollo Service 
Module Reaction Control System engine with the unalloyed molybdenum combustion 
chamber resulted .·in high, almost itistantaneous, pressure transients. The pressures 
encountered wh~n the engine was started during stmul~ted high alitude conditions 
resulted in plastic deformation and strain rates large enough to damage the com-
bustion chamber. The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center', Houston, Texas awarded a con-
tract to Marquardt in 1965 for the "investigation of High Strain Behavior of Re-
fractory Alloys and Coatings". The: objective of ~he program l.;ras the evaluation of 
coated and uncoated refractory alloys under rocket engine environmental and loading 
conditions, resulting from ignition pressure spikes. 
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The high strain rate evaluation consisted of testing coated and uncoated 
tensile specimens at normal strain rates at -lOOoF, room temperature and 25000F and 
at high strain rates (100 to 250 inches/inch/second) at -lOOoF and room temperature. 
The high strain rates were equivalent to those experienced by the combustion chamber 
during maximum co~ustion ignition pressure conditions. Full size combustion 
chambers of the Apollo configuration were also evaluated on a Marquardt designed 
hydraulic rig with a capacity equivalent to or exceeding those experienced in 
actual engine firing. The ultimate strength performance of the coated and uncoated 
ductile materials (C-l03, C-129Y and 90 Ta-10W) tested at high strain rates, were 
found to be 50 to 100 percent higher than the strength values obtained at standard 
strain rate conditions. The material ductility was generally not affected. The 
unalloyed molybdenum control material confirmed the engine test experience, exhibit-
ing a prittle nature. 
In 1965, a very extensive program was conducted for the purpose of se-
lecting a ductile material-coating system as an alternate for th'e unalloyed moly-
bdenum radiation cooled combustion chamber of the 100-pound thrust engine. This 
company funded program included various combinations of three columbium base alloys 
'(C-103, SCb-29l and C-129Y) and three silicide coating systems (Sylvania R-5l2A, 
Chromizing Durak KA, and the TRW Si-Ti-Cr) and one aluminide (VacHyd Lunite). The 
coating selection was based on the results of test samples exposed to: (a)' furnace 
oxidation at 2800oF, (b) cyclic and steady state oxy-propane torch testing at 
~8000F, (c) vacuum sublimation in a 10-4 torr vacuum at 26000F plus cyclic and 
steady state torCh testing, (d) hydrogen exposure (30% H2, 70% A) at l4000F and 
(e) rocket engine testing of combustion chambers. Evaluation of the test samples 
and combustion chambers included: (a) visual examination, (b) weight change, 
(c) bend testing, (d) metallography, (e) x-ray diffraction, (f) chemical analysis 
and electron beron microprobe analysis. Columbium alloy C-103 coated with Sylvania 
R-512A was selected as the most promising material/coating syste~ evaluated. 
The suitability of the C-I03/R-5l2A material/coating system was con-
firmed by additional sample evaluation and rocket engine testing conducted on a 
NASA Manned Spacecraft Center contract, '~evelopment of a Ductile Columbium Alloy 
Rocket Engine Combustion Chamber". The life of the R-5l2A silicide coating during 
oxy-propane torch testing at temperatures of 20000F, 24000 F and 28000 F was shown 
to be in excess of seven hours, which was chosen as an arbitra~y,J limit for the 
duration of testing. Some loss of cryogenic ductility was obs~rved as a result 
of interstitial gas absorption during the longer duration, higher temperature 
oxy-propane torch testing. A limited amount of work indicated that outgassing of 
the absorbed interstitial elements would occur in a space vacuum, and thus the 
c~oygenic ductility would be maintained during the life of the coating. Figure 
14, summarize the results of the bend tests as a function of oxypropane test 
temperature with and without vacuum sublimation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Two valves, one fuel and one oxidizer, control the flow of the propellant to 
the R-4D engine. Because the engine is required to fire for 10-15 milliseconds, 
these valves must open and close quickly. These valves are shown on the engine in 
Figure 1. A cutaw~y drawing of the present valve is shown in Figure 2, while ' 
Tables I through III summarize the valve characteristics and test response data of 
the valve. 
The two yalves are electrically operated solenoid valve's with two coils 
called the automatic coil and direct coil~ The automatic coil provides quick 
response (opens in 7 ms and closes in 6 ms) while the direct coil is a backup coil 
with slower response. The direct coil may be also used by the' astronaut to fire 
the engine. The coils of the valves are wired such that the fuel valve opens 2 
milliseconds before the oxidizer valve, since engine test experience showed that 
more reliable starts were obtained with a small fuel lead. 
A soft teflon valve seat and a hard stellite armature tip or pintle provide 
a leak tight seal. This valve seating arrangement has remained leak free after 
more than 100,000 cycles during engine ground tests and °338 days of propellant 
exposure in space during Lunar Orbiter flight II. 
The valve must also withstand the conditions of launch and space. 
Brief History of Valve Development 
The first valve constructed at TMC for the Apollo Mission, was a 3 coil 
brazed body design. Use of the 3 coil configuration imposed added complexity on 
the valve driver since the driver was required to switch from a high amperage 
power circuit to a low amperage holding circuit each time it signaled the valve to 
open. (The third coil was a manually controlled low amperage,low response design.) 
Tests were conducted to determine if an ,amperage - response tradeoff could be 
found and culminated in a single high performance nomirial 2 amp coil for both 
opening and ,holding. 
Two coils have been used throughout the balance of the program. The only 
change, since that time, was one to affect a fuel lead. This and other changes to 
valve detail parts, which grew out of manufacturing and valve performance improve-
men~s, are described in the section on valve configuration. 
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Valve Type 
Part Number -
Operating Fluid 
Nominal Operating Voltage 
Pressur~* 
Operating 
Proof 
Burst (design) 
Stroke (inch) 
Weight (lbs) 
Resistance (ohms) 
Auto Coil 
Direct Coil 
Number of Turns 
Auto ,Coil 
Direct Coil 
Inductance at 400 cps (mh) 
With Valve Closed 
Auto Coil 
Direct Coil 
Inductance at 1000 cps (mh) . 
With Valve Closed 
Auto Coil 
Direct Coil 
With Valve Open 
Auto Coil 
Direct Coil 
Coupling Coeffici~nt at 50 cps 
1.0 Volt Signal To: 
Auto Coil 
Direct Coil 
TABLE I 
VALVE PARTICULARS 
Poppet, coaxial flow, normally , 
closed, spring actuated to close 
228683 
Aerozine 50 
(50% N2He - 50% UDMH) 
27vdc 
250 psig 
490 psig 
700 psig 
0.018 - 0.020 
0.97 
+ 12.40 - 0.4 
14.40 ± 0.4 
505 
1080 
. 
57.2 
237.2 
19.7 
93.8 
18. 
88. 
0.69 
0.82 
228684 
Nitrog~n Tetroxide 
27 vdc 
250,psig 
490 psig 
7qO psig 
0.020 0.021 
0.98 
+ 17.2 - 0.4 
14.0 ± 0.1+ 
685 
1020 
103.4 
217.5 
37.2 
85.9 
34 
81. 
0.77 
0.89 
~'(Pressures shown are required for Apollo mission. Valve may be operated at more 
than 750 psig working pressure with suitable stress margin, and has' actually been 
operated at greater than 900 psig with automatic and direct coils energized 
simultaneously. 
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Test Parameter 
Flow Rate 
Response -
, 
. 
On to fully closed 
Response -
Pn to fully open 
-
Response -
- .... 
-- Off-to--fully-cl-osed-
Response -
On to fully open 
Response -
, On to fully open 
-
-Response .:;------__. 
On to fully open ____ 
Current -
Pull-in 
Current -
Dropout 
-Current -
Pull-in 
Current -
Dropout -
Coil 
HA 
. 
A 
A 
A ___ 
-- -
A 
A 
D 
-'A--
A 
D 
D 
@--~' t::".-I.",,-t-;_: 
TABLE II 
'FUEL VALVE TEST DATA 
531 Valve ~amples (PIN 228682) 
' Test Condi tion-s 
Pressure (l) Voltage 
-(psig) (vdc) Other -
1&. flowing NA P = 17.0 psid 
(3) 
181. 27 EPW = 10 msecs 
W = 440. 
. 
l8l~ 27 
----
.. "" ... ----_. 
-
-
-JA -~. 
---
27 EPW = 1000 ms 
W = 440 
181. 24 
~ 
250. 21 
250. 11 
--2-50 NA 
---_ .. _--
- . 
NA NA . W 590 pph 
250. l'lA 
NA NA W -590 pph 
--
- -- ._--
(1) All pressures are non-flowing except as noted. 
. Mean -3 
438.031 
13.8 
6;;3 
-. 
4.7 
'-
7.1 
9.7 
31.5 
0.886 
---0:-042 
0.415 
0.019 
(2) Units are: flow in pph water, response in msecs and current in amps. 
(3) EPW = electrical pulse width • 
... <.- ---. - - _ •. ~-. 
Results (2 
Mean Mean +3 
500.889 563.747 
15.5 17.2 
, 
I 
6.8 7.4 
6.1 7.5 
I 
7.7 8.3 ,I 
10.6 11.5.-
. 
. 
35.0 38.5 
0.972 1.057 
0.095 0.147 
0.458 0.501 
0.045 0.072 
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\0 
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Test Parameter 
Coil 
Flow Rate NA 
Response - A 
On to fully closed 
Response - A 
On to fully open 
Response - A 
Off to fully closed 
Response - A 
On to fully open 
Response - A 
On to fully open 
Response - D 
On to fully open 
Current - A 
Pull-in 
Current - A 
Dropout --....., 
Current - D 
Pull-in 
Current - D 
Dropout .... 
- . -- --
~ ViI!Ji 
TABLE III 
OXIDIZER VALVE TEST DATA 
527 Valve Samples (PIN 228684) 
Test Conditions 
Pressure (1) 'Voltage 
(psig) (vdc) Other 
170. flowing NA P = 38 psid 
(3) 
181 27 EPW = 10 msecs 
W = 700 
l8i 27 
NA 27 ~PW = 1000 msecs 
W = 700 
181 24 
~ 
250 21 
250 11 
250 NA 
NA NA 968 pph 
0-
'L50 .NA 
, ..... 
"' .. ' 
-...... 
-
NA NA 968 pph 
-
-
(2) Units are flow in pph water; response in msecs and current in amps. 
(3) EPW = electrical pulse width. 
Results (2) 
1 1 
Mean -3 Mean 
666.866 753.319 
13.9 15.4 
8.2 8.8 
5.3 . 6.3 
9.4 10.0 
12.9 14.1 
32.3 36.0 
0.696 '. 0.759 
0.050 0.095 
0.468 0.513 
0.034 0.064 
Mean +3 
839.772 
17.0 
9.4 
7.4 
10.7 
15.3 
39.8 
. 
0.822 
0.140 
0.558 
0.093 
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II. CHRONOLOGY OF VALVE DEVELOPMENT 
,/ 
A. Evolution of Valve Configuration 
Figure 3 depicts the major steps in the evolution of the various valve 
details dating from the prototype configuration through the final design. 
1 •. Seat Assembly - Body Seal 
An FEP coated metal "V" seal was adopted after difficulty was exper-
ienced to effect a seal, and simultaneously positioning the valve seat assembly with 
respect to the valve body with a solid Teflon gasket. . The latter is required to 
precisely set the valve stroke. The coated metal "V" seal pennits the seat assembly 
to bottom against the body while the sealing surfaces flex to'maintain appropriate 
sealing pressure. This seal must be replaced each time the seat assembly is removed 
because a thin stringer of Teflon may be displaced from the I.D. of the seal, which 
reduces its sealing possibility integrity. 
2. Seat Assembly Seal 
Use of a glass filled teflon seal to effect a closure with the poppet 
was aimed at achieving dimensional stability at elevated temperatures. However, 
in propellant exposure tests conducted at 2500F, the filled teflon lost some glass 
fibers. These fibers lie across the metal stop surface of the seat assembly and 
prevent the poppet from closing. Tests with unfilled TFE, which were conducted 
concurrently, proved this materiai to be completely satisfactory, particularly 
with regard to dimensional stability at temperature. ' 
3. Seat Assembly and 'Geometry 
It was found with the double angle seat design (Figure 4), that 
under impact the teflon seal becomes distorted and flows' into the path of the 
pintle. This condition can'result in loss of teflon from the seal and valve leak-
age. By redesigning the seal as shown in the single angle drawing of Figure 4, 
the location of the teflon, under the load of the pintle, is positioned in such a 
way as to avoid wear. 
4. Pintle 
Actuation tests established the need for a difference in the hard-
nesses of the pintle and contact area of the seat assembly to improve the wear 
characteristics. Two fabricating methods were investigated to achieve this 
feature, both dealing with the pintle. The first, was to electron beam weld a 
separate hard pintle tip to the armature. The alternate method was to puddle weld 
material on the pintle and finish grind the weldment. The latter technique proved 
the most trouble free at the manufacturing level and was incorporated in the final 
design. 
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Cover Material 
Cres 446 was selected for the cover when it was found that the plating 
used to protect the original Relay 5 materials was peeling off following exposure 
to engine test conditions. 
Response tests confirmed that the change of material did,not affect 
the opening and closing response times of the valve. 
6. Coil 
A separate spool, which permitted winding the coil prior to assembly 
on the valve body, was used initially. It was later concluded that manufacturing 
procedures were simplified if the coil were wound and potted directed on the valve 
body. 
The second major coil change grew out of an engine operating require-
ment that fuel always flow first to the inj ector. Orig'inally no attempt was made 
to get a fuel or oxidizer valve lead and the coils of both valves were the same. 
As a result, one valve or the other opened a few milliseconds before the other 
from one engine to the next. Engine tests established that safe initiation of 
combustion under all conditions required that the fuel reach the inJ'ector first. ~ This is now accomplished in two different ways for the automatic and direct coils. 
The automatic coils are wound such that the fuel coil has fewer turn's 
than the oxidizer valve. The result is a lower inductance, lower resistance coil 
with consequently shorter current rise time and higher steady state current for the 
fuel valve. When the two valve coils are subsequently wired in parallel, these 
parameters provide a fuel valve opening lead. A statistical study based on accept-
ance test results for 166 valves indicated a nominal '1.9 ms fuel lead with a 3~ 
range of 1.4 to 2.4 ms. The most adverse accumulative effects of pressure, 
vol tage, and temperature, as calculated from the test res'ul ts of a small number of 
test valves, is 1.2 rns with a 3 U' minimum of 0.7 ms. The effects of wear were 
~ound to be zero. 
The fuel lead for the direct coils is accomplished in a different 
manner. The operation of the automatic coils dictated fast response and a total 
of 4 amperes per engine is available. Operation of the direct coils is intended 
for situations allo,"1ing, a long opening response and only one ampere per engine 
is budgeted. By using series hookup, sequential valve response is dependent on 
the relative number of ampere turns, and no longer on the relative inductances. 
Fuel lead is accomplished by winding the fuel valve direct coil with more turns 
than the oxidizer valve. Further assurance of maintaining fuel lead against the, 
adverse effects of different inlet pressures is accomplished by selecting the fuel 
valve so that the direct coil pull-in current is less than the oxidizer valve by 
0.01 amperes. The nominal pull-in current for the fuel valve is .972 amps. 
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7. Body We1dment 
Three major approaches were investigated to provide a non-magnetic 
barrier (necessary to route the flux across the armature working gap) in the valve 
body, and culminated in a puddle we1dment design. The location of the barrier 
zone is presented in Figure 3 and is seen to ,be symmetrical with the armature 
working gap. 
The initial design was a brazed configuration in which the magnetic 
barrier was a separate piece of cres 304L. To improve the integrity of the inter-
face joints, electron beam welding was investigated concurre~t1y with fill or 
puddle welding. The puddle welding) technique was the first t~ meet the require-
ments for the valve body and is the design now in use. This we1dment is produced 
by locally reducing the thickness of body wall and then filling the area 'with weld 
material"containing 461. nickel'. The magnetic barrier then consists of a zone of 
high nickel material which is comparable to cres 300 series in composition. The 
manufacturing sequence includes radiographic, fluorescent dye penetrant inspections 
and helium leakage tests at 2~·0·10-5 torr (Veeco) and internal pressure of 490 psig 
to insure the weld is sound. 
8. Body Bore \ 
A chrome alloy is,vapor deposited to a thickness of .00005 to 
.00015 inch on the bore of the valve to provide a hard (Rockw~ll C-70), corrosion 
resistant low friction surface. ' The deposit is accomplished by a proprietary 
process identified as "E1ectrolize" by the Electrolize Co .. and eliminates the need 
for a separate liner for wear re~istance. 
\ 
9. Armature 
. , \ j 
The small armature to bore clearances (.00~2 to ~0052) are necessary 
to m1n1m1ze latera~ misalignment ~etween the poppet and the seat assembly when the 
valve closes. At the same time, s!uch clearances are con,auctive to the entrapment 
of hard particles ~ith the resulting possibility of siezure of the armature in the 
bore. Use of flutes on the armatu~e provides clearancr!for the passage of these 
particles. \' 
\ 
The counterbore in th\e upstream surface of the armature serves the 
function of shortening the valve cl:6sing time with onry a smal1 increase in opening 
time. For the co~on engine valve 'a counterbore depth of .003 to ,.004 inch re-
sulted in an opening time increase 9f 0.1 ms and a s~orter closing time of 2.0 ms, 
producing an overall decrease in fu~l open time of l~9 ms for a fixed pulse width. 
\ / B. 
follows: 
Valve Test History ! / 
The valve test history may be considered in three separate groups as 
:') { 
I 
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1. Formal tests conducted on the valve only; viz, the prototype develop-
ment test. 
2. Formal engine tests: 
a. PFRT 
b. Qual 
c. Supplemental Qual 
d. Off Limits 
e. LM Production System 
f. LM Environmental 
3. Special tests performed on the valve only and intended to answer 
specific questions regarding a particular operating mode or design feature. These 
tests include: 
a. Dry Cycling and Continuous "On" Time 
b. High and Low Temperature Propellant Exposure 
c. NASA/Houston Vacuum 
d. Cycle Test 
e. Long Duration Liquid Leakage 
f. Monopropellant Engine Test and Exposure 
g. Martin/Marietta (Denver) Sterilization 
The particulars of these tests follow. 
1. Formal Valve Test (Prototype Development) 
The major part of this test program was performed in the period from 
May to September of 1963, with some additional testing in September of 1964. This 
was the only formal valve test on the Apollo valve. ./ 
The prototype test matrix appeared as follows: 
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Order of Prototype Valve Testing 
Test Description Valve Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Leakage, Flow, Response 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
4 4· 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
6 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 
7 8 8 
Electrical 3 3 6 6 6 6 4 4 
Endurance \ 2 2 "4 4 2 2 
Burst Pressure 7 7 
Temperature 5 5 2 2 
Vibration 2 2 2 2 
Propellant Exposure 4 4 5 5 
Electromagnetic Interference 7 7 
Contamination 6 
High Temperature Vacuum 4 4 
. 
A total of 10 valves con~isting of 3 different valve designs were 
tested in this program. 
225974 
Brazed body assembly - 6 valves (prototype) 
225975 
225995 
First welded body design - 2 valves 
225996 
225920 
Pre-qual configuration - 2 valves 
225930 
A brief description of these tests follows: 
a. Leakage, flow, response 
These tests were performed on all valves at regular intervals 
throughout the program to determine if any degradation had occurred. 
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and then at an 
Leakage tef;"ts ... _~ere conducted 
outlet (reverse) presQ~re of 20 
at an inlet pressure of 100 psig 
psig gaseous nitrogen • 
... ,~ 
I, 
Flow tests were conducted, ,using distilled water at several flow 
rates for all valves. The inlet pressure was maintained at 170 ±S psig under 
flowing conditions and the pressure drops recorded. 
Response tests were conducted using the non-actuated coil in-
duced voltage as an indicator of armature motion. Distilled water was the test 
fluid for these tests~ 
b .. 'Electrical 
Ii 
These tests were performed on all valves to assess degradation 
of the valve coils.; \ 
I' The insula~ion resistance was determined at a potential of 500 
vdc applied f~r a period of one minute between the following components: 
(1) Manual coil to automatic coil. 
( 2) Manual coil to valve body. 
(3) Manual coil to lead shield. 
(4) Automatic coil to valve body. 
(5) Automatic coil to lead shield. 
\ 
(The 'I tests.) lead sh,ield was eliminated following prototype valve 
c. Endurance 
/< The valve was l .cyc1ed a total of 100,000 times by the automatic 
coil under the following condi d,ons: 
I 
I 
Static/dynamic\pressure 
. I 
i 
181/ho 
Steady state distilled water 
.18 ips J flow: \ Oxidizer valve 
Fuel va1v~ 
Val ve vol tage \' 
1 Pulse 
I 
\ frequency \ 
i Pulse width :1 !, 
/ , The valve was th~n 
the following conditions: 
~) 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.\ 
1 
\ 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
cycled 
9- 14 
.11LPPS 
28;:dC 
10. cps 
I tso sec 
10,000 ;times by 
/ 
/ 
! 
I 
.I 
/ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
/ 
the manual coil under 
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Static/dynamic pressure 
Steady state water flow: 
Oxidizer valve 
Fuel valve 
Valve voltage 
Pulse frequency 
Pulse width 
250/237 psig 
.18 PPS 
.11 PPS 
32 vdc 
4 cps 
.050' sec 
Upon reaching 10,000, 40,000, 70,000, and 100,000 cycles of 
operation, leakage, flow, and response tests were performed. 
d. Burst Pressure 
The valve was disassembled and the internal valve dimensions 
measured. 
A pressure of 700 psig <distilled water) was applied to the·inlet 
and the valve heated to a temperature of 140°F for a period of 15 minutes. 
~ The valve was then depressurized, purged of water, and subjected 
to an internal pressure of 150 psig GN2 for a period of 15 minutes. All joints 
were checked for leakage. 
The valve was disassembled and the internal dimensions remeasured. 
e. Temperature 
The valve was heated by mounting it on a heater block' and wrapping 
with insulation. 
A water pressure of 181 
and, a series of one hour exposur,e periods 
2250 F, and 250oF. 
" II 
+ 
-5 psi was maintained at the valve inlet 
conducted at temperatures of 200oF, // 
Following each exposure period, leakage, flow~ and response 
tests were performed. 
f. .Vibration 
Two vibration modes were used for launch vibration tests. One 
15 minute random mode per Figure 5 was performed and one 5 minute sweep of the 
sinusoidal mode per Figure 6 was superimposed during the random vibration. I: 
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'Vibration testing was conducted in each of two separate orthogo-
nal mounting planes identified as transverse and longitudinal. The longitudinal 
plane was defined as the plane in which shaker excitation is parallel to the long-
itudinal axis of the injector valve. . 
The valve was filled with distilled water and pressurized to 181 
psig during all vibration testing. 
Valve seat leakage was documented during all vibration testing. 
g. Propellant exposure 
The valves were exposed to propellant for a period of 21 days 
during which the actuations noted in the table below were performed on each working 
day. 
Static Tank Pulse Pulse 
Cycles Coil Valve Voltage Pressure Width Frequency 
+ + + . 
-2.0 vdc -3.0 psig -.005 sec 
---
1000 !20 Automatic 28 vdc 181 psig .015 sec 2.0-4.0 cps 
350 :10 Manual 28 vdc 250 psig .030 sec 2.0-4.0 cps 
The dynamic response of the valve was recorded and the pressu~e 
drop across the valve checked at the beginning and end of each day • 
. .i 
i 
h. Electromagnetic interfere~ce 1/ 
,; 
These tes'ts were performed to insure that no d~gradation would 
occur in valve performance when a transient conducted signal wai/applied to the 
valve leads. /: 
Two transient signals were used. The first was a 50 volt posi-
tive pulse with a time width of 10 microseconds and a repetition rate of 10 pulses 
per second. The second was a 100 volt negative signal with the same pulse width 
and rate. The transient wave shape and the circuit for the generation of the 
pulses are shown in Figures 7'and 8. 
The transient conducted signal was applied to the automatic coil 
f for a period of not less than 1.0 minute at each at the fo~lowing times: . 
, 
(1) When the valve was closed. 
(2) When the valve was opened. .f 
(3) While the valve was in cyclic operation at 28 vdc, a rate 
of 10 cps and pulse width of .020 seconds. The transient .~!. 
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conducted signal was made to slowly traverse the time 
interval between electrical lion:' and valve fully opened. 
(4) While the valve is operating as above~ The .transien t con-
ducted signal was made to slowly traverse the time interval 
between electrical "off" and valve fully closed. 
i. Contamination 
The valve was cycled 60,000 times while flowing water containing 
aluminum oxide particles with a size distribution as follows: 
Particle size 25-50 50-75 75-100 
in microns 
Number of 1960 110 12 
Particles 
The inlet pressure was 40 psig. The valve was operated at a 
voltage of 28 vdc to the automatic coil at a pulse width of 10 milliseconds and a 
frequency of 25 cps. 
Leakage across the valve seat was detected by pressurizing to 
181 psig upstream of the test valve, "locking off" the upstream pressure, and 
observing any pressure'decrease. The valve operating and leak check sequence was 
as shown below: 
/ 
Duration of Operation (Minu~~s) 
Operation 0 1/2 1 2 3 4 5 
Valve cycled I " /) Supply manifold pressurized +2.0 
to 181 psig - 5.0 - stics. t 
! 
Leakage check performed by 
observing pressure decay 
j. High temperature vacuum 
The valves were installed in a test chamber, the chamber evacu-
ated to a pressure of 7. 5xlO-6 and the v'alve heated to a case temperature of 
1450 F. 
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After the valve temperature stabilized, the following measure-
ments were made: 
(1) A continuity a~d resistance check. 
(.2) An insulation check. 
(3) A five minute leakage check by pressurizing the valve to 
100, ±5 psi a GN2, isolating 'the valve and observing any 
pressure d,ecay on the upstream pressure gage. 
These steps were repeated one week after initiation of test and 
immediately before returning test chamber to sea level conditions. 
Prototype Valve Test Conclusions 
During the propellant exposure part of the prototype tests, the 
brazed body valves developed an armature sticking problem which was apparently due 
to a reaction between the braze alloy and the propellants. It was at this time 
that the change to a welded body design was made. This was the only significant 
change which was made as a result of these tests. All other tests were passed 
satisfactorily although only one valve was tested in aluminum oxide contaminated 
water, because of difficulties in maintaining control of the contamination level. 
2. Formal Engine Tests 
The following section summarizes the usage history and physical 
condition of the valves after engine test programs. A list of the tests comprising 
these programs is repeated here for convenience. 
a. PFRT (Apollo Program) September 1965 
The test sequence and engine operational summary were as follows: 
Parameter . Engine No. I Engine No. II Engine No. III 
Total Burn Time (sec. ) 1297.6 823.7 1207.3 
Total Number of Firings 8548 6111 9699 
Total Propellant Exposure 150 hr.-43 min. 102 hr.-25 min. 134 hr.-47 min. 
(hrs.)-(min.) 
Total Oxidizer Valve * 8665 6284 9973 
Actuations 
Total Fuel Valve * 8648 6397 10014 
Actuations 
Actuation totals are exclusive of acceptance test. 
*Oxidizer and fuel valve cycles are different due to purging, bench testing or 
valve checkouts. 
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Upon conclusion of tests, all valves had zero leakage and were 
suitable for additional operation. 
b. Qualification (Apollo Program) January 1966 
The following summarizes the tests comprising the Apollo Quali-
fication Test Program. 
Test 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
.... _.;..: 
Ii 
APOLLO SIM RCS 
QUALIFICATION TEST PROGRAM 
Test Name 
Caiibration Test (Ambient)· 
• I 
Shock (Transportation) 
Vibration (Transportation) 
Humidity 
: Salt Fog 
. Static Load 
Boost Vibration 
\ 
1 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
, Engine No. 
2 234 
X X X X 
I 
I 
! 
X X X I 
Boost an.d Space Vibration 
Electrical and Struc~ural Integrity 
Calibration Test (Hot) 
X 'X X 
X 
X X 
Calibration Test (Cold) 
.... . \ 
Mission Simulatfon (Hot) 
I 
Mission Simulation (Cq1d) 
I . I 
Pulse Operation SurveY, 
Calibration Test (Amb~ent) 
,. 
Mission Simulation (Ambient) 
\ Orbit Retrograde. I 
, II 
Direci Coil Duty Cycle ;" 
Cal{br"ation (Ambient) \ 
\ Electrical and Structur~l Integrity 
. I 
I 
I 
I 
I ! ~ I . ) I ! I ; 
I / I , i 9-23 , I • I I \ , / j I I 
/ 
I 
I 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Ix 
/ X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
5 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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Engine valve firing time and actuation summary incurred during 
these tests is as' follows: 
SUMMARY OF ACCUMULATED FIRING TIME AND VALVE ACTUATIONS 
Firing Time - seconds Valve Actuations 
Planned Actual Planned Actual 
.Engine No. 1 1446 1490.37 17,220 18,491 
Engine No'. 2' 1562 1758.38 13,147 15,057 
Engine No. 3 1399 1467.22 17,173 17,507 
Engine No. 4 1360 1393.05 10,538 11,463 
Engine No. 5 1374 1404.50 15,673 16,1,00 
Valve inspection and leakage tests performed after these tests 
indicated no significant degradation and several valves were used in a supplemental 
qualification program which followed. ' 
c. Off-Limits (Apollo Program) May 1966 
These tests were performed with the same engines as were used in 
the qualification tests and were intended to determine the effect 'of additional 
operating time and over spec. vibration levels on the engine. 
The test sequence was as shown below: 
/ 
. , 
Test Eri~ine Number Sequence 
Number Test Appendix Remarks 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 
X 1 Pulse Operation B To be conducted X" 
Survey 2 times /' 
2 Hot Oxidizer G X 
3 2l00-second Run F X X 
4 Boos,t Vibration D X 
(Destruct) 
5 Post Check J X. X X 
6 Val ve Leakage L f X J 
\ 
7 Post Examination M 
I X X X X X 
/ 
,-
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w(!re: 
and the accumulative valve actuations and engine firing time 
SUMMARY OF ACCUMULATED VALVE·ACTUATIONS 
Engine Qualification Off-Limit Cumulative 
Identification Program Program Total 
Engine No. 1 18,491 -8,062 26,553 
Engine No. 2 15,057 8,042 23,099 
Engine No. 3 17,507 29 17,536 
Engine No. 4 11 463 25 11,488 
Engine No. S 16,100 0 16,100 
SUMMARY OF ACCUMULATED ENGINE FIRING TIME 
Engine Qualification Off-Limit Cumulative 
Identification Program Program Total 
Engine No. 1 1490.37 sec. 3042.00 sec. 4532.37 
Engine No. 2 1758.38 sec • 306l.50.scc. 4819.88 
. 
Engine No. 3 1467.22 sec. 0.0 sec. 1467.22 
Engine No. 4 1393.05 sec. 135.0 sec. 1528.05 
Engine No. S 1404.50 sec. 0.0 sec. 1404.50 
Upon conclusion of these tests, the valve leakages were zero and 
all hardware was suitable for additional use. 
d. S~pp1ementa1 Qualification (~M ReS) November 1966. 
This program utilized three engine assemblies to verify satis-
factory operation with·he1ium saturated propellants and used a valve pulser circuit 
with a new arc suppression design. 
The test matrix was as follows: 
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Test 
Sequence 
No. 
1 Ii 
, 
2 
" 
3' 
, 1 
4 
. " 
I 5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1 
·15 
, 
i ;, 
'" 
'--~-
8M RCS SUPPLEMENTAL QUALIFICATION 
Test 
Calibration - Ambient (Non-
satu~ated propellants) 
I 
' Calibration - Hot (Nonsaturated 
propellants) 
I 
I Calibration - Cold (Nonsaturated 
propel~ants) 
Calibration - Ambient 
Mission Simulation (Cold) Part 
1 Mission Simulation (Cold) Part 
\ 
Mission Simulation (Cold) Part 
Ii 
MissionlSimulation (Cold) Part 
Mission Simulation (Ambient) 
Mission Simulation (Hot) 
\ 
Pulse Temperature Survey 
I 
Direct Coil Duty Cycle 
,. . \ 
Orbit Retrpgrade . 
I 
Calibratiop - Ambient (Non-
saturated propellants) 
i Electrical/and Structural 
Integri ty i' 
\ 
-
\ 
\ 
II 
.'1 \' 
, 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
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1 2 3 
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program. 
A summary of valve exposure and actuations is as follows: 
ACTUAL *RELIABLE ACTUAL *RELIABLE 
ENGINE BURN . BURN NO. OF NO. OF 
NO. TIME TIME PULSES PULSES 
(Sec.) (Sec. ) 
1 492.367 282.95 8225 . 4575 
2 290.346 85.89 5977 2066 
3 1320.69 1016.99 13175 8031 
~: *The reliable burn time and reliable number of pulses refers 
to the total actual burn time less those burn seconds and number . 
of pulses accrued during the ambient calibration test with A-50, 
the first ambient calibration test with MMH, and the final ambient 
calibration test with MMH. This definition of reliable burn time 
and reliable number of pulses applies to the Supplemental Qualifi-
cation Program only by mutual agreement between TMC arid NAA/S&ID. 
• i 
All valve leakage was zero in tests performed at the end of the 
e. Cluster Test (LM) February 1967 
Two four-engine clusters were tested in the following order: 
CLUSTER TEST SEQUENCE 
./ 
CLUSTER NO. 1 1/ 
" 
(1) Vibration Test 
(2) Cluster Leak Checks' 
(3) Shock Test l I 
(4)· Cluster Leak Checks 
(5) Baseline Performance Test 
(6) Mission Duty Cycle 
(7) Baseline Performance Test 
(8) Cluster Leak Checks 
(9) Passive Overstress Testing 
(10) Cluster Leak Checks 
, 
,/ 
, 
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CLUSTER NO.2 
(1) Baseline Performance Test 
(2) Maximum S o akback 
(3) Baseline Performance Test 
(4) Cold Mission Duty Cycle 
(5) Baseline Pe~formance Test 
(6) Multi-Engine Firing 
( 7) Baseline Performance Test 
(8) Cluster Leak Checks 
Vibr'ation was performed to the "over-test" levels shown on 
Figure 9. 
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These tests, performed at zero GN2 inlet pressure, resulted in 
leakage for several valves when teflon flakes were de'posited on the pintle and " 
preventing seating. 
When the flakes were removed, all leakage rates became zero. The 
source of the teflon for the flakes was a thread lubricant used in assembling the 
seat to the valve. The amount of lubricant used at this time was not closely con-
trolled. Since these tests, the procedure for the application has been very 
carefully spelled out, reducing the lubricant to only the amount necessary for the 
assembly of the seat assembly. 
Two other valves developed leakage following vibration tests, but 
the cause was traced to system contamination. 
f. Production test (LM) February 1967 
These tests included the following: 
Appendix A 
Appendix B 
Appendix C 
Appendix D 
Appendix E 
Appendix F 
Appendix G 
Appendix H 
Appendix I 
Appendix J 
Appendix K 
System Checkout Procedures 
System Operating Procedures. -
Helium system fill and vent procedures 
Propellant tank fill and drain procedures 
Propellant system priming 
System securing procedure 
Engine performance referee tests 
System Activation -
Engine performance baseline tests 
Control Event Tests 
.J 
Duty Cycle Operation I)' 
High Temperature and Low Temperature Test 
Off-Design Operation I~ 
Cross Feed and Ascent Interdo~nect Tests 
! 
I Failure Mode Opera~ion 
Duty Cycle Performance 
Decontamination and Disassembly 
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/'. The burn time and number of actuations accumulated in the duty 
cycle operation and performance tests were: 
Cluster Engine Burn Time 
No. Orientation (Sec.s) Actuations 
I Forward 303.3 1469 
II Down 560.0 6303 
III Side 192.0 1507 
IV Side 27.7 19 
IV Down 305.8 4271 
I Side 21.2 19 
I Down 656.3 8870 
II Side 253.5 1793 
III Down 256.2 1897 
IV Forward 142.3 130 
and the valve leakage tests performed at the end of the tests were: 
Val ve Leakage Rate at 100 psig GN2 
Engine Engine Post Fire 
PIN SIN Test Number Oxidizer Fuel 
(scc/hr) (scc/hr) 
227895 1002 1 0 0 2 1200 (1) 0 
227895 1004 1 0.25 0 2 0.75 0.25 
227895 1009 1 ·0 0 2 0.25 0 
, 1 0.75 0.25 227895 1013 2 0 1.00· 
227895 1038 1 0.25 0 2 0 0 
227895 1 1.0 1.0 2 1.0 0 
227895 1042 1 0 0.25 2 0 0.50 . 
(Continued) 
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(Table Continued) 
Engine Valve Leakage Rate at 100 psig GN2 Engine Post Fire Oxidizer Fuel PIN SIN Test Number (scc/hr) (scc/hr) 
227895 1043 1 0 0 2 - 0 0.50 
'i ---227895 ,1012 1 0.50 0.50 
. 2 2400 (2) I 0.50 , ; ) 
227895 1035 , 1 0 \ 2.0 
I 2 0.75 I 2.0 , ....... ,..t. ~ . 1 0.75 0.75 227895 1037 . , 
" 2 0.50 0 
227895 1036 ~ 1 0 0.50 
'" 
2 0 0.50 
228745 1001 \: 3.25 0 2287~5 1004 0.75 0 \ 
228745 1003 1 0 
. 0 
2f8745 1002 1 4.00 \ 0.75 \ ~ \ , " 
NOTES ( 1 ) FMR ' t" 't' \ 1 d d 1 kid .. : 1nves 19a 10n conc u e ea age was ue to contam1nat10n 
which resulted ~rom inadequate procedures then used for system 
~econtamination.\ I 
(2) iMR investigatio':n concluded excess thIiead lubricant produced 
teflon flakes du~ing vibration, WhiCjh1were deposited on the 
pintle and prevented it from seating roperly. (See note in 
\ ~reCeding test s\ary.) '. 
~he engine assemb~ies previously used in the Production System 
Test Program were ;'used in the DVT t~sts so that the/HOWing totals were 
accumulated. / \, 
\ 
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Engine 
pIN SIN Location 
227895 1035 IU 
227895 1044 ID 
227895 ' 1045 IS 
227895 1013 IF 
228745 1004 II U 
227895 1046 II D 
227895 1043 II S 
227895 1037 II F 
228745 1003 III U 
227895 1038 III D 
227895 1042 III S 
227895 1039 III F 
228745 1002 IV U 
227895 1009 IV D 
227895 1004 IV S 
227895 1036 iv F 
ENGINE 'STARTS AND BURN TIME 
DVT System 
Starts 
0 
5324 
338 
1802 
0 
4704 
1803 
655 
0 
1675 
1788 
630 
0 
3134 
447 
876 
Time 
0 
607.366 
103.668 
414;098 
0 
563.909 
379.163 
227.041 
0 
309.780 
283.995 
193.427 
0 
325.487 
137.698 
218.542 
9- 33 ' 
\' 
, I 
.) ). 
Production System 
Starts Time 
14590 1275.728 
- -
- -
645 230.190 
0 0 
0 0 
3500 749.267 
0 o ' 
0 0' 
0 0 
4429 664.384 
4184 886.090 
0 0 
2008 527.918 
8948 856.756 
1481 467.02/+ 
! 
/ 
Total 
Starts Time 
14590 1275.728 
5324 607.366 
338 103.668 
2447 644'.288 
0 0 
4704 '563.909 
5303 1128.430 
655 227.041 
0 
, 
0 
1675 309.780 
6217 948.379 
4814 1079.517 
0 0 I 
5142 /8534.0 
93951 994.454 
2357 685.566 
/J /; 
I 
ca·, " ,/" 0, • . ' 
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Valve leakage rates measured' at the end of the test were: 
Oxidizer Valve Fuel Valve 
Engine Location LeakaBe Time Leakage Time 
_Cml} (min) ~Cmll (min) 
Quad I 
Up, SIN 1035 1.1 12 o 1 6 
Forward, SIN 1013 1.6 12 *10.0 31 sec. 
Down, SIN 1044 1.3 12 0 6 
Side, SIN 10lj,s 0.9 12 0.7 12 
Quad II 
Up, SIN 1004 0.6 12 0.9 12 
Forward, SIN 1037 0.4 12 0 6 
Down, SIN 1046 0 6 0 6 
Side, SIN 1043 0.3 12 1.4 12 
Quad III 
-
Up, SIN 1003 0.8 12 0.5 12 
Forward, SIN 1039 . 1.0 12 0.3 12 
Down, SIN 1038 0.7 12 0 6 
Side, SIN 1042 0.7 12 0 6 
Quad IV 
. ' 
Up, SIN 0324 , 0.6 12 0.5 12 
Forward, SIN 1036 0.4 12 0.7 12 
Down, SIN 1009 0.4 12 0.5 12 
Side, SIN 1004 0 6 *10.02 4.5 
*Va1ues exceeding the maximum allowable rate of 15 cc/hr allowed at this 
test level. 
NOTES: (1) Inadequate purge procedure resulted in a low level detonation 
in the valve and damage to the valve seat assembly. 
(2) System contamination deposit across the seat seal. 
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3. Special Tests 
a. Dry Cycling and Continuous "on" time 
These tests were conducted to determine the effect of long time 
operation of a dry valve in both the pulsed or cycling mode and the non-pulsed 
-or continuous mode. Pulsing operation of the valve causes degradation by gener-
ating particles of contamination which can accumulate on the Teflon seal. Con-
---tinuous operation overheats the -coil and reduces the insulation resistance. 
Ii The dry cycle tests were performed in 19~3 with prototype Apollo 
solenoid valves' (225974 and 225975). These tests indicated~ that although no 
leakage resulted from an accumulated 10,000 cycles, the Teflon seal could become 
heavily contaminated with me~allic particles, presumably gerterated by the sliding 
action between the armature and body bore. The number of particles was considered 
excessive and 'it was concluded that 10,000 cycles far exceeded the maximum number 
to which the valve could be subjected. The test was very significant from the 
standpoint that it was possible, although not consistently probable, for the seal 
to absorb a, large number of particles and still not,leak. 
I 
The first Jontinuo~sly "on" tests were performed at the' same 
time. The upper temperature \limit for the valve was based on the maximum allow-
able temperature of 3l10 F for the coil wire insulation. Because the coil tempera-
ture in the tests was measured as a function of change in resistance, the upper 
allowable limit for the coil was set at 2500 F. This allows "for local spots which 
could be slightly hotter than indicated by the overall ~hange in coil resistance; 
The coil temperature-time data \from these tests are plotted in Figure 10 and, 
show fhat with no fluid in the valve the automatic coil,can reach 2500 F in two 
and one-half minutes at 32 vdc, \or six and one-half mintites at 24 vdc. 
, I 
In a finill ciryLcontinuous "on" test th destruct~on with the 
prototype valve, the automatic coil temperature reached 5300 F in 90 'minutes. 
Damage to the valre resulting fr\m this high temperatu~e included: 
,I) Extrusion of the Teflon seat seal/which shortened the 
stroke from 0.022 inch to 0.012 ~nch, and increased tie valve pressure drop 
from 16.1 psi to 28.3 psi. \ ' '/ 
j2) Shortening 0~1 the automatic coil to the valve casef 
I ' J) Expansion of ifhe potting compoind and insul~tion inside the 
cover to push 'the cover one-eighth\inch off to its /£ully seated position on the 
body. Had the valve been mounted on an engine head, this may have broken off the 
\ / ' mounting ears. ) 
J ! Recent results measured in tests w~th the qual valve were used to construct the 
I I 
curves of Figure 11. ,I / 
I I 
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b. High and low temperature pr?pellant exposure 
As a result of these tests, performed in July 1965, the seal in 
the seat assembly was changed from a 20% glass-filled Teflon, double angle con-
figuration, to an unfilled, pure TFE Teflon with a single angle design. A compar-
ison of these seal configurations is shown in Figure 4. A double·angle glass-
filled Teflon seat assembly used in the hot propellant test is shown in Figure 12 
and illustrates the effect of pop.pet impact on a design in which the Teflon flow 
is restricted. 
Ii 
c.' NASA Houston hard vacuum test 
. ; \ These tests were performed by NASA Houston,during the latter 
part of 1965 to, determine if any sticking or cold welding of ~the poppet to the 
seat assembly ,would occur. The tests were conducted on two valves at a pressure 
of 10-12torr , a valve temperature of 1000F, and for a period of 36 hours. During 
this time, one of the valves was actuated hourly during the working d~y. No cold 
selding or other form of degradation occurred during these tests. 
d. Cycle test \ 
This test, donducted in December of 1965, was performed with 
a complete engine assembly and,subjected to two qual valves to a total of 
103,548 actuations each in NTO and hydrazine mix propellants.. (Previously, valve 
actuation tests had. been perfor~ed on the water flow bench to one million cycles 
with several different valves.) 
\ 
\ 
The operational summary for the enginei was as follows: 
I, I 
Total acc'lmu1at\ed burn time 10,p36 seconds 
Tota 1 number of; starts 103~, 548 ' 
~ximum single fun time 1,d20 seconds 
jMlnimum pulse width 0.008 second 
Pulse frequency:range 2 ~o 50 cps 
OIF range tested 11'2 to 2.2 
Pulse widths tested 8 8.5, 9, 10, and 50 ms 
\ 
Propellant utilfzed ~2041 Aerozine 50 
1 i N2 04/MMH 
I i I '/ 
~. No performance d~l~radation was exp~rienced in the operation of 
the engine. Va'lve pre and post teJ,t responses were ':relatively unchanged, and 
valve wear was confined mainly to the impact zones 6n the pintle and seat assem-
blies. The pre and post test vslve\ data are tabula'ted below and the wear patterns 
on the pintle and seat assembly is shown in Figure's 13 and 14. 
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PRE & POST TEST DATA FROM VALVES 
WITH 103,536 ACTUATlONS 
Parameter 
Forward Leakage 
Oxidizer Valve 
Fuel Valve 
Fuel Valve Response 
Auto Coil - Opening 
Auto Coil - Closing 
at 
at 
Direct Coil - Opening 
Direct Coil - Closing 
Oxidizer Valve Response 
27 vdc 
27 vdc 
at 11 vdc 
at 11 vdc 
Auto Coil - Opening at 27 vdc 
Auto C6il - Closing at 27 vdc 
Direct Coil - Opening at 11 vdc 
Direct Coil - Closing at 11 vdc 
Water Flow Check 
1. Oxidizer Section at 72 psi 
2. Fuel Section at 72 psi 
Acceptance Limits 
s: 10 scc/hr 
s: 10 scc/hr 
5.7 - 7.4 rns 
4.0 - 7.5 ros 
35 + 10 ms 
4.0 - 20.0ms 
7.8 - 9.5 ms 
4.5 - 8.0 ms 
35 ± 15 ms 
4.0 - 20.0 ros 
'Within 2% of 
pre-test 
e. Long duration liquid leakage 
Pre-Test Post-Test 
o scc/hr 0 scc/hr 
0.75 scc/hr 0 scc/hr 
6.9 rns 
5.0 ros 
31',0 ms 
not chk'a 
8.3 ms 
6.2 ms 
36.0 ms 
not chk'd 
435 pph 
694 pph 
i 
1/ 
,-; 
, 
6.9 rns 
5.6 ros 
36.0 ms 
6.6 ms 
8.5 ms 
5.9'ms 
36.0 rns 
6.1 ms 
431 pph 
(-0.9%) 
683 pph 
(-1.6%)1 
This test 'Was performed 'With t'Wo valves in Ap~i1 and May of 
1967 over a test period of 36 days. The fluid 'Was 'Water, at/an inlet pressure 
of 250 psig. The data taken before, during, and follo'Wing the test may be 
summarized as follows: 
~I 
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,SUMMARY OF LONG DURATION LEAK RATES 
Leak Rate Veeco Leak Rate Leak Rate in Veeco Leak Rate Leak Rate 
with GNZ with GHe at water based on with GHe at with GN2' 
at 250 psig total accumu- at at 
Valve 100 ,250 (cc/sec) lated Leakage 250 psig 100 psig 
psig psig over 36-day (cc/sec) (bubbles/ 
(bubbles/min net test per- min) 
iod (lb/yr) 
Oxidizer 0 0 289.x10 -8 5.88xlO -3 90.xlO -8 
Fuel 0 0 289.xlO-8 5.02xlO-J 58.xlO -8 
Extra valve 
-8 (not used in '90.xlO 0 
long duration 
leak check) 
f. Hydrazine exposure 
Two separate tests have been performed using anhydrous hydra-
zine. The first, in December 1967, was a storage compatibility test with valves 
only at various temperatures. The second, in April 1968, was with a complete 
engine assembly. 
1) Valve comp'atibility test 
Four Apollo fuel valves were exposed to hydrazine at 400 
psig pressure and at the temperatures and durations shown below. 
Test Test Test 
Valve Temperature Duration 
I 150u F 49 days 
2 2000 F 94 days 
3 1050 F 49 days 
4 Room temp. 94 days 
, Data from this program indicate that the Apollo valve 
assembly does catalyze the decomposition of hydrazine, but only to a limited 
extent. Calculations based on valve internal pressure rise indicate that at 
2000 F a maximum of 0.016 gm of hydrazine was decomposed in 49 days. At 70oF, 
the decomposition was 0.002 gm of hydrazine in 49 days. 
Visual examination 
The fourth valve; which had been exposed 
evidence of attack ',on the 17-7 PH spring 
are presented in Figures 15 and 16. 
, ' 
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of three valves revealed no corrosion. 
o 
a total of 94 days at ZOO F, showed some 
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2) Monopropellant engine test 
In these tests, the valves were cycled a total of 
1,150,000 times in an 11-hour period. No leakage was measured in eight leak 
checks performed during and following the test. 
g. Engine sterilization test 
This program,- conducted by the Martin Marietta Companyo Denver 
Division, subjected an engine assembly to six 29-hour wash cycles in 120 F 
ethylene oxide vapor, then temperature-cycled the assembly six times between room 
temperature and 27SoF over a 432-hour period. Upon completion of these tests, 
the valves had zero leakage and the engine was successfully fired. 
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III. VALVE DESIGN CRITERIA 
The following section outlines special c'riteria for the design of small 
thrustor, small impulse propellant control valves. It is drawn from the exper-
ience gained at The Marquardt Corporation on th'e Apollo S/M RCS engine valve and 
similar designs. 
A. Leakage 
Leakage is toe' service parameter of first importance in valve design. 
Internal leak rates are necessari~y higher than external r1tes since the first 
is the path containing the' pintle-seat interface while the lsecond, usually lends 
itself to redundant static-s,ealing designs and weldments. \ 
'I I ;", I 
'~""" 1. i Internal Leakage 
After the allowable internal gaseous or liquid propellant leakage 
rates have been established; inert gas is most often used to perform the measure-
ment. The1use of gas, with the advantages of convenience and sensitivity, out-
weighs the' uncertainty of k~owing the exact liquid propellant eqUivalent when the 
valve is intended for this trpe of service. This uncertainty, however, must be 
accounted for when the allowable gas rate is defined, by using a conservative 
gas-to-Hquid leakage ratio. \ Tests conducted at Marquardt indicated that the 
minimum gas-to-liquid N2H4 volumetric ratio was approximately 50 with a helium gas 
~p = 100 psi, and N2H4~P = ~81 psi. The corresponding ratio for Aerozine 50 was 
37.5. 
\ 
Some difficulty Jas experienced in these ;tests in maintaining con-
sistent liquid leakage over a 5~minute ,period of time ~hrough a soft seat valve 
which had a 15.0 cc/hr l~r.k tat~ at 100 psig GN2 inlet)pressure. Liquid leakage 
tended to decrease with time. Tests by other investigators indicate that valves 
with gaseous lea~ rates in the *ange of 5.0 cc/hr often completely 'seal themselves. 
The geometry of the leak path,wHich may consist of se~era1 flow regimes, can 
change in the te~t period needed to complete the measurement. 
'I I 
testing../ ,I . 
,II 
/a) Seat Seal Mater~a1 : 
\ 
valve poppet/ 
inlet pressure 
in-house engine 
For the Apollo re~uirement, zero leaka~ across the 
seat interface is defined as a G~2 leak rate of ~ 5.p cc/hr at an 
of 100 psig for t.t new va lve, and :~lOcc/hr fOllOWin7,comPletion of 
A comparison of \soft and hard ~'eats can be summarized as follows: I I 
~) 
I / 
I 
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Use/Fabrication Parameter 
Easiest to fabricate 
Least susceptibl~ to dirt 
Least likely to leak under vibration 
Usable in "exotic" propellants 
Best for nuclear survivability 
Dimensionally most stable for long-
term use and storage 
Usable at high temperature 
Ability to self-clean 
Seat Material 
Hard Soft 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
x 
X 
X 
Until recently, hard seal valves with leakage rates of 5 scc/hr helium were not 
available because of the difficulties in fabrication and inspection of the sur-
faces. Valves designed for a large number of life cycles cannot use high, 
"brute force" seating stresses because of the resulting pitting and fretting. 
The need for low stresses places emphasis on smooth, flat surfaces, approximately 
i.o AA and 1 helium light band. ' 
An advantage of the soft seal is its ability to accept dirt. 
However, while some valve assemblies have maintained zero 'leakage after 20 or 
25 foreign particles of .005 inch diameter have collected, on the seal, leakage 
can readily occur if one long fiber .005 inch in diameter scores the seal in 
the appropriate manner. The conclusion is that while a soft seal material will 
effectively accept dirt and not leak, its use does not preclude the use of a 
propellant filter in the supply system. 
Fillers, including metal powders, asbestos and glass fibers, 
may be added to the soft seal material for dimensional stability and improved 
properties at elevated temperature. These fillers must not be a sou~ce of po-
tential contamination or surface discontinuity. Under certain conditions of 
wear and high temperature, glass fiber filler used in TFE Teflon, f6r example, 
can become exposed and dislodged. This condition will occur particularly when 
the valve design permits scuffing action to take place between t?e poppet and 
the seat seal. . ' /" , 
, The use of soft seals permits the relaxatioh of close tolerances 
since the seal'will comply with small discontinuities in the pintle. When the 
poppet strikes the soft seal, compression and distortion result. Provisions must 
be made to keep this distortion from moving into'the path of the pintle, parti-
cularly'at temperatures of 2s0oF and above where cold flow occurs more easily, 
since extrusion and wear will'result. ' 
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b) Seat Seal - Configuration 
~. To perform the very critical fabrication and inspection opera-
tions on metal sealing surfaces, poppets and seats are usually designed flat. 
This permits ready access to the critical surfaces with lapping equipment, optical 
flat and surface finish measuring devices. Flat surfaces complicate the overall 
pintle-seat design, however, in that centering of the two sealing surfaces is no 
longer inherent in the geometry. Alignment, if desired, must be accomplished 
with added valve components. 
c) Sliding Fits 
Possible effects of sliding fits on internal leakage are, 
first, to produce contamination, and; second, wear. In short life usage and with 
lubricating propellants, the smnll particles which may be generated by sliding 
surfaces are flushed through the valve and no problem is encountered. However, 
if dry cycling with no gas flow or similar purging media is a requirement, 
particles may accumulate on the sealing surface of the poppet-seat interface and 
ultimately result in leakage. The use of sliding fns in the valve must, there-
fore consider the related effects of surface hardness, fluid .flow (or the lack of 
it), and the required number of actuations. The Apollo SM/RCS valve is an 
example of a design which incorporates the necessary features to successfully 
use sliding fits; hard surfaces between the components in contact, and flutes 
to minimize contact area. 
The second possible effect of sliding fits, wear, causes 
degradation of parts, in addition to producing contamination at an increasing 
rate. Designs which have eliminated sliding fits in ·the propellant cavity 
usually resort to the use of bellows or flexure tubes. These thin wall pressure 
vessels are highly stressed and intrpduce a new potential failure mode, namely, 
fatigue due to cycling or vibration. This failure mode has in the past been 
found to be more severe than the disadvantages of sliding fits. 
2. External Leakage 
Allowable external leak rates must necessarily be zero, as detected 
by proof pressure tests or sophisticated leakage detection devices, because 
today's applications are in long duration missions and most often use highly 
toxic or corrosive propellants. Zero leakage for a small valve body we1dment is 
defined at ~rquardt as no detectable leakage on an instrument with a sensitivity 
of 2.0 x 10 scc/hr at an internal pressure of 490 psig helium. When weldments 
cannot be used because of manufacturing limitations, or inspection requirements 
which necessitate disassembly, redundant static seals should be used. 
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B. Response Repeatability 
'. 
This characteristic will be considered from two standpoints, 
1. Single valve repeatability when operated under different conditions. 
2. Valve-to-valve repeatability when operated under the same conditions. 
1. Sftig1e Valv~' Repeatability 
) 
Single valve repeatability is particularly impbrtant for small 
. 
thrustor engines, so that impulse bits will be the same for a given electrical 
pulse width • ."That is, valve opening and closing response should be relatively 
insensftive to variations in inlet pressure, environmental temperature, and 
operating voltage. This characteristic is also important for bipropellant engines 
using two valves, when one of. the valves may be required to consistently open 
before the other, and the pressure, temperature and voltage conditions may be 
different for each. One direct technique for obtaining single valve repeatability 
is by the us'e of devices to 10vide high pull in force margins. 
Since more power, is required to open a valve than to keep it open, . 
drivers can be designed with circuits to momentarily provide higher than normal 
voltages during the opening transient. Such circuits include switching, "kicker~' 
and current-limiting designs. ~he switching circuit can be one which simply 
switches from a high to a low voltage level after a predetermined interval of time. 
The "ki!cker" and current-limiti~g designs may utilize components such as are 
shown in Figure 17. These circuits produce the vo1tage-~urrent curves shown 
in. Figure 18, which also shovTs Ithe effect these high current rise rates have 
on both the valve opening r,.~sp6nslp and opening response spread as a function of 
high and low operating voltage. ~ll circuit modificati~ns require additional 
driver components'fand therefore fepresent some added cqmplexity. In addition, 
the "kicker" circujLt can be used 9nly when sufficient lme can be allowed between 
pulses, for the capacitor to rechirge. 
Driver circuits use~ for response testin of SM/ReS type valves often 
contain a Zener diode to protect the driver against th~ high voltage generated by 
the valve when it ~loses. A typic~l driver circuit, dhown in Figure 17 does 
i ' I 
not affect the ope.ning response, b~'t the Zener cutofj'voltage significantly affects 
closing time, as shown in the curv~ of Figure 19. This effect on closing time 
is of concern w6em smetll impulse bilts are a requirem~nt, but does not affect valve 
repeatability except in a system sehse where the tolerance of the zener may be 
different from one pulser to the ne~t. / } II 
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Another consideration of importance in single valve repeatability 
is the effect of usage. Valve components susceptible to dimensional change as 
a function of exposure or operating life must be avoided so that the opening 
force margin does not change. The soft seal in the seat assembly of the Apollo 
valve design extends less thnn .001 inch (measured perpendicular to the center 
line of the valve) into the envelope of the pintle in its fully closed position. 
The design includes provisions to relieve the compressive stresses that occur 
when the pintle is fully seated so that the sealing diameter won't change as a 
result of temperature' or WPDr. In this way, the seating force, wh~ch is a 
function of seating diameter and inlet pressure, is maintained within acceptable 
limits throughout the operating life of the valve. 
When the valve is to be exposed to high temperatures and pulser 
modifications are not desirable, other techniques to reduce the slowdown effect 
on valve response include, 1) rou'ttng the propellant through passages near the 
coil, 2) using coil wire with a low thermal coefficient of resistance, such as 
one of the copper nickel alloys, or 3) placing a thermometer in the temperature-
affected zone of the coil. . 
2. Valve-to-Valve Repeatability 
~ Valve-to-valve repeatability insures that till valves of a given 
~ design perform \-Jithin a suitably narrow band, and engine performance remains 
relatively unchanged throughout its operating life. These characteristics are 
attained by maintaining tight manufacturing tolerances and minimizing those 
parts of the valve which, as a result of wear, would cause a change in response 
time. 
a. Manufacturing Tolerances 
/ 
The response times are an example of the narrow data scatter 
obtained by holding valve manufacturing dimensions and tolerances!,;~s, follows: 
1. Stroke = 
.019 t1'OOl in. 
2. Coil turns = 505. + ~:lo 
3. Coil resistance = 12.40/+ 0.4 ohms 
4. Seat load = 1-2.7 ± 0.1 lb. 
S. Spring length: at 2.75 lb. == .442 + .005 in. 
at 7.75 lb. = .422 ± .0lD in. 
6. Armature to bore diametral 
clearance = .0042 ± .0010 in. 
The poppet and soft seat is dimensioned so that a tolerance of .± .0037 is held 
on a nominal diameter sealing diameter of .218 in. 
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The non-magnetic barrier in the valve body is located axially 
~on the .body to within ± .015 in., has a length tolerance of ± .03 in., and a 
preweld diameter tolerance of ± .002 in. The barrier is welded automatically, 
and includes the following setup tolerances: 
1. Amper<1ge = 
2. Voltage = 
3. Rotational speed = 
. 4. Wire feed rate = 
5. Torch travel rate =. 
C. Propellant Compatibility 
121 ± 10. amps 
10.0 + 1.0 vdc 
3.75 ± 0.25 rpm 
18.75 + 1.0 in./min.· 
2.68 +-.44 in./min. 
Literature searches .for material compatibility in propellant are good 
only for preliminary design. Information on all materials used in the valve is 
usually incomplete, particularly above temperatures of 175°F. Storage tests 
with a complete valve at the appropriate temperature must be performed to insure 
getting correct exposure information. Corrosion or other signs of incompatibility 
can occur during exposure to normal engine operating procedures or during in-
house handling. It has been TMC's experience that water flush and drying pro-
cedures, if not carefully carried out, can produce nitric acid in a valve previous-
ly exposed to NTO. Handling procedures must be written, and material selection 
made in recognition of such conditions. . 
Another type of problem, while not propellant compatibility per se, 
relates to the valve-propellant interface and has been previously referred to 
as a pressure decay phenomenon and rheopexy by investigators. While this last 
condition has occurred only in systems flowing NTO, it points up the need to 
maintain a constant surveillance of " the valve under all operating and handling 
conditions. 
D. Special Design Reguirements 
Special system or mission requirements which have been considered in 
the Apollo program include exposure to high vibration levels, and ignition 
transi·ents . 
. 1. Vibration 
Valve design for application in high random vibration fields must 
consider means for reducing or eliminating poppet-.to-seat move1J1ent by providi.ng 
high seat loads, or appropriately orienting the valve to reduce or eliminate 
this motion. Also, the valve must not contain materials which can become \vorn 
or displaced. For example, leakage in valves tested at very high vibration levels 
was caused by Teflon flakes which were generated by the vibratory motion of the 
pintle on the seat. 
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2. Ignition Transients 
Valves designed for high pressure ,ignition transients must survive 
those originating in the thrnst chamber, as well as detonations in the manifold 
passages downstream of the valve. Results of tests in which a detonation was 
deliberately made to occur in a test section just downstream of the valve exit 
orifice, showed that short duration pressures of 25,000 psig could be withstood 
by the Apollo valve without len1<age or damage. When higher pressures were gen-
erated in the downstream tube, 'the resulting damage was loss of the 'l'ef·lon seal. 
The test was performed in such a way that the valve vlas open at the time of the 
detonation. The survivability o~ the seal at such high prpssures was due to the 
fact that it did not'project int6 the path of the reverse flow pressure wave. ' 
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I. mTIDDUCTION 
The injector is perhap.sthe heart of a successful rocket engine. It is 
responsible for t>erfC?r:mance,both steady state and pulse, for the thennal charac-
teristics ofithe engine and it is also somewhat responsible for the structural 
integrity of'the engine. The :i,njector is renponsible fd;r the mixing of the two 
propellants which is the most significant event in achieying good performance.' 
It is also responsible for the thermal characteristics of the engine. It must 
isolate the, propellant an~ propellant valves from the hot chamber and it must also 
distribute the propellant: GO as to avoid chamber overheating. The injector is 
also responsible for low ignition pressure so that the structural limits of the 
engine are not exceeded. I 
The present injector is the result of approximately 2 1/2 years of evolu-
tionary'development. The \ first tests in 1962 indicated that the multiple doublet 
injector would give the best performance so that the bulk of the injector develop-
ment bas been with multipie doublet unlike injectors. F.uel film cooling holes 
were added to the injector,in February 1964 to cool the chamber and chamber flange 
area. A preigniter was added to the injector in June 1964 to eliminate ignition 
overpressures. These break-throughs solved ~TO of the most serious problems that 
occurred during the development of the engine. Prior to the fuel film cooling 
there was very little control available over the thermal characteristics, of the 
engine. But vdth the addition of fuel film cooling the thennal characteristics, 
flange temperature, throat temperature, injector teqperature, for example, could 
be controlled. The flenge· temperature before film cooling was too high, 2000°F, 
so that the injector head wa~ also too hot (300°-509°) and the chamber to injector 
sea1 would not stand this temperature. ~'" 
. \ 
Prior 10 the addition bf the pre igniter, ig ition overpressures wculd some-
times exceed the structural ~mit of the combustor, The pre igniter eliminated 
this problem for single pulse\,operation. The inj~l~tor is designed so the propell-
ants enter the pre igniter fir~t and ignition take~ place there. This pressurizes 
the main chamber with hot gas to 10-20 psia. The/propellants then reach the mai:p. 
doub1ets and oigni te smoothly. :' 1 
The I'p~~sent injector fe~~ures (Figure 1) la center unlike doublet enclosed 
in a preigUiter cup, 8 unlike 40ublets arranged! in a circle around the preigniter, 
8 fuel cooling holes for the ~in chamber and 8 for the preig~iter cup. The fuel 
and oxidizer valves are therma~ly isolated by/stainless steel stand-off's. The 
oxidizer passages are in stain]}ess steel and ,the fuel in aluminum. The stainless 
, steel surfaces of the oxidizer ;'passages cool,! down quickly when the injector is 
hot so'that the oxidizer does riot boil. The aluminum helps the fuel remove the 
heat from the injector head. ' ! 
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II. ./ CHroNOLOGY OF INJ"ECTOR DEVELOPMENT 
/ 
The evolution of the Apollo R-4D injector can be broken dawn into four 
periods or phases as shown graphically in Figure 2. The first phase was the 
period when many different types of injectors were tested and it was realized 
that the multiple doublet configuration held the most hope of reaching the speci-
fic impulse goal of 300 seconds •. The next phase was testing with many different 
multiple doublet configurations in an effort to reach the specific impulse goal. 
During the third phase, injectors were tested to optimize fuel cooled engine per-
formance and evaluate engine starting overpressures. This phase ended with the 
introduction of the pre igniter to eliminate the ignition overpressures. The fourth 
phase was testing with the preigniter engine that led to the basic configuration 
existing today. 
Phase I EarlY Injector Development 
Between the receipt of the contract in February 1962 and October 1962, 
many different types of injector concepts were tested before the multiple doublet 
was selected as having the best promise for future development. These earlY in-. 
jectors shown in Figure 3 can be categorized into essentiallY four groups. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Single doublet 
Single doublet with splash plates and premix chambers 
Vortex 
Multiple doublet. 
Shown on the sketcheq are the best specific impulse obtained with each 
configuration. The best single doublet specific impulse was 285 seconds at an 
olF of 2.0 while several multiple doublet configurations had specific impulses 
from 290 to 300 seconds. Figures 4"and 5 are d~awings of the basic single doublet 
and vortex injectors. 
Phase II - Multiple Doublet Development 
Because the earlY injector testing indicated that the multiple doublet 
injector had the best possibility of reaching the performance goal of 300 seconds, 
all development effort was spent on the multiple doublet injector. 
The first multipie unlike doublet injector was a 4 x 4. The injector used 
the vortex housing and a special insert in place of the vortex insert. Figure 6 
is a detailed drawing of this injector. The specific impulse of this injector 
was 271 seconds. The number of doublets of this injector 1TaS increased to 6 by 
using the insert shown in Figure 7. The specific impulse incr~ased to 285 seconds. 
The next injector was an 8 x 8 that used the single doublet housing. The 
specific impulse for this engine vTaS 29!~ seconds. 
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After the tests with the vortex and single doublet housing had shown that 
the multiple doublet injector was a good concept, ~ development engine was built 
to test the effect and the number of doublets, doublet diameter, impingement dia-
meter and included angle on performance. Figure 8 is a detailed drawing of this 
injector. Note that the insert slipped in so that the doublet configuration 
could be changed easily., The engine was tested with 8 and 24 doublets. The spec-
ific impulse was 294 seconds for eight and 283 for twenty four doublets. 
This injector was not· tested as often as origina1J.y planned because the 
valves and injector head soakback temperatures were much too high, and it was 
rea~zed that the ,premix was not necessary or important in improving the perform-
ance.' 
The next two injectors were identified as T6910 and T7305. They were 
tested rram October 1962 to June 1963 with the objective of reaching the perform-
ance goal of 300 seconds. Many different minor modifications were made to these 
injectors. The drawing for the first T6910 injector is shown in Figure, 9. All 
the injectors were similar in nature. The number of doublets tested were 8~ 12, ' 
24; the doublet diameters were varied to improve the performance and the impinge-
ment diameter \TaS also Varied. In general these injectors came close to the per-
formance goal of 300 seconds at an olF of 2.0 (295-300 seconds). However, the 8 
~ ,doublet injector head steady state and soakback temperatures were too high (approx-
~ imately 400~F running and 5000 soakback). I 
To lower the injector head temperature the next injector had an extra fuel 
cooling loop added. Figure 10 is a detailed drawing of this injector. The fuel 
cooling loop did succeed in lowering the steady state head' temperature to 2500 
but the head still soakbacked to 400°F. This engine had a fuel dribble volume 
of 12/-0% and an oxidizer dribble volume of 4a{o. TYro structural chamber failures 
occurred with this injector. Both can be attributed to the test c~nditions, cold 
chamber, oxidizer lead due to the large fuel dribble volume and also the accumula-
tion of fuel residue from the previous pulse when the fuel dribbldvolume empties. 
Because of the chamber failures, this injector concept was dropped. 
The next injector (Xl9900)'was a 12 doublet injector S~lar to the 12 
doublet T7305. Figure 11 is a detailed drawing of this inje~tor. The specific 
impulse for this injector was 300 seconds. The injector head running temperature 
~s 250°. The larger diameter fuel annullus, compared to the 8 x 8 injector, 
cooled the injector better. This injector came from ~he T7305, 12 x 12 injector. 
. ~e Xl9900 injector proceeded into what was called a pre~ual since the 
performance goal of 300 seconds at an olF of 2.0 was met and no other problems 
vere envisioned. During this pre~ual testing two new problems ,were discovered; 
hot'phase and ignition overpressures or spikes. 
I 
During the last run of ' what was called a maneuver; number 1 (10 ON, 30 Off-
3 ON, 360 Off, 20 ON) the combustion chamber would become too hot and sometimes 
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fail. The other characteristics of Hot phase or High Heat Transfer Burning (IlliTB) 
are tabulated belovT. 
COMPARIOON OF ENGINE PARAMETERS FOR NORMAL AND HIGH HEAT TRANSFER BURNING 
Parameter HHTB Normal 
/' ---
(Approximate Values) 
Thrust I 91 lb. I 97.1 lb. : ; 
Chamber P~essure , 84.1 psia 94.7 psia 
! I I', Fuel" Flow, i O.llS lb/sec. 0.117 lb/sec. 
~ 
Oxidizer Flovr f 0.217 lb/sec. 0.234 lb/sec. 
Visual Observation Incandescent Cherry Red 
\ Temperature Rise Rate 
at 20000 R \ 1000°F/sec. 330°F/sec. ,. 
. 
Accelerometer Trace Peaks at 12000 cps Peaks at 19000 cps 
\ High overall acceleration Normal 
~ \ level (42.3 grs) : acceleration \ , level (4.2 gts) j 
I 
I 
-;' I \ I 
After several seconds the engine would usually:return to normal operation 
but if the HHTB,mode continued ~for very long the chamber would burnout. HHTB 
correlated welllwith elevated ~njector head temperat~es caused by heat soaking 
back from the,cbmbustion chamb~r into the injector h~ad following engine shutdown. 
An analysis was conducted along with the engine testfng that showed that HHTB vTaS 
due to the oxidizer tvro phasing,' as it passes through" the injector head. Conse-
quently, the rest of the injectqr designs attempted/to eliminate two phase oxidizer 
flow by thermally isolating the loxidizer in the inj,ector or cooling the chamber 
so the head would also be cooler.~ I 
The ~ec~nd problem dUring\ the prcqual testJ.ng vTaS the f~ilure ~f a chamber 
during a pulsing duty cycle. As \ a consequence o~ the two chamber failures vTi th 
the fuel cooled head engine, ignition tests were/ made with the prequal engine, 
X19900. During one of these ign~tion tests a chamber failure occurred. 
, / I I 
Because of the HHTB and ignition overpressures pre qua 1 was stopped and a 
program Was undertaken to elimin."l.te high heat/transfer burning and ignition over-
pressures ,using engine X2056.o. , / 
I i 
! / 
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The X20560 engines were 12 on 12 doublets with 1.25 impingement diameter 
except for one 8 doublet configuration. The orifi~e diameter, doublet angles, 
and oxidizer valve standoffs were varied in an effort to eliminate the problems. 
A sketch of the typical injector is shown in Figure 12. Table I describes the 
injectors, reason for design, and test results. 
The best configuration, engine X20560-511 had a specific impulse of 295-300 
seconds and an olF of 2.0 and High Heat Transfer Burning was reduced to an accept-
able level. It still occurred but the engine stepped out before the chamber got 
too hot! It was thought that the fuel lead characteristics of the engine also 
redu~ed the ignition pressures to an acceptable level. 
In order to eliminate hot phase entirely,' injector T9290 was built and 
tested. This injector incorporated steel oxidizer tubes to feed the doublets 
(Figure 13). This configuration did eliminate hot phase but the manufacturing 
problems were very severe and it was never really considered as a solution. 
~TO injectors were also designed and tested for olF of 1.6. One was' an 
8 doublet and the other a 12 doublet. Figures 14 and 15 are sketches of both. 
~e 8 X 8 injector had specific impulse of 310 seconds at an olF of 1.6 but the 
engine temperatures were excessive. The 12 X 12 also had good performance but 
'the temperatures were also' high. 
, 
An injector was designed and tested at an olF of 1.3. This injector was 
an 8 doublet injector (Figure 16). The chamber temperatures exceeded 3100° and 
the specific impulse was 299 seconds. 
A splash plate 12 X 12 injector vras also built. In this injector (Figure 
17) the resultant momentum angle after the doublets had impinged hit the flange 
area of a special chamber. The performance of this injector was pqor (270 seconds); 
the chamber was cool, 2240°, at the throat, but still quite hot at,the flange, 
21700F. /1 
~o more "TI~ engines were built during this time, T9725 'an 8 X 8 and T9999 
a 12 X 12, to see, if different hole sizes would improve the p~ffor.mance. The 
engines both had Isp's below 290. I 
f 
Phase III - Multiple Doublet - Film Cooled Chamber 
Eight fuel film cooling holes were added to the olF 1.6, 8 X 8 injector 
and it was tested on February 6, 1964 with tremendous success. Both the chamber 
and the injector head temperatures were significantly cooler. High heat transfer 
burning did not occur. The specific impulse vras 295 seconds at an olF of 2.0 ' 
v7hich vras below the goal of 300 seconds but close enough to continue qevelopment 
of this concept. 
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TABLE I 
X20560 INJECTORS 
~ ~ 
: ~ 
Configuration 
Number 
~ I  "-
Design Purpose Test Results ~ Configuration Description 
~c::: 
20560-1 (a) The -1 configuration (a) The standoff was designed (a) High Heat transfer ope~-~~ 
was t~e first to incorporate to reduce the maximum heat SoaK- ating condition was improyed ~~ 
a steeL""standoff"'bemTeen the back of the ox valve to 150°F in that the engine stepped ' 
" 
oxidizer solenoid and injec- to eliminate high heat transfer out of the condition after 
tor head. Standoff diameter burning. . ",4.5 seconds of the third 
~ 
~ 
~ 
c: 
1-
!" was .171 in. The injector 10 second run of maneuver 
head assembly consisted qf a No. ',t (Prop. temperatures ; ; 
prototype (X19900) housing, 100°F - maximum wall temp. / 2 
0.043 drilled oxidizer pas- .~~. .~ .. ------ 3200°F). The engine success'- ~ 
sages & O.lyi in. diameter__ fully completed maneuver Nd. 
___ -I3tand~ff -.(-o:lG):-- --.- - --- .1 wi tri .propellant temps. ~t 
Fuel dribble volume 74% 75°F. Testing confirmed the 
Oxid.dribble volume 81% criticality of the ox. c,6ndi-
. I 
The insert was a 12 on 12 . tion. r 
normal orientation insert 
with a "vee ll cut between 
---........ I doublets. Dfuel = 0.024, 
-----.....___..... Dox = 0.0314", ct fuel = 35°, 
----- .~x = 23°, Dimping = 1.25 •. 
Other designs were initiated. 
to further improve the opera-
ting condition. 
20560-501 -----------The -501 configuratio;w.as--- We" reduced standoff diameter The 0.090 I.D. standoff flow . 
identical to the -1 assembly was designed to prevent sudden passage apparently aggravated 
except that the ox.standoff expansron of the oxidizer (liq=-~he high heat transfer prob-
diameter was reduced to uid to gas) during engine 'opera- lem. Once started in high 
0.090 in. to match the oxid- tion at maximum heat soakback heat transfer operation, the 
izer valve vena contracta. conditions. engine would not recover and 
Fuel dribble volume 
Oxid.dribble volume 
74% 
55% 
step out. 
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X20560 INJECTORS ~ 
TABLE I (Cont'd.) I~ 
Configuration 0) , 
Number Configuration Description Design Purpose Test Results ~ 
20560-503 
20560-505 
,'" , 
~c::: 
No significant improvement" ~ § 
in high heat transfer burnin~ ~ 
operating conditions was seen 
< 
The -503 assembly was ident- The design was an attempt to 
ical to the -1 configuration insulate the oxide fl~J as much 
except that in this config- as possible from injector head 
uration aluminum tube liners temperature conditions to pre- and the configuration was ~ 
were inserted in the ox. vent boiling of'the oxidizer, a 
crossfeed passages. condition known to contribute 
dropped. Heat transfer per- ~ 
formance was very similar to ; ,., 
significantly to high heat trans 
fer burning. 
-1 configuration._ ; 
Fuel dribble volume 
Oxid.dribble volume 
74% 
77.6% 
The configuration was identi (a) The diameter reduction of (a) The .031 diameter cross-
cal to the -1 configuration the ox. cross feed passages was feed passages showed no appar 
except for the following: a design change to investigate ent improvement over the .043 
() Th d" t f th an analysis which indicated that passages with regard to high 
a f ed ~ame er of eth a reduction in the tube diameter heat transfer burning. cross ee passageo or e "" 0 
d d f 043 t would be effect~ve ~n prevent~ng ox. was re uce rom. 0 bOl o b doth 
O 031 0 h dO t ox. o~ ~ng y re uc~ng e • ~nc es ~ame ere tt d we e area. 
(b) The injector insert was (b) Rotation of the fuel hole (b) Reorientation of the 
rotated 150 so that one of in line with fuel inlet allowed fuel hole provided some im-
the fuel holes was in line the hole to "see" a dynamic provement in ignition pressur 
with the injector head fuel pressure, thus reducing the time spike level but not enough 
inlet passage. This No. 1 re~uired for fuel to enter the improvement was seen to con-
hole diameter was reduced to combustion chamber. The diame sider the problem solved. 
flow same as'the others. of this No.1 fuel hole was re-
() Th .'<::--. to 1 duced to flow the same as the c e cross sec ~ona th 
- 0 ers. 
area of the fuel annulus was () Th h 0 f 1 1 
d d d ad f .. c e c ange ~n ue annu us re uce an m e 0 a con- 0' ~o cross-sect~on further lowered 
stant cross-secv~onal area. t" t f 1 tOt th ~me 0 ue en ry ~n 0 e 
(d) Fuel dribble vol. 
Oxidodribble vol. 
64% 
67'{0 
combustion chamber from valve 
open. 
." 
(c) No effect on performance 
of the reduced dribble volume 
was noted. 
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X20560 INJECTORS '\ ~~ 
Configuration ~ 
Number Configuration Description Design Purpose Test Results\ ~ 
"' ~t:: 
20560-507 
20560-511 
The -507 configuration used 
.031 diameter oxidizer cross 
feed passages and an-eccen-
tric annulus. _ .In addition, 
a flat faced 13th doublet 
was added in the center of 
the injector face, in other 
respects it was the same as 
the -1 configuration. Fuel 
dribble volume - 6410 
The .031 diameter ox. crossfeed No heat transfer tests \.ere- ~ §; 
passages were incorporated to performed with this config- ~~ 
try to reduce ox. boiling effect uration because of the pro- ~ 
by reduction of the wetted tube bable similarity of internal S 
area. ox. passage configuration ~ 
Oxide dribble volume -67% 
The -511 configuration in-
corporated the foll~ing: 
(a) .031 diameter oxidizer 
crossfeed passages rather 
than .043 passages. 
The 13th doublet design incor-
porated short, low volume flow 
paths from the injector valves 
to the doublets-. Previous en-
gine tests had indicated that 
no 'damaging pressure peaks would 
be encountered if initial cham-
ber pressure levels were above 
4 psi. 13th doublet design was 
to start a localized reaction 
which would raise chamber pres-
sure level prior to main pro-
pellant entry into the chamber. 
(a) _ As in the -505 configuratXn 
the 0.031 diameter' ox. crossfeed 
passages were incorporated to rfr 
duce oxidizer boiling & effects 
by reduction of the wetted tube 
area. 
(b) A flat injector face. I(b) The flat injector face de-
sign provided near minimum ob-
(c) The injector insert was tainable free stream travel to 
rotated 15 0 to align one of impingement to (1) premote liqui( 
the injector fuel holes with phase mixing for good ignition 
the fuel inlet and this No.1 characteristics, and (2) prevent 
fuel hole diameter was re- expansion of the_propellants to 
duced to 0.018 to flow the the g~seous state and subsequent 
same as the other 11 holes. freezing of the -ox. on the 
with the -505. ~ 
~ 
~ 
The 13th doublet apparently l~ 
made significant improve- ~ 
ment in the ignition pressur 
spike level, but the abso-
lute level was still too 
high for acceptance. 
Two of the -511 configuratio 
eng~nes were tested. sIN 
0001 was tested to determine 
both heat transfer and igni-
tion pressure spike charac-
teristics and sIN 0002 was 
tested to determine its heat 
transfer characteristics. 
sIN 0001 - The engine was 
tested with both hot and col 
propellants. Both maneuver 
No. lIs and 60 second runs, 
followed by runs at maximum 
soakback._ High heat transfe 
in this engine was apparent_lJ 
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X20560 INJECTORS ~~ 
Configuration' ~ 
I Humber Configuration Description Design Purpose ,; Test Results ~ 
~c:: 
iQ.) 20560-511 
(continued) 
" 
(~) Reduced fuel volume was 
as·'S. result of tapering the 
fuel a:nn1}.lus. ~ 
Fuel dribble volume 
Oxid.dribble volume 
58% 
68% 
chamber wall, a condition c9n-
tributing to ignition delay. 
(c) Reduction of the fuel 
annulus volume and rotation of 
the injector insert ensured a 
fuel lead into the combustion 
chamber. 
~""-----
_____ .-----=:.=- ___ ~ ___ ----1---.-
reduced to an acceptable 
level. :5~ ~::"'"'-.. ~
< 
siN 0002 - The engine was ~ 
tested with two chambers; on ~ 
grit blasted, and one a stan ~ 
dard chamber. Steady state ; 
.wail (chamber) temperatures/ ~ 
were comparable with s/N009l ; 
but in maximum s ca.kback f:i,r-
ing conditions, excessive:' 
i 
i 
. i 
, 
I 
.f 
i 
/ 
I ' 
-. wall temperature from hiih 
heat transfer burning w~s ex 
perienced. The injector in-
sert was found to be faulty 
in that the ox. crossfeed 
tubes were misaligned' wi th - .. 
the final transport tubes. 
Testing after rebuilding of 
siN 0002 indicated that the 
anomaly in heat transfer 
characteristics still existec 
The ignition pressure spike 
characteristics of this con-
I 
.-.-.-.-.------~---- .. 
--
------1 
-
" 
figuration were ,quite encour 
aging probably due to the 
short propellant free-stream 
length. Pressure spike leve~s 
in the siN 0001 increased in 
later tests with strain gagec 
chambers because of injector 
face deterioration as a re-
sult of cavitation at the 
doublet entrance to the 
:r 
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~~ . X20560 INJECTORS . -~ Configurat10n CO 
I Number Configuration Description Design Purpose Test Results ~ 
I ~~ 
'A 
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20560-515 
20560-517 
"' , 
The -515 configuration was 
identical to the -505 con-
figuration except that the 
ox. valve standoff had a 
diameter of. 0.20111 rather 
than 0.17111 and incorporated 
a fixed area restrictor at 
its downstream end. 
Fuel dribble volume ~ 64% 
Oxid.dribble volume ~ 76% 
The -517 injector was 
identical to the -511 flat 
face, rotated insert con-
figuration except for the 
substitution of the 0.20111 
I.D. oxidizer standoff, with 
downstream il~ed restrictor. 
., .... '~ ~ 
Fuel dribble volume -,(5&/0 
Oxid.dribble volume ~ 77% 
• __ .. 4 ............ _ ... ____ .... _. ___ _ 
It was hypothesized that as 
temperatures increased, N204 
would tend to vaporize upon 
exiting from the valve into a 
relatively large cavity. Cal-
culations indicated that the 
~Cb 
~~ The downstream restrictor provided no significant 
improvement in ignition 
pressure spike tests so no 
fur~her testing was conductei~ 
with this configuration. . ~ 
... 
~ 
z 
downstream restrictor designed . 
would cause the vaporized ox. I No heat transfer data was 
flow to choke at the restricto~ taken on this configuration. 
~ 
Thus, standoff' passage pressure 
would rise and further vapor-
ization of the ox. would be 
prevented. In addition, the 
downstream restrictor would 
tend to delay ox. arrival into 
the combustion chamber and thus 
further assure a fuel lead. 
As in the -515 configuration 
listed above, the design was 
to do two things: (a) reduce 
or eliminate possible vaporiza-
tion of the oxidizer in the 
oxidizer standoff area, and 
(b) by rotation of the insert 
ensure a fuel lead into the 
combustion chamber. 
Test data indicated that the 
ignition pressur~ spike 
levels recorded for this en-
gine were equivalent to 
those recorded for the -511 
configuration. 
No high heat transfer data 
was obtained for this con-
figuration. 
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20560-519 The -519, 12 on 12 config- A flat-face was utilized in the The -519 configuration did' ~~ 
uration utilized the 0.171 -519 configuration to provide not receive extensive high ~~ 
standoff, and a f~el inlet good ignition characteristics. heat. transfer testing. ~ 
passage diameter 'of 0.073 The insert was installed in the Only one 4 second run was ~ 
inches. It was a flat-faced normal orientation to provide made in Cell 6, chamber wall ~ 
injector with a normal uniform steady-state wall heat- temperature exceeded 3l00oF : 
orientation insert (fuel ing. The eccentric fuel annulus at this time and the test ' 1"1 ~ 
o inlet between. #1 and #12 was utilized to minimize the 
doublets) and utilized an fuel dribble volume while pro-
eccentric fuel·annulus. The viding equal fuel hole flows. 
fuel hole diameter was un- The oxidizer hole size was 
changed at 0.024" but the reduced to test the effect of 
oxidizer hole size was higher velocity ox. injection 
reduced from 0.031 on pre-· on ignition peak pressure 
vious injectors to 0.026". levels and on steady state wall 
The momentum angle at an heating. The momentum angle of 
OIF = 2.0 was +50 • The fuel +50 at OIF = 2.0 was to provide 
dribble volume was 58% and increased wall cooling which 
the ox. dribble volume waS appears necessary since pre-
807 •• vious high injection velocity 
engines tended to have hot walls 
," 
was discontinued.-· 
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TABLE I (Contld.) ~' 
I Configuration ~,~ '\ 
!lumber Configuration Description Design Purpose Test Results ~ 
I 20560-521 Tre -521 injector was an The -521 engine was designed to High heat transfer phase !~ 
8'bn 8 flat-face insert. verify previous performance bu~ning was greatly impro- ~~ 
(Normal prientat~n)' results with 8 on 8 injectors ved, but not eliminated. ~~ 
Dox !!l! 029, D£73 0'29, using the sruna holo siZGS and Tho chambor wall temperature : 
60 included stream angles, but was extremely low (2000- z 
Dimp= 700, M.A.= +1, incorporating the new oxidizer 2245) as well as the moly ~ 
D.V. = 60% and a .171 ox. valve "standoff" concept to flange tempentures (1227- ~ 
ox . .: prevent high heat soakback temp 1430) for 60 sec. - steady- ! ~ 
standoff. The chamber was . . OfF 2 0 / 0 
. eratures to -the-oxl.dl.zer 'saleno dstate runs at =. I ~ 
a standard moly non-grl.t- 1 . A-l1 . ··1 nd T.T ,... 333 pps steady I ~ 
. I-sa vee prevl.OUS Sl.ml. ar a n ~ • - I 
blasted ch~b~! .w:!!..h_a-- -' en ines had run cool but had p I 
.--.-----.-- l_st-andard'-I{-s'ea1 with Rene g h. h h . state Isp was 280 sec. fo;r 
----. not been tested for l.g eat I 2 0 d W"-'" 337' heat barrier spacer. t f b· t. It an 0 F = • an p~ r ppE 
rans er urnl.ng opera l.on. I 
was reasoned that the low enginE / 
,\ 
temperature would not bring the 
propellants to a temperature 
........ --.. ... -
~'-~-----
that would promote high heat 
transfer burning. A flat face 
was incorporated.in the injecto 
to aid the ignition process. 
\I 
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20560-521-----1-~ 
Test of 1-10-64 The configuration was the This variation was conceived 0 detrimental high heat '. 
. .---. 
same as above but-with.._~ __ .. 
standard moly grit blasted 
chamber and a wide flange 
K-sea1. 
to increase thermal resistance transfer burning was exper-
between the chamber and head ienced at OIF = 2.0 and 
thereby reducing heat transfer W.~ 333 pps. At propellant 
back tb the head to eliminate'-- --p f 100 1180 F 
. b temperatures rom -hl.gh heat transfer phase urn-
. It 1 d . t d t the chamber wall temperature l.ng. was a so eSl.gna e 0 9 
decrease chamber wall tern _ waS extremely low (19 0-2235 
h P as well as the moly flange erature and t us reduce heat (1447 1489) Th 
transfer to the head assembly. temPderature I - 276· e 
stea y-state sp was 
sec. for an OIF = 2.0 and 
W ~ 333 pps. The pulse ~ 
p I 
Isp was within specification b 
requirements up to 50 ms g? 
pulse' widths. 
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20560-521 The configuration is the This change was made to in- The injector head was ~Cb 
(continued) s~me as the first -521 ~ut crease thermal resistance be- approxima~e1y 500F higher ~~ 
Test of 1-25-6L w~th a standard ~oly' g~~t tween the chamber and head to than prev~ous tests as the ~ 
blasted chamber and a decrease the heat transfer lucalox seal did not conform : 
lucalox (ceramic) seal back to the head and therefore ·to thermal resistance pre- ! 
between the injector head eliminate high heat transfer dictions. High heat transfe~ : 
and the combustion chamber. burning. It was also run to phase burning was exper-
evaluate the lucalox seal and ienced during extended 
to decrease chamber wall temp- Maneuver #1 because of 
eratures and thus reduce heat higher head temperatures 
transfer to the head as.sembly. caused by the lucalox seal. 
The chamber wall temperatures 
were low (1900-2100oF) as 
well as moly flange temp-
eratures (11350F) for 60 
seconds steady state runs at 
OfF = 2.0 and W = 335 pps. p 
The steady-state Isp was 280 
sec. for an OfF = 2.0 and a 
W ~ 355 pps. 
n ; 
o 
.. 
z ;; 
; I 20560-521 p 
Test of 2-4-64 
" . 
l:/. 
\ 
The configuration is the 
same as the first -521 
except for a ribbed moly 
sleeve_with strain gages 
which replaced the standard 
combustion ch~!ler. It was 
instrumented with 140, kc 
kistler transducers. -...... .:...... 
This test was run on this con-
figuration to' document ignition 
characteristics. 
." 
The maximum pressure recorded 
(from strain gages) was 
1720 psi. This is an impro-
vement of ~277. over the 
12 on 12 engine,' 2490 psi. 
.; 
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I ~~ 
The anticipated steady' state! ~ 
'Performance would have been ~ Sl 
identical to the -1 config- I~ 
uration because of the basic 
20560 .. 523 Free stream travel of the 
injected streams was 'minimi-
zed and the injector face 
'Was "vee" cut 'to inhibit 
fuel to oxidizer interpassag 
flow, resulting in the "knob 
by" face configuration. 
The configuration used a 
normally orientated injector 
insert. An eccentric (tap-
ered) fuel annulus was incor 
porated. The injector hole 
sizes and angles were the 
same as the -1. 
Short free stream length waG to 
capitalize on the flat-faced 
(-511) ty~e ,of injectors lower 
ignition peak ptessures, while 
,the incorporation of the 
"knobby" face design prevented 
the interpassage flow of the 
propellants. The eccentric 
fuel annulus further reduced 
the fuel dribble volume to en-
sure a fuel lead into the chrun-
ber to further minimize igni-
_ tion pressure peaks. The nor-
mally oriented injector insert 
was designed to minimize steady 
state wall temperature varia-
tions. 
.'-
injection similarities. 
Consequently, no high heat 
transfer tests w~re perform-
ed on this configuration. 
Ignition peak pressure tests 
indicated peak ignition 
pressure levels comparable 
to those measured with the 
-511 configuration. 
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~0560-525 
" 
The ~525 as did the ~523 The knobby face, designed?or 
configU!~tion, i~~orated minimum free stream length pre-
the "knobby" face and mini.. vented explosions due to pro .. 
~um free stream length de- pellant flow from one hole to 
sign. The No. 1 fuel orific another. Rotation of the in-
of the injector insert was jector insert, and increased 
rotated 15° to line up vith angle of the No. 1 oxidizer 
the fuel inlet. The angle hole were des:!:g~ changes_ :tp __ , 
of the No. 1 oxidizer hole assure eari;i'propellant arrival 
was increase_d -and..its-- inlet' ---at the No. 1 d'oublet, thus 
---------'----I-locatT-oh-changed _to provide raising chamber pressure prior 
~~ ~~ ~ 
Ignition peak pressures 
measured on the -525 were 
comparable to those of the 
similar free stream to imw 
pingment length -511 config- ~ 
uration. The -525 injector ~ 
insert face also .was better / : , ~ 
than the -511 in that 'no i 2 
: 
:t 
I it with a total pressure to flow from the remainder of 
source. The fuel hole sizes the doublets and thereby lower-
were the same as for the' ing the ignition peak pressure. 
deterioration of the injeq~ ~ 
tor hole exits was noted./ 
The configuration was sub'-
jected to a limited heat' 
transfer test series iJ 
CellI and showed on~!slighp 
evidences of high heat trans~ 
fer burning at O/F.= 2.0. -
! 
-511 configuration. The 
No. lox. hole diameter was 
------- -_" \.0352 inches and the other ~ __ 11 were .0314 diameter. 
---------- ' 
----_.-
In addition, increased angle 
and total pressure source for 
the No. 1 oxidizer hole were 
designed to counteract the 
high momentum of the No. 1 fuel 
stream providing a more uniform 
spTay pattern than the similar 
-511 configuration. 
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20560-527 I The -527 injector configura-
tion is identical to the 
-519 configura~ion with the 
exceptions that the inject-
ion hole diameters are 
smaller. Dfuel = 0.021 and 
Dox = 0.024, and the ox. 
:1 cross passages are 0.043 in-
stead of 0.031. These dia-
meters create a momentum 
angle of +3.8 at an 0/F=2.0 
with an ox. hole angle of 
23 0 and a fuel hole angle of 
35° • 
-"-
:~ 
Fuel dribble volume is 57% 
Oxid.dribble volume is 80% 
-~, 
. .... 
"',- . _......... 
The fuel 'and oxidizer holes 
were made smaller in the -527 
injector to promote better 
propellant mixing for "softerll 
engine ignition by providing 
higher stream velocities, and 
to inhibit high heat transfer 
burning. That is propogated 
through boiling the oxidizer by 
keeping the propellants at a 
higher pressure level in the 
injector. The oxidizer and 
fuel hole diameters were change< 
to provide a 3.80 (outward) 
momentum angle to provide a 
reasonable chamber wall temper-
ature since previous experience 
with high velocity injection 
indicated high wall temperature 
The injector insert was used in 
the normal orientation of pro-
vide uniform wall temperatures. 
.' 
No ignition peak pressure 
tests were run on this con-
.figuration. 
~~ ~~ 
< ~ 
1: 
Two heat transfer test seriel~ 
i-Tere attempted but in both !" 
. " cases the engine suffered ~ 
combustion chamber bell ~ 
breakage (flow turned cham- ~ 
ber) which stopped the test-
ing. In the limited amount 
of heat transfer data which 
was obtained, the engine in-
dicated high heat transfer 
burning when fired at maxi-
mum soakback conditions and 
showed no tendency to step 
out of the condition. As 
.with the other flat-faced 
injectors, such as'-5ll, the 
injector hole exits exhibit-
ed erosion after approximate 
ly 627 seconds of burn time. 
Exit erosion appears to be 
worse on the smaller holes • 
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Limited heat transfer tests ~ §i 
were performed on the -529 ~ s:l 
20560-529 The -529 injector was made 
the same as the -511.config-
uration with the: exceptions: 
(a) A concentric fuel annu-
lus providing 64% fuel drib-
ble volume was used. 
(b) An insulating air gap 
was left between the insert 
inner body and the insert 
main .body. A small bleed 
hole was drilled connecti~g 
the air gap to the combus-
tion chamber. 
(c) The fuel dribble volume 
is 64% and the ox. dribble 
volume is 67%. 
The -529 configuration was. 
made with a concentric fuel 
annulus because it provides 
more nearly equal flow out of 
the fuel holes. The "air gap" 
was provided between the bottom 
of the inner body, which con-
tains the oxidizer cross pas-
sages, and the insert main body 
To minimize the heat transfer 
to the oxidizer and prevent it 
fram boiling in the cross pas-
sages, which appears to cause 
high heat transfer burning. 
The small bleed hole was pro-
vided at the combustion chamber 
to prevent any gas formed from 
oxidizer trapped in the air gap 
from being forced into the oxid 
izer streams. A flat face was 
incorporated to minimize peak 
ignition pressures •. 
configuration in Cell 6. ~ 
Combustion chamber wall i 
temperatures from cold head z 
o c: 
starts were over 3100 F on ~ 
two 60 second run attempts. g 
On succeeding runs, wall a 
temperatures were approximat ! 
ly 29Q0-3000°F. The engine 
shoWed no improvement over 
the -511 configuration dur-
ing the high heat transfer 
burning. The combustion 
chamber was blistered during 
the test series due to ex-
cessive wall temperatures. 
No ignition pressure tests 
were performed on this con-
figuration. 
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ie" ~~ Tlie -531 engine was 0.5" Straight ox. passages were used The -531 configuration longer~than the other en- . in the -531 configuration be- shOWed no significant im-'.. ~. 
gines since it had straight, cause it was reasoned that the provement in high heat 
20560-531 
drilled ox. injection pass- sharp turns in the oxidizer transfer burning. Steady 
ages. The ox. passages were passages in the previous injec~ state wall temperatures 
: 
2: 
% 
c:: 
... 
!" counterbored 0.044 diameter tors were inducing cavitation were approximately 2800°F 
but the ox. and fuel inj.<.=c- in the oxidizer streams, caus- . on' the only long .steady: stat't~ 
tion hole diameters were the ing bubbles _ tCLform which,in. run performed on the engin? ~ 
., I same as the -1 configuration ~urn caused two phase (gas Tests were stopped becaus~ ; 
The ox. hole_.8.l'Jg1.e-was--in--· plus liquid) flow from the in- the combustion chamber had 
... ----. '--·---I-crea:se'a· frcm' 23° to 31.5° jector, thereby propogating the' started to melt during aft 
which increased the momentum instable combustion, manifested 8 second run following ~ 
angle at an olF - 2.0 from. in the high heat transfer burn- 60 second soakback run./ No 
0° to +5°. ing phase. The ox. stream angl ignition pressure tests were 
was changed from 23° to 31.5° conducted on this configura-
to provide a +5° (outward) mam- tion. 
entum angle to help cool the 
chamber wall with propellant 
spray. The injector had the 
flat face for good ignition 
characteristics. 
The fuel dribble volume is 
.-.-. ,._, \58% and the ox. dribble 
----________ volume is 80%. 
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20560-533 
..... -
...... 
The -533 configuration is 
the same as the -531.config-
uration with the· exceptions: 
(a) Steel insulating tubes 
with the same I.D. as the 
previous drilled injector 
holes were driven into the 
oxidizer passages. 
(b) The steel tubes elimin-
ated the oxidizer hole 
counterbores. 
(c) The oxidizer dribble 
volume is 78%. 
'~,' 
... . 
,<' 
...... 
The -533 configuration oxidizer 
passages (straight) were insu-
lated by driving steel tubes 
into the passages which "Tere 
supported at both ends, because 
the X20560-531 which was of 
the same design in all other 
respects, went into the high 
heat transfer burning phase 
due to overheating and boiling 
the oxidizer in the injector 
passages. It was anticipated 
that this configuration would 
prevent the high heat transfer 
burning phase and make un-
necessary the impending next 
step of building an injector 
with individual independent 
oxidizer injection tubes. The 
flat face was incorpora~ed in 
the -533 configuration to pro-
vide good ignition characteris-
tics • 
, j~ 
The -533 configuration' high ~ §i 
heat transfer performance ~ ~ 
was not significantly better'~ 
than the -531 or -511 con-
figurations. The steady 
state chamber wall tempera-' 
tures were somewhat lower, 
however. 'During 'a steady 
state run of 37 minutes to 
evaluate chamber life, 
chamber wall temperatures 
were approximately 28oo°F 
and chamber flange tempera-
tures stabilized at 1800-
1850°F while the engine 
maintained a mean Isp of 
300 seconds. The test was 
concluded when the faCility 
propellant supply was ex-
hausted. 
No ignition pressure level 
tests were performed with 
this engine. 
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Twelve fuel film cooling holes were"also added to 20560-511 injector 
(12 X 12). The specific impulse was 285 seconds at an o/F of 2.0. 
Because the 8 X 8 specific impulse was better than the 12 X 12,_ develop-
ment during this phase consisted of improving the 8 X 8 fuel cooled performance. 
Ignition tests were also made to understand or select a configuration that signi-
ficantly reduced the ignition overpressures. 
Figurei18 is a-drawing of the first 8 X 8 fuel cooled injector. This in-
jector was a modified T9~62, which was an injector design~d for an o/F of 1.6. 
Because the performance of thisiinjector with 11% of the fuel used as coolant was 
\ 295 seconds, the doublet sizes were kept the same on all other injectors and the 
film cooling parameters varied to optimize the thermal cnaracteristics of the 
" . I ' 
engine. , 7 1 
I 
The percentage of fuel used as a coolant, the angle that the fuel impinged 
on the chamber, and the impingment point were varied in the engines identified 
as Tl0010, Tl0020, T10030, T10040, T10050, T10060, and T10100. Figures 18-21 
and Table II show the Signtficant features of these injectors. 
Engine Tl0050 is no~eworthy because it was the first injector that had a 
one pi~ce integral stainless steel oxid,izer standoff and an aluminum sleeve. This 
injector concept successfuliy isolated the oxidizer valve from the soakback temp-
eratures. Also, the surfaces of the oxidizer holes in the stainless steel cooled 
much quicker than in the aluminum used previously giving added insurance against 
tw0rphase flow and high heatltransfer burning. All injectors now have a one piece 
stainless steel oxidizer and fuel standoff. 
I 
\ Engine Tl0060 incorppr~ted all' the best characteristics of the fuel cooled 
engines up to this t:ime,'including the stainless ste~i standoff and a "V" groove 
between the doublets on the injector face to prevent:hole exit erosion from doublet 
splashback. This engine had an lsp of 295 seconds ~'d a maximum throat temperature 
of 2800° and aJflange temperat~e of 300°F. ' 
. \ 
Two other fuel cooled, ihjector concepts were tested during this time. One 
was an 8 X 8 doublet injector With equal fuel and 0 idizer orifice sizes. The 
\ , 
other was a tr:1rplet injector. 'f3oth concepts were Quilt to test the effect of not 
having oxidize}:' hit the chamber1wall on ignition qverpressures. Figures 22 and 23 
are drawings of the equal hole size injectors. TPe specific impulse of T10467 vms 
282 seconds,at an o/F of 2.0. Engine T10469 was ,ignition tested. A 'chamber failure 
occurred with the manifold set ~ressures set for/an equivalent o/F of 6.0. 
The triplet injector, T9930, is shown in/Figure 2,4. The specific impulse 
was 270 seconds at an o/F of 2.0. Because the/perfonnance was low this engine 
was not ignition tested. I / 
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Phase IV - Preigniter Development 
In M3.y, 1964, Marquardt proceeded with the development of a preigniter 
engine that would completely eliminate ignition overpressures. Prior to this 
Marquardt had done some preliminary preigniter tests. 
Engine T9640 vTaS a modified X2056o-511 injector that included a preignition 
cup over the number one doublet (Figure 25). The engine was damaged by a facility 
error before any preignitor tests could be made. The engine was later tested but' 
it did not completely eliminate 'ignition spikes. 
, The next engine was built to investigate whether a pre ignitor would success-
fully eliminate ignition overpressures. It was a four valve injector (Figure 26) 
that had two valves that controlled the propellant to the nain doublet, which 
were the same configuration as the fuel bleed injectors, and two other valves 
that controlled the propellant to a center doublet around which different preig-
'niter cups could be held. This engine successfully demonstrated that the preig-
niter cup could eliminate ignition overpressures. The results of this test were 
used to help design the first pre igniter engine. 
A special heat transfer injector was also built to determine whether the 
preign ter would be aple to vTithstand the thermal environment during steady state 
operation. Figure 27 is a drawing of this injector. These tests showed that the 
preigniter would withstand the thermal 'environment. 
The four (l~) valve injector test and the heat transfer injector test showed 
that a preigniter engine would eliminate ignition overpressures and withstand the 
thermal environment. The results of these two tests plus a hydraulic analysis, 
discussed belmr, were used to design the first pre igniter engine. 
,/ 
The preigniter injector hydraulics are a little more complicated than the 
non-preigniter injector. A schematic of the injector is shown in Figure 28. The 
restrictor between the valve and the dribble volume (Kwf & Kwo) is there to con-
trol the flow to thepreigniter and dribble v'olume and to keep/the preigniter 
from chugging while the dribble volume is filling. If that r~s'trictor vTaS not 
i 
there, the propellant flow would decrease to the pre igniter after it had lit and 
might even increase into the dribble volume. The preigniter'pressure would drop 
and go out at which time the flow would again go to the preigniter and:'it would 
light again. ' 
The first preigniter engine was successfully ignition tested on June 29th, 
1964. The injector used a throatless preigniter cutoff at 45° angle because 
this seemed'to give the best results during the four valve test. The preigniter 
was cooled by eight fuel COOling holes, providing it with the same amount of cool-
ing as was provided the main thrust chamber (11%). The flow rates to the various 
main elements of ,this engine along vdth the pressures at significant points are 
J,.o-48 
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shown in Table III. This table was the result of a calculation which takes into 
account the interaction between the preigniter and the injector manifold. Figure 
29 is a drawing of this injector. 
The early preign1ter injector tests were divided into two groups, ignition 
tests and perforzmnce tests. 
For the ignition tests, the preigniter mixture ratio and total flow rates 
were varied to optimize preigniter ignition, chugging characteristics, and the 
ability to eliminate ignition overpressures when the main doublets lit. The 
propell.ant flovT rates to. the preigniter were controlled b;V varying the preigniter 
tube wmdow area and the pre igniter tube diameter. Figure 30 shows the range of 
OfF's and total preigniter flows tested for Case 1, preigpiter ignition, and 
Case 3, preigniter burning. The ignition, chugging and, spiking characteristics 
are-shown in Table IV. i . 
, 1 
For the perforzmnce test the main doUblet diameters, the main chamber 
coolant hole diameters, and the main chamber coolant angles were varied to achieve 
a good comprom1se between performance and thermal characteristics. The three crit-
ical engine temperatures wrre the chamber flange, the chamber throat and the cham-
ber bell nut temperature. 1 It was necessary to reach a compromise between these 
temperatures and steady st~te specific impulse. Several engines had specific im-
pulses,greater than 290 sec~nds but the engine temperatures were too hot. 
The original preigniter engine had a throatless preigniter cutoff at 45° 
angle. This angle was removed on engine Tl0650, siN 002, and the preigniter end 
'W8.s t made square after the slashed cup eroded on another engine sometime during 
two steady state runs of 85 and 80 seconds duration. ,The squared end preigniter 
was as e~fective in eliminating ignition overpressurep as the slashed preigniter • 
. ~. , } 
. I , 
The original pre igniter, engines also had rep~ceable oxidizer preigniter 
tubes where th~ oxidizer flow ~o the pre igniter ani ~oublets could be varied by 
changing the w~ndows on the si~e of the tube and thelpreigniter doublet size. 
To control both the oxidizer and fuel flow split to fthe preigni ter an engine was 
designed that had· a replaceabl~ fuel preigniter tU7' as well as'a replaceable 
oxidizer tube. This engine is\ shown in Figure 31. 
The ste?dY state specifi\ impulse' of the fi,rst preigni ter engine was 292 
seconds at an .blF of 2.0 but the injector head soakback temperature 'VTaS too high 
(450°F). Consequently, engine modifications were/made to lower the engine opera-
ting temper~tures, keep good pe~for.mance and have good ignition characteristics. 
Table V lists the flow splits arid injector parameters of the engines built during 
this' time. The best engine was 'chosen as the PFRT configuration. This engine ' 
, I , 
was almost identical to the replaceable fuel tube injector shown in Figure 31. I ' 
~ 
• I 
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TABLE III 
FIRST PREIGNITER HYDRAULICS 
Preigniter Flow Mlin Flow Total Flow 
Case WPf WPo 'W Wro..r Wm WT P 0 
I 19.8 32.1 28.0 147.5 139.6 170 
II 23.9 38.5 33.6 126.1 u8.4 155 
III 8.8 14.1 12.5 154.2 152.5 166 
IV 14.5 23.2 20.3 137·0 134.1 155 
V 13.2 19.8 17.6 86.8 80.2 100 
Case Configurations: 
.I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 
Preigniter Cold, Manifolds Empty 
Preingiter Cold, Manifolds Full 
Preigni ter Hot, M9.nifo1ds Empty 
Preingiter Hot, M9.nifo1ds Full 
Preingiter Hot, Engine Lit 
Pressures 
P Pc P 
0 0 
0 0 
48 10.0 
80 16.3 
109 95 
Flows are expressed as a percentage of steady-state values, which ~re: 
", 
Fuel Flow 
Oxidizer Flow 
Total Flow 
0.114 pps 
0.228 pps 
0.342 pps 
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v 
Engine 
T10650,S/N 001 
T10650,S/N 002-1, 
2,3,4,5 '<.,.. 
T10650,S/N 003-1, 
2,3 -
T10650,S/N 002-6, 
7 
T10670,S/N 0001-1 
2 
T11110,S/N 001-1 
_'10670,S/N 001-3 
T10700, S/~1 001 
. T11110,S!n001-Z-
T10680,S/N 001 
T10690,S/N 001 
Tl0650,S/N 002-8 
Tll111,S/N 001-1 
Tl0680,S/N 001-2 
T10680,S/N 001-3 
T10680,S/N 001-4 
T10650,S/N b02-.9, 10 --. 
T10670,S/N 001-4 
Tl0680,S/N 001-5' 
Tl0680,S/N 001-6 
T10680,S/N 001 ' 
TI0670,S/N 001-5 
Tl1200,S/N 0001-1 
Tl0680,s/N 001-9 
TI0670,S/N 001-6 
Tl0680,s/N 001-10 
T10670,S/N 001-7 
Tl0670,S/N 001-8 
Tl0670,S/N 001-9, 
10 
TI0670,S/N 002-1 
T10670,S/N 002-2, 
2,3 
Doublet 
Diameter 
Fuel Ox 
.0256 .0354 
-............ 
.0303 .0355 
.0256 • 0354 
.0256 .0355 
.0256 .0355 
.0256 .0355 
.0250 .0410 
~O256 -:0410 
.0256 .0410 
.0256 .0410 
.0256 .0355 
.0256 .0410 
.0256 .041 
.0256 .041 
.0256 ~041 
:0256 .041 
.0256 :U355-
.0256 • 041 
.0256 .041 
.0256 .041 
.0256 .0354 
.022 .041 
.0256 .041 
.025 .0354 
.0256 .041 
.0256 .0354 
.0256 .0:)54 
.0256 .0354 
.0256 .0354 
.0256 .0354 
Preigniter 
Diameter 
Fuel Ox 
.0283 .047 
~ 
.0260 .047 
.0283 .0395 
.0220 .0450 
.0280 .0470 
.0260 .0450 
.02-90 .0470 
.0280 .04yo 
.0260 .0350 
.0219 .0441 
.0283 .0470 
.0219 .0441 
.0228 .0406 
.• 0280 .0447 
.0240 .0440 
.0283 .047 
---
.048 
.0240 .040 . 
.0280 .048 
.024 .044 
.028 .048 
.0241 .044 
.025 .044 
.0249 .043 
.025 .044 
.025 .044 
.0248 .044 
.0255 .044 
.0255 .044 
.0255 .044 
~ ~~ 
Preigniter Main Window 
Cooling Cool· Diameter 
#1 W2-8 ing Fuel Ox i', 
-. 
.010 .010 .0118 .0186 
.010 .010 .0120 .0186 
.010 .010 .0118 .0062 .0186 
.010 .010 .0118 .0095 .0145 
.010 .010 .0120 •. 0062 .0186 
.010 ·.010 .bi18 .0085 .0186 
-.C>10 .010 .015 00916 .0186 
.010 .010 .0120 .0062 .0186 
.010 .010 .0118 . 
.020 .010 .018 .0095 .0186 
.020 .010 .0185 .0062 .0182 
.020 .010 .018 .0095 .0186 
.010 .010 .0118 .0045 .0080 
.010 .010 .0118 .0060 .0081 
.010 .010 .0118 .0079 .0079 
.020 .010 .0185 .0062 .0186 
.010 .010 .0118 .0110 .0186 
.010 .010 .0118.00760.00760 
.010 .010 .0118 .0110 .0186 
.010 .03..0 .0118 .0076 .0076 
.010 .010 .0186 .0061 .0186 
.020 .010 .0158 .0670 .0761 
.010 .010 .0118 .0076 .0076 
.020 .010 .0186 .0076 .0076 
.010 .010 .0118 .0123 .0076 
.020 .010 .0186 .0076 .0076 
.020 .010 .0186 .0076 .0076 
.020 .010 .0186 .0076 .0076 
.020 .010 .0186 .0076 .0076 
.020 .010 .0186 .00y6 .0076 
-~ 
c CD 
PreigniJ;el ...,- \-30 ()Q o 0 
::s C+I-' ¥ ow' . !lJ ...,-
Ox Fuel #1 I-'~ 
2'7.8 14.2 
- 10% 
_. 
27.5 11.0 
- 10% 
20.5 14.2 
- 10% 
I 
, 
26.8 14.5 - 1CJ/o 
27.7 15.6 
-
lCY/o 
27.3 20.2 
23.5 20.5 ' - 11.q, 
27.7 '15.6 10% 
16.5 21.5 10% 
25.5 11.6 -4% 11.7 
28.5 14.3 
-4% 11% 
25.5 12.0 -4% 11% 
14.3 17·3 10% 
27·9 21.7 1CJ/o 
27·1 14.2 1CY/o 
25.9 14.2 -4% 10.8 
27.6 21.8 10% 
26".6 15·3 10% 
25.3 18.2 lCY/o 
27.-)" 14.4 lCY/o 
28.1 23.7 10'/0 
28.5 16·9 ~% 15·9 
27.5 16.2 10% 
28.8 15.6 -4% 11.8 
24.6 16.5 8.3 
24.6 15.6 ~% 11."8 
27.0 14.5 
-4% 11.8 
28.0 16.9 -4% 11.8 
27·7 15.4 -4% 12.2 
27.7 15.4 -4% 12.2 
- --_._---
~:s: 
o III 
I-' ...,-
...,- ::s 
::s ()Q 
11.9 
10.1 
11.9 
12.8 
16.4 
20% 
16.4 
12.3 
21.3 
22.5 
22.0 
13.1 
10·9 
11.6 
23.5 
11.4 
12.2 
11.7 
12.1 
20.8i 
19.4" 
12.1 
27.0 
12.2i 
I 
27.7 
27.8 
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24.6 
24.6 
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The first engine to have both good steady state performance and good pre-
igniter action had 100# thrust.' However, the production tolerances onorificing 
and window sizes were such that all production engines could not have 100(1 thrust. 
Consequently, the nominal thrust was reduced to 9~1 to ensure a reasonable varia-
tion from engine to engine in thrust. NAA concurred with this decision. Later 
the thrust was increased to a nominal of 100# since the LM vehicle needs the extra 
thrust. The thrust was increased by increasing the oxidizer window area in the 
preigniter tube. 
~en it was decided to increase the thrust from 9~ to 100#, the oxidizer 
window size was increased. The performance of the engine did not change significant-
ly from the PFRT's performance and ignition tests showed that it still eliminated 
ignition overpressures. In another way the thrust was increased by enlarging the 
Oxidizer doublet diameter from .0355 to .0365 as well as a small increase in the 
oxidizer window diameter. The performance of this engine was about 3-5 seconds 
higher than from the window increase alone and the ignition characteristics were 
still good. However, because there was more experience with the enlarged window 
engine, that configuration was selected as the Qualification injector. 
In order to lower the heat lost from 'the vehicle 'to space ~hrough the engine 
and consequently lower the power requirement to keep the engine panel warm, a 
Passive Thermal Control program was undertaken. An analysis showed that by increas-
ing the thermal resistance betvreen the fuel valve and the injector, a significant 
reduction in the heat lost could be achieved. Consequently, a fuel standoff was 
designed and incorporated into the Qualification engine. Figure 1 is a drawing 
of this engine. 
III. mJECTOR DESIGN CRITERIA 
Unlike Doublets .J i II 
Except for the early work with a vortex injector all of the Apollo engines 
have been unlike doublets. The injector is the controlling element for performance 
aha the thermal characteristics. ,During the development of ~hk R-4D engine, signi-
ficant relationships have been found betvreen multiple unlik~/doublets and these 
performance characteristics. / 
,To achieve good steady state performance it is important to have an even or 
constant mixture ratio across the injector face, to have good liquid-liquid mixing, 
to create small drops of propellant and to avoid separation of the wo streams at 
the impingement due to the rapid reaction of the two hypergolic propellants. To 
achieve good thermal characteristics it is necessary to provid~ the chamber with 
fuel film cooling and thermally isolate the critical injector and valv~ components 
from the hot chamber. \ '
. 
,j 
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··~teadY State Performance 
In developing the multiple doublet injector the number of doublets tested 
inc1uded 1, 4, 6, 8, 12 and 24. It is intuatively obvious that the specific im-
pulse should increase as the number of doublets increase, since the streams are 
smal1er which should result in better mixing. Also, smaller streams should pro-
duce smaller drop sizes. Another phenomenon being studied is the effect of the 
two bypergolic propellants reacting at the impingement'point, blowing apart and 
consequently lowering performance because of poorer liquid-liquid mixing. It 
has been shown that unlike doublets of greater than 15-20 Ibs. thrust will blow 
apart and result in a reduction in performance. Marquardt's experience has shown, 
~or probably a combination of the reasons discussed above, that the specific im-
pulse increased as the number of doublets increased (Figure 32). . 
Another important design goal for an unlike doublet injector is to have a 
uniform mixture ratio distribution in the resultant spray. Jack Rupe of JPL 
empirically determined such a relationship. Nonreactive fluids (water and an 
immersible fluid) were used to simulate propellants. For a doublet the mixing 
ratio is optimum wh~n the momentum ratio of the two streams equal the diameter 
ratio or 
= 
D1 
D2 
This can be rea:r:ranged to the following form 
1.0 
which is more convenient to use when correla~ing Rupe's criteria with test datao 
Figure 33 shows the specific impulse peaks out at the predicted value of 
1.0. In this figure the Rupe factor v18.s calculated using the overall mixture 
ratio. In Figures 34 and 35, 'the fuel film cooled engine and the preigniter en-
g1ne~ the criteria was calculated based on the doublet OfF. These figures also 
shaw that the best performance occurs at the optimum value for the Rupe criteria. 
In addition to an even or constant mixture ratio distribution in the spray 
of each doUblet, it is also important to have a constant mixture ratio across the 
face of the injector or at each doublet. In the present R-4D engine, the mixture 
ratio at each doublet varies as shown in Figure 36. 
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, . Since the variation in main oxidizer doublet flow from hole to hole is 
,/ less than 1%, most of the variation :in 0/ F is due to the variation in the fuel 
flow caused by the static pressure profile in the fuel annulus. The static pres-
sure in the annulus is lowest at the fuel valve and highest, 180° opposite the 
fuel valve. 
A company funded eight doublet nonpreigniter fuel cooled engine was built 
with a specially designed fuel annulus to provide a uniform static pressure pro-
file. The specific impulse was 300 seconds with 27 percent of the fuel cooling 
the chamber. This drarratically demonstrates the importance of uniform mixture 
ratio at each doublet. 
The decrease in specific'impulse with the addition of fuel film chamber 
cooling was small. Figure 37' shows decrease in specific impulse with fuel film 
cooling. With no film COOling the specific impulse was 298 seconds. When the 
film cooling was increased to 10-12%, the specific impulse dropped by 2 seconds 
to 296 seconds. With 20-22% film cooling, it dropped another 2 seconds to 294 
seconds. ' 
Splash plates were tried ,\-1ith the s:lngle doublet injectors but they usually 
decreased the performance. Also, a 12 doublet engine was tested with the chamber 
walls forming circumi'erencial splash plates. The doublets had a large outward 
'momentum angle so that the resultant spray impinged on the chamber "raIl. The 
specific impulse of this engine was poor (2Bo seconds). Splash plates are not 
necessary to obtain good performance. 
In summary, good steady state performance for unlike doublets can be ach-
ieved by keeping the thrust per element to 10-15 lbs., optimizing Rupets criteria, 
and by having the same mixture ratio at each doublet. Fuel film cooling decrease 
the specific impulse by 2 to 4 seconds which is a. very small los s to pay for t,he 
advantage of fuel cooling. . 
Thermal Perforrrance 
The throat temperature of the non fuel cooled engines was 2800 to 3000°F 
and the flange temperature was 1800° to 2200°F. This throat temperature "ras 
acceptable. However, the flange temperature led to other problems. The injector 
head, propellant valves and injector head to chamber seal were too hot. These 
problems were finally overcome by fuel film COOling but before fuel cooling, 
engine temperatures were effected to a small extent by the momentum angle of the 
spray formed by the two impinging propellant streams. 
The momentum angle is detennined from the following formula. The angle 
has been defined as positive if it is directed outwards towards the chamber wall. 
'0,;.:'. 
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Combustor temperatures for the non fuel cooled engines are shown on Figure 
38 as a function of the doublet momentum angle. The range of angles tested, _5° 
to +18°, did not lower the chamber temperatures to an acceptable level, but the 
flange temperature was lmrer at the positive angles. ./ 
I I 
The fuel cooled engine was originally designed for operation at an olF of 
1.6 without any chamber cooling and then chamber fuel COOling ~oles were added. 
Originally, without any fuel cooling, the momentum angle was 8,~/and ~pels Factor 
was 0.95 at the design olF of 1.6. When the fuel cooling holes were added and 
the engine operated at an olF of 2.0, the Rupe number v1B.s 0.5 and the momentum 
angle increased to 22°. Since most of the fuel cooled injectors were identical 
to this configuration, except for the amount of fuel used as a coolant, the varia-A 
tion in momentum angle and Rupe Factor was small. Also, the momentum. angle was 
always greater than 6° even at an olF of 1.4 so that no comparison was made in 
thermal characteristics betvreen negative and positive mom~ntum angles. 
A relationship exists betvreen the throat temperature and'specific impulse 
for the fuel cooled engines as ShO'Yffi in Figure 39. Throa~ temperature increases 
with specific impulse. , 
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The two significant chamber temperatures are the flange and throat tempera-
ture. Of these, the flange temperature has been the most critical because of the 
chamber to injector seal and heat transferred to the injector through the flange. 
Testing of the fuel cooled engines has shown that the flange either runs cool 
(less than 500°) or hot (1500° to 2200°F) depending on the amount of coolant, 
coolant hole angle, free stream travel, and the mixture ratiO. ·This is explained 
by nucleate boiling heat transfer at the lower temperature and film boiling heat 
transfer at the higher temperature. At 'low wall temperatures, nucleate boiling 
of the cooling fuel directed onto ·the chamber wall occurs keeping the flange and . 
upper chamber wall near 300°F. As the throat temperature increases, additional 
heat is' conducted. up the chamber wall until a heat flux is reached which cannot 
be sustained by nucleate boiling. When this happens, a gaseous film is formed 
between the liquid coolant and the chamber wall which decreases the heat transfer 
to the coolant and causes a rapid increase in wall temperature (film cooling). 
Shown en Figure .40 is the flange temperature vs. mixture ratio for the two nominal 
film coolant flows of 10% and 20%. The step to the higher flange temperature occurs 
between an olF of 1.8 and 2.0 for 10% and 1.6 to 1.8 for 20% film cooling •. 
The transition from nucleate.to film boiling is a function of time and 
chamber threat temperature. An examination of non-preigniter engine test data 
has let to an evaluation of the throat temperatures at which' the' transition from 
~ 'one cooling mode to the other can be expected for 60-90' second runs. These re-
Vjjj;J sults are shmm in Figure 41 where the throat temperature at both the top and 
bottom of the transition region are shown as a function of the angle of the coolant 
flow on the chamber viall. From this figure it can be seen that nucleate bOiling, 
and thus a cool flange~ can be maintained to the highest throat temperature (2300°F) 
with a bleed angle of 40°. 
. ., 
The effect of the amount of fuel film cooling on the throat temperature 
is shown in Figure 42 for the non-preigniter engines and the preigriiter engines. 
The non-preigniter throat temperature vTaS reduced from 2800-3000~ "with no film 
cooling, to 2000-2300° with 12% fuel film cooling. The throat temperature did 
not continue to decrease when the percent fuel cooling was increased beyond 12% 
to 15%. The throat temperature of the pre igniter engine was ri~t cooled to 2200-
2400° until the fuel film cooling percentage was increased tp24% indicating 
that the addition of the preigniter significontly increased,..the engine tempera-
tures. 
;/ 
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'1HIDST CHAMBER 
I. INTroDUCTION 
The Apollo slM RC engine was qualif'ied by The Marquardt Corporation on 
December 31, 1965,. Qualification, which consisted of 1000 seconds of running 
time at temperatures to 2200°F (I.D. throat), interrupted by 10,000 pulsing starts 
at temperatures from 40°F to 2200oF, was achieved after 3 1/2 years of comprehen- ' 
sive design, development and engine testing of the Apollo engine. 
The problems associated with the design and development of a rocket engine 
are many and varied in nature. Setting aside all the complex factors of propell-
ant valving, sealing, sophisticated injection systems, instrumentation, etc., the 
prime critical component of any rocket engine is the combustion chamber. ,The com-
bustor is required to sustain vacuum ignition shock loadings, withstand extremely 
high pressures and operating temperatures during initial hypergolic reaction and 
. burning of the fuel and oxidizer, be' relatively impervious to the hot gases of 
combustion, and deliver the required thrust reliably throughout all phases of the 
duty cycle. 
The thrust chamber used on the Apollo engine is fabricated from unalloyed 
molybdenum. The chamber is oxidation resistant coated vTith Durak B disilicide, 
and it is capable of sustaining elevated temperatures to 3000°F for extended time 
periods. 
Unalloyed molybdenum exhibits excellent strength characte~~tics to 3000°F, 
however, as with all refractory metallics, this material has little oxidation re-
sistance,above 1600°F. To protect against catastrophic oxidation a disilicide 
coating is diffused into the substrate, with penetration and b~ildup being approx-
inately the same. The Apollo thrust chamber of two-piece co~struction, incorpor-
ates an L-605 bell aft of the throat section and is attached' by means of a Waspaloy' 
nut (PH nickel base alloy). The use of L-605 and Waspaloy ''is perroi tted by lower 
operational throat temperature, i.e., from the original 3000°F to approximately 
2000-2200°F. The cylindrical section of the combustor incorporates ribbed rein-
forcement to prevent localized over-pressuring during initial vacuum ignition. 
II. MATERIAL & CDATING DEVELOPMENTS 
A. Thrust Chamber Material Developments (Background) 
In the beginning of the design phase for Apollo, the guidelines per-
tained. only to the elevated temperature capability of the combustor. The original 
chamber was fabricated from pressed-sintered and forged unalloyed molybdenum and 
/1. 11-1 
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",--'incorporated. a 0.030" wall. This combustor applied the technology derived from 
the Advent program, i.e., how to fabricate (machine) and disilicide coat molyb-
denum. Later developments in the Apollo program dictated. the need. to reinforce 
the cylindrical and throat section of the combustor, investigate the effects of 
localized force impact, institute redesign to soften vacuum ignition starting, 
and introduce film cooling to lOwer the interior wall surface temperatures. These 
items will be discussed in greater detail later on in this chapter. 
The forerunner of the Apollo progr.run was the Air Force funded Advent 
Program. The knOY-how in refractory alloys, highlighting molybdenum, and disilicide 
coatings developed f'rom 1.955 to 1.958, and which was partially applied by forming 
and riveting three (3) Hyperjet (ramjet-rocket) tailpipes {Figure 1),' enabled TMC 
to approoch the m9.!lUfacture of a rocket engine combustor with confidence. The 
Hyperjet (Air Force) had been fabricated from 0.5 TiMo sheet alloy and cooted 
with W-2 disilicide with actual application performed by the Chrornalloy Corp., 
White Plains, Nevr York. 
For the 1960 Advent progr.run,the utilization of bar stock 0.5 TiMo 
was a logical selection, but the higher operational temperatures required the 
use of a more sopbisticated disilicide coating and as a result the W-2 was dis-
carded in favor of a Durak B disilicide applied by the Chromizing Corp., L.A. 
The Adventc'ombustor (Figure 2) was machined from 0.5 TiMo bar stock. 
As noted above, the completed combustor was disilicide cc:ated with Durak B which 
permitted long time operation at 2800°F, provided protection from the oxidizing 
products of combustion and performed extremely well overall. 
This utilization of 0.5 TiMo on the Advent program and its successful 
operation at 2800 tlF, when protective'ly coated vTith Durak B disilicide, made this 
aJ.loy a prime candidate for Apollo combustor application. However, as shown in 
Figure 2, the Advent combustor was only a 25# thrust version which was considerably 
smaller in the cylinder and skirt (3" dia.) sections than the Apollo 100/1 combustor 
which incorporat,ed a flaring exit skirt cone 6" in diameter. 
The 6ft diameter of the Apollo combustor presented a significant ma.terial, 
selection problem. The usage of 611 diameter bar was practicalls" out of the question 
because of current unavailability and extreme waste if made available. These two 
(2) factors led to the designation of a forging prefonn. Again problems were en- . 
countered because 0.5 TiMo could not be preformed by the forging process. Fortunate-
ly for TMC,the General Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio Division, had recentls" 
completed the sophistication of a process for producing pressed-sintered unalloyed 
molybdenum vlhich cruld be readily forged into the preform configuration .required 
for the Apollo combustor. Accordil1gls", this material viaS tenta'tively designated 
~s the prime candidate for Apollo combustor application. 
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../ B. Materials & Coatings 
In the utilization of materials for high temperature application the' 
primary emphasis must be placed on the ability of the base metal to sustain the 
I operational temperatures to be imposed. The service temperatures of the Advent 
and Apollo combustors were initially established in the 2800 0 F - 3000°F range. 
These extreme elevated temperatures precluded the usage of the conventional super 
alloys and required the designation of one or more of the available metallic re-
fractories, i.e., molybdenum, columbium, tantalum. or tungsten. 
These four refractory metallics ana/or their alloys exhibit the capa-
bility to sustain temperatures far in excess of 3000°F, 'if suitably protected 
fran an oxidizing environment. In essence, the refractory metallics will catas-
trophically oxidize at temperatures above 1500°F and all require an oxidation 
resistant coating. Therefore, in the selection of a suitable refractory alloy 
for the Apollo combustor in 1962, the only family of materials with a suitable 
oxidation resistant coating available were the molybdenum. and molybdenum alloys. 
Of course, during the subsequent years, oxidation resistant coatings were developed 
for the other refractory metallics and these were evaluated accordingly. 
Thus, the pressed-sintered unalloyed molybdenum became the prime can-
& didate Apollo combustor material of application. For canparative purposes, the ~.& 0.5 TiMe alloy was given additional extensive evaluation. The initial step, of 
course, was to determine the suitability of applying the Durak B disilicide to. 
unalloyed molybdenum. To accanplish this goal, an analysis was performed of the 
Dur.ak B Pack Cementation process and consisted primarily of determining both the 
procedural requirements of the coating operation and the preparation of the moly-
bdenum for disilicide appli cation. Accordingly, a step analysis Was setup and 
the general areas of interest are enumerated as fOllows: 
1. Overall coating operation 
2. Preparation of materials for coating 
(a) Cleaning procedure chemical 
(b) Cleaning procedure - mechanical 
3. Rea ting cycle 
4. Designing for disilicide coating 
5. Stripping, lapping and recoating 
6. Torch testing to determine elevated temperature capability. 
Suitable quantities of both unalloyed and 0.5 TiMe 1-rere prepared and 
subjected to the coating cycles. Fram these efforts much data was generated on 
the diffusion characteristics of Durak B disilicide at various hold-times at 
temperatures, the effects of a properly radiused edge, etc., are shown in Figures 
~ through 12. These figures are separately discussed as follows: 
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Figure 3 displays the variations', in coating thickness versus coating 
retort time/temperature. 1950°F for 12 hours·appears to provide the maximum 
coating protection. The total coating thickness is measured from the interface 
of the diffused zone to the average of the buildup. Figure 4 illustrates the 
difference between a properly and improperly radiused edge for disilicide coating 
application. ' 
Figure 5 tabulates effect of Durak B on surface finish of 0.5 TiMo and 
unalloyed molypdenum. ---
• I 
Figures 6 and 7 list the difference in Coefficient of Thermal Expansion 
, I 
of molybdenum and molybdenum disilicide, and the hardness of the mo-disil at ele-
vated temperatures. Excessive variations in Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (~) 
can-cause crazing. Crazing: can be defined as superficial surface discontinuities. 
, ! ! 
Figure 8 shows the difference in tensile strength of 0.5 Tll~o versus 
the disilicide at temperatures to 2500°F. 
I 
. Figures 9, 10, 11 present data related to effect of disil on UTS of 
0.5 TiMo, on the ductility,\and on the creep, stress rupture properties. 
, I. 
Figure 12 reports on torch test results. These'tests were performed 
on 2" X'2 1/211 x 0.050 thick' pane1s coated with disi1icide and oxy-acetY1ene torch 
tested at 3000°F. As shown, one panel lasted 2 hours and 10 minutes before failure. 
Prior to, during, and follOwing the foregoing evaluation phases for 
disiiicide coating and testi~ unalloyed mo~ybdenum and 0.5 TiMo, research into 
the availability and capabilit;y of' the other refractory alloys was continuing. 
Other prime reasons for the petection of unalloyed molybden~~, aside from a suit-
able oxidation resistant coating, was its availability, low ,cost, high strength 
at extreme elevated temperatures and fabrication cha~cteristics. ,These factors 
permitted TMC to commence the f~brication of thrust c~ambers and to perform actual 
rocket engine firing tests, thereby penni tting the ge,neration of a comprehensive ' 
backlog of experience in this faeld. As other refractory alloys alld coatings be-
came available, extensive inves~igations·were performed and the results compared 
with those of unalloyed molybdenum. In effect, molybdenum became the thrust 
chamber standard on which to bas,e other refractory nietallics and croting capability 
under rocket engine firing conditions.! • 
I.. II 
" ,r, 
, C. SSQTalOi-T-Tungsten \' \ ' ' 
In 1962, TMC and the Air Force jOintly initiated an anti-oxidation 
coating research program. As patt of this Contributing Engineering Program, a 
survey of technical literature and different coating vendors was performed to 
detennine capability and availability of, 9OTalOW and Tungsten along with suitable 
high temperature protective coatings. . / 
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*EFFECT OF DISILICIDE COATING ON THE SURFACE FINISH 
OF 0.5% Ti Molybdenum 
Surface Finish, RMS 
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THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS 
of 
M)LYBDENUM AND MOLYBDENUM DISILICIDE 
Mean Linear Expansion Coefficients (10-6 ins/in./oF) 
*0.5% Ti 
Temperature Molybdenum 
Range. of Alloy MoSi2 
80-200 2.77 4.0 
80-400 2.88 3.8 
80-600 2.98 4.0 
80-Boo 3.00 4.2 
80-1000 3.08 4.3 
80-1200 3.12 4.3 
80-1400 3.21 4.4 
80-1600 3.26 4.41 
80-1800 3.34 4.42 
CJ 80-2000 3.41 4.48 I .. "" ... ~r .::"" 
·80-2200 3.46 4.58 I I 
80-2400 3.54 4.70 
80-2600 3.61 4.80 I 80-2750 3.66 4.91 
... / 
*Approximately the same for unalloyed molybdenum. ,/ II 
! , 
;1 
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. Concurrent with this survey, The Marquardt Corporation, on other pro-~rams, was investigating anti-oxidant coating techniques for improved consistency 
and reliability" and was testing "in-house" coatings as well as vendor's coatings. 
Comparative test results favored "in-house" coatings because they were more con-
sistently reliable and able to perform for longer times and at higher temperatures 
before failure. Therefore, "in-house" coatings were selected by the yearfs end 
(1962) for the portion of the program. 
These test programs were specificallY conducted to permit TMC to keep 
abreast of a1l current developments in the field of refractory metals other than 
molybdenum and the prime alloys were 90TalOW and pure tungsten. 
Based on comparative test results, optimized TMC ana outside source 
developed coating techniques were employed to produce anti-oxidation protective 
coating of disilicide, tin-aluminide, and silicon carbide types on tungsten and 
90 TalOW alloy tensile specimens. Both metals received the disilicide coating. 
Tin-aluminide (GT&E, Long Island, N.Y.) was used onlY on 90 TalOW alloy while 
silicon carbide was used only on tungsten. The coated specimens were subjected 
to tensile" creep-rupture, and cyclic tests at elevated temperatures using the 
Marquardt TM-l machine. The tin-aluminide coated 90 TalOW withstood 3500°F, in 
an air environment for 5 minutes prior to tensile testing. The disilicide coated 
tungsten and 90 TalOW withstood 2 minutes at 3500°F prior to tensile testing. 
The silicon carbide coated specimens smoked 30 seconds after heating to only 3000°F. 
The relative order of merit is therefore clearly defined, as the 90 TalOW vTith tin-
aluminide coating demonstrated ~omplete superiority over the other coated substrate 
systems. 
The disilicide coating on tungsten was 0.003"-0.004" in thickness, 
while the coating on 90 TalOW was only 0.0009" thi.ckness. The tin-aluminide coat-
ing was 0.00311t-0.00411l. The silicon carbide coating on tungsten was 0.0015 11 -
0.002" thickness. 
The disilicide type coatings for tungsten and for 90 TalOW were consid-
ered capable of application to hardware for use in air up to 3200°F. The tin-
aluminide coating for 90 TalOW was useful to 3500°F, or possibly higher, but re-
quired additional development and testing. The test results of silicon carbide 
coating on tungsten were not conclusive. 
D. Cb Alloy Program 
Studies were performed in 1963 on candidate Cb alloys, and protective 
coating utilized was silicide (TMCfs version). Tensile and creep rupture tests 
were conducted to 2600°F. Brazed specimens were also tested. Brazing alloys used 
were C.P. titanium and B120VCZ (Vanadium-Chrome-Aluminum) titanium alloy. 
Table I lists the alloys, composition, thiclmess and source, as well 
as the brazing alloys and form. 
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TABLE :t 
EARLY COLUMBIUM DATA 
Alloy Composition Thickness Source 
D-36 Cb-10 Ti-5Zr 0.031 inch DuPont 
B-66 ,Cb-5 Va-5Mo-lZr 0.031 inch Westinghouse 
Ii -- -
FS-85 I ~-27 Ta-12W-0.5Zr 0.030 inph Fansteel 
, J , 
SCb-291 Cb-10 Ta-10W 0.043 
, 
inch stauffer 
i I 
I', 
Two brazing alloys were investigated: 
Alloy ji CO!!!j2osi tion Form 
I 
Ti-75A Commercially Pure I Ti 
0.060 wire 
I 
B120VCA Ti-]lCr-13V-3Al 0.060 wire and 0.002 in. 
Ii thick 'foil . 
\ 
The coatings were evaluated by oxy-acetylene torch testing. Results were incon-
clusive, although capability' to 2600°F was demonstrated by the oxidation resistant 
coated columbium alloys. ' 
t \ 
E. Torch Testing of Coated Substrates 
A thermal tedtiUg ~rog~ was initiated in 1964 to collate all candi-
date refractory and super alloy substrate and coating knOW-how. The object was 
to coat these ~terials with t~e best known oxidatiori-thermal resistant coatings 
and evaluate tlj.e system by expbsing to maximum allo~ble elevated temperatures. 
Method of heating was by oxy-p:ropane torch. Table II summarizes the substrates; 
type of form, coating and coating types evaluated iri this program. The results 
are as fOllOWS:, \, /' , 
1. Disilicide coated, unalloyed molybdenum.' afforded tvro (2) hours 
minimum oxidation protection at 3000°F./ 
I ' / 
2. Oxidation protection \suPPlied by coat¥d TZM at 2600°F, and higher, 
was extremely poor (40 minutes maxim'7ffi). 
1 / ' 
3. Four commercially available coatings supplied oxidation protection 
to 90TalOW in the 280bo F-3000°F range. 
, I 
/ 
I 
~ ) ,I i I I I / , 
1 I 
\ 
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4. Metallographic evaluation of 9O'I'a10W coatings showed varying degrees 
of intergranular oxidation of'the substrate, with the exception of 
Sy1cor's R508c coating. That coating remained uniform and continuous 
after thermal exposure. 
5. No coatings for C-103 substrate were evaluated above 2700°F because 
the alloy lasted only 57 minutes at that temperature. 
6. Coated L-605 failed in one (1) hour at 24oo°F and therefore was not 
tested at higher temperatures. 
Tables III and IV tabulate the pertinent data on torch testing of the 
candidate substrates and coatings.' As can be seen, unalloyed molybdenum coated 
with Durak B silicide is far superior to any of the other coated sUbstrates. 
Based on these tests the following conclusions and recommendations were made. 
1. Disi1icide .coated unalloyed molybdenum afforded. the best oxidation pro-
tection at 3000°F. 
2. Coated TZM did not afford adequate oxidation protection above 26oo°F. 
. . 
90 Ta-10W alloy 'shou1d be considered as the best back-up material for 
coated unalloyed molybdenum. . 
4. Work on coated unalloyed molybdenum should be continued. 
F. COmprehensive Molybdenum Evaluation Program 
The thermal testing program initiated in 1964 to collate all data 
(Sub Section E) vTaS beneficial in the generation of canparative data; however,' 
all trends pointed toward unalloyed molybdenum remaining the prim&'candidate for 
thrust chamber fabrication. To reinforce the selection of unalloyed molybdenum, 
life cycle tests were performed on three (3) forms of unalloyed molybdenum. 
These ~orms were forgings, bar and sheet, all suitably coated/with Durak B disi1i-
cide. . j/ 
. / 
'Table V reports the results of testing the three'forms of unalloyed 
molybdenum (Durak B) at 3100°F and 3200°F. An oxy-acety1ene torch was utilized 
to apply and maintain temperature. ' 
Table VI tabulates the results of average coating thickness 
forged and sheet stock molybdenum after exposure at 3100°F and 3200°F. 
13 through 18 represents life tests on Durak B coated bar, forging and 
of Unalloyed molybdenum. All figures are self-exp1ana~ory. 
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_~. Figures 19 through 21 represent photographs of the various zones of 
temperature encountered during torch testing of the specimens. Tables VII through 
XII present the results of meta110graphic examinations which measured the thickness 
through the coatings at the three zones. 
Figure 22 sumrnates the comparative life of forgingl bar and sheet un-
alloyed molybdenum. 
TABLE II 
SUMMARY OF COATED ALLOYS EVALUATED 
Substrate Type of Stock Coating Vendor Coating Type 
90Ta-lOW Sheet Chromizing MGF, I-cycle (modified 
disilicide) 
90Ta-lOW Sheet Chromizing MGF, 2-cyc1e (modified 
disilicide) 
90Ta-lmv Sheet • Pfaudler PFR-50 (modified disilicide) 
90Ta-lOW Sheet Sylcor W~+ RSOBC (modified 
disilicide) 
90Ta-lOW Sheet Brooktronics Ir Plate 
90Ta-lOW Sheet North American NAA-85 (aluminide) 
Rockwell 
TZM Bar Chromizing Durak B (modified disilicide) 
TZM Sheet Chromizing Durak B (modified disilicide) 
TZM Sheet TMC Disilicide 
C-103 Sheet North American NAA-85 (a luminide) 
Rockwell 
L-605 Sheet Brooktronics Ir Plate with Ni Flash 
Unalloyed Sheet Chromizing Durak B (modified dis il icide) 
Moly. 
*Vapor plated diffusion barrier. 
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"",TABLE III 
TIMES-TO-FAILURE (in minutes) OF TESTED SUBSTRATES AND COATINGS 
- I , 
Temp. Coating Vendor 90 Ta-10W TZM Sheet 
3,000oF Sy1cor 100(1) 
~Pfaud1er 57 
Chromizing l-cy. 65 
No. American 40' 
Rockwell 
---- .. -
Brook/ironies 10 
Chromizing 2-cy. 29; 10 
TMC 3 
, 
2,900oF Chrbmizing l-cy. I 60 
~ .... - .. -:. No. I American I 40 I 
Rockwell I 
2,800OF Sy1cor ;i 150(1) 
Pfaud1er 79 
C~romizing 1-cy. 72 
No. American \ 
150(1) 
Rockwell 
Chromizing 2-cy. II 50 10 
TMC \ 3 
2,700oF Chromizing l-cy. 110 
·No. American 
t Rockwell \ 
Chromizing 2-cy. \ 40 
2, 600°F 150(2) Sy1cor 
Pfaud1er 
, 130(1) 
"-
Chromizing l-cy. 1~0(2) 
Brooktronics 
,3 
chromizlng 2-cy. 34 I 
2,500oF 
I 
No. American ( 
Rockwell \. 
Brooktronics 6~ 
2,400oF Chromizing 2-cy. 150(2) , , 
" 
2,200oF Brookttonics 10(3) 
I \ 
Failure questionable \ (1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Not failed. \ 
Heat treated in static air and failed. 
Average is based on four (4) isamp1es; 2 
I 
• I 
I 
/ 
I j. 
I 11- 21 , 
• 1 
\ 
I , 
\ 
I 
, 
/ 
/ 
TZM Unalloyed 
Bar C-103 L-605 Molybdenum 
10 120(4) 
I 
I 
. 
5.7 
I 
40 
.i 
! 
L 
I 
150(2) 60 
/ 90~2) 
I 
/ 
! 
fa i'led, 2 did not fa i1. 
/ 
I 
! 
i 
I 
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Substrate 
90 Ta-lO W 
90 Ta-lO W 
90 Ta-lO W 
90 Ta-lOW 
90 Ta-lOW 
90 Ta-lOW 
TZM Bar 
TZM Sheet 
TZM Sheet 
, Unalloyed 
Molybdenum 
C-l03 
L-605 
TABLE IV 
COATING THICKNESS 
Vend~r/ Coa ting 
Sylcor - W + RS08C 
Pfaudler - PFR-50 
,NM-85 
Chromizing/MGF 2-cy. 
Chromizing/MGF l-cy. 
Brooktronics 
Chromizing - Durak B 
Chromizing - Durak B 
TMC Disilicide 
Chromizing Durak B 
NAA-85 
Brooktronics 
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, I 
Coating Thickness (10-.) in.) 
Metallographic Micrometer 
3.1 -,,6.8 
2.4 - 2.8 
2.1 - 2.2 
1.9 - 2.0 
1.4 - 1.5 
0.1 
2.8 - 4.1 
2.2 - 2.4 
3.1 - 3.2, 
1.8 - 2.2' 
! 
I 
6.5 
2.4 
2.0 
1.1 
0.7 
1.6 
1.6 
1.7 
1.7 
2.8 
0.6 
1 
1 
I 
·1 
.l 
1 
~; 
I-' 
I-' 
I 
I\) 
W 
C'?) 
\lSI 
Exposure 
Temperature 
3l00°F 
3200°F 
~ 
'VJ:ll 
TABLE V 
Times to Initial Failure for Coated Molybdenum 
Exposed at 3l00°F and 3200°F 
-\ 
Bar Stock Forged Stock Sheet Stock 
Time to Time to Time to 
Sample if Failure Sample if Failure Sample if Failure 
B-16 6 hrs 30 min * F-l 6 hrs S-16 4 hrs 50 min 
B-20. 6 hrs * F-15 4 hrs . S-20 4 hrs 10 min 
. 
B-12 5 hrs 40 min F-15 4 hrs S-12 3 hrs 20 min 
B-6 5 hrs 30 min . * F-l1 3 hrs 10 min S-6 2 hrs 
B-ll 3 hrs * F-12 3 hrs S-11 2 hrs 
B-19 3 hrs 20 min * F-8 3 hrs S-19 1 hr 40 min 
.. 
B-14 3 hrs F-13 1 hr 10 min S-1 1 hr 10 min 
B-1 2 hrs 50 min F-19 1 hr S-8 1 hr 10 min 
B-5 2 hrs F-14 1 hr S-14 50 min 
B-8 50 min F-5 50 min S-5 40 min 
i 
i 
I 
I 
, 
I 
*Exposure of these samples was continued to "burn through." (F-ll, 5 hrs; F-l, 9 hrs 10 min; 
F-12, 5 hrs 50 min; F-19, 3 hrs; F-8, 4 hrs 50 min) 
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TABLE VI 
Average Coating Thickness Measured on Specimens 
After Exposure to 3100°F and 3200°F 
Bar Stock Forged Stock Sheet Stock 
Ii -- - Average Average Average 
Exposure Coating Coating I Coating Temperature Thickness Thickness I Thickness 
1 
, 
.' 0.0045 \ 0.0048 ~ I t I 
-, 1. 
1.0045 
, i 
" 0.0043 0.00l.9 0.0042 
:nOO°F 0.0041 0.0045 0.0037 
I 
J.0043 0.0040 0.0038 
0.0043 0.0035 0.0037 
\ 
0.0043 0.0045 0.0042 
0.q043 0.0037 0.0039 
3200°F 0.0640 
\ 
0~004l j 0.0036 
., , \ 
J ; O.OOrl 0.0040 0.0038 
I J 
i 0.00f8 0.0038 I 0.0035 
~ } 
i· 
. \ 
/ ; Ii ,I, 
/ \ \ 
\ 
\ 
I 
I 
I ! 
~ i ! I i , / I I i 
\ I , 
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Sample iF Cold 
S-16 0.0048 
S-20 0.0044 
S-12 0.0037 
S-6 .. 0.0036 
S-l1 0.0035 
Sample ifF Cold 
S-19 0.0044 
S-l 0.0035~' 
S-8 0.0034 
S-14 0.0038 
. " 
S-5 0.0035 
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~ ~1 
TABLE VII 
Meta110graphic Thickness Data' 
Molybdenum Sheet Stock After Exposure at 3100°F 
Medium 
0.0049 
0.0043 
0.0038 
0.0040 
0.0036 
Z 0 N E 
Hot Hot Hot 
0.0049 0.0047 0.0049 
0.0039 0.0042 0.0043 
0.0038 0.0037 0.0038 
0.0038 0.0037 0.0038 
0.0033 0.0034 0.0036 
TABLE VIII 
Meta110graphic Thickness Data 
Medium 
0.0048 
0.0041 
0.0038 
0.0038 
0.0035 
Molybdenum Sheet Stock After Exposure at 3200°F 
ZONE 
Medium Rot Rot Rot Medium 
0.0042 0.0041 0.0043 0.0042 0.0041 
'>~0.0037 0.0039 0.0039 0.0041 0.0042 
" -.... 
0.0033 0.0035 0.0037 0.0037 0.0037 
" . 
-.... , ......... 
0.0039 0.0038 0.0035 0.0040 0.0038 
-
0.0034 0.0036 0.0036 0.0036 0.0035 
---~ --
Cold 
0.0048 
-0~0040 
0.0035 
0.0039 
0.0034 
Cold 
0.0042 
0.0039 
0.0038 
0.0039 
0.0036 
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\J1 
IT) 
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Cold 
0.0045 
0.0041 
0.0038 
0.0043 
0.0035 
Cold 
0.0041 
0.0041 
0.0036 
0.0038 
0.0038 
~ ~ 
TABLE IX 
Metallographic Thickness Data 
Holybdenum Bar Stock After Exp.osure at 3100°F 
Z 0 N E 
Medium Hot Hot Hot Nedium 
0.0047- 0.0046 0.0048 0.0046 0.0041 
0.0043 0.0044 0.0045 0.0044 0.0041 
0.0040 0.0041 0.0040 0.0041 ·0.0043 
0.0042 0.0042 0.0042 0.0043 0.0044 
0.0035 0.0036 • 0.0036 0.0039 0.0039 
TABLE X 
Meta110graphic Thickness Data 
Molybdenum Bar Stock After Exposure at 3200°F 
ZONE 
Hedium Hot Hot Hot Medium 
0.0043 0.001;.3 0.0043 0.0046 0.0041 
-
0.0041 0.0042 0.0045 0.0045 0.0045 
0.0040 0.0040 0.0040 0.0040 0.0041 
0.0039 0.0040 0.0041 0.0041 0.0043 
0.0036 0.0038 0.0039 0.0039 0.0038 
\. 
I 
! \ 
Cold ! 
0.0042 
0.0040 
0.0042 
0.0043 
0.0038 
Cold 
0.0044 
0.0045 
0.0040 
0.0043 
0.0038 
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.. 
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.. -.---. -
0.0040 
- ------
~­~-
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0.0044 
0.0039 
----0:-0042 -
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TABLE XI 
M~tallographie ~hickness Data 
,j 
{~ 
Ho1ybdenum Forged Stock After Exposure at 3100°F 
Z 0 N E 
-
Hedium Hot Hedium 
-
........ " .. 
0.0041 
0.0050 
0.0047 
0.0038 
-'-~ - --------:-
0.0045 
~- - -----
----
-0.0041 0.0047 0.0036 0.0051 
. 0.0050 0.0053 0.0049 
0.0048 .' 0.0046 0.0043 0,0043 0----- "-' . - --- -. 
-0.0040 0.0043' 0.0043 0.0041 
:-.----- - -' 
0.0044 0.0047 0.0047 0.0044 
--
---- - - ----- --- -- - -
TABLE XII 
Metallographic Thickness Data 
Ho1vbdenum Forged Stock After Exposure at 3200°F 
0.0053 
, 
I . 
! 
0.0043 
0.0040 
0:0040 
-
-----.--. ZONE 
Cold ---"Hedium Hot Hedium 
----------
.. ~- --
- -
0.0044 0.0044 0.0044 0.0045 0.0047 0.0048 0.0048 0.0044 
. _.----
0.0037 0.0038 0.0039 0.0037 . 0.0036 0.0040 0.0034 0.0037 
0.0038 0.0038 0.0040 0.0042 0.0044 0.0043 0.0041 0.0040 
0.0039 0.0037 0.0035 0.0040 0.0041 0.0043 0.0040 0.0041 
0.0037 0.0040 0.0036 0.0037 0.0038 0.0036 0.0036 0.0039 
-
-
------- ----
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------- ------
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/--The conclusions drawn from this life cycle program may be stated as follows: 
1. ,Increasing the temperature from 3100°F to 3200°F, lessons the 
"time-to-failure" by a factor of t-wo. 
2. Decreasing coating thickness will decrease the time to failure. 
3. Forgings and bar are superior to sheet molybdenum. 
4. Unalloyed molybdenum, coated with Durak B disilicide is satisfactory 
to 3l00°F for long periods of time. 
Tables XIII reports on typical properties (General Electric Data) of pis unalloyed 
molybdenum at various temperatures in cold worked (Stress relieved) and Annealed 
(Recrystallized) conditions. ' 
III. 'lIJIRUST CHAMBER CHroNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 
The original combustor on an early engine is shown in Figure 23. The 
smooth cylindrical section and integral bell were fabricated from a press-sintered-
forged prefonn-floturned molybdenum and coated with moly disilicide. This is one 
of the first experimental high purity moly thrust chambers made by Viking Forge 
and analyzed by General Electric Company, Cleveland, OhiO, for TMC. The success 
of the flow-turn (shear spinni~g) operation on unalloyed molybdenum forging con-
vinced TMC to order and install a Flow Turn machine at the Van Nuys Facility 
(Figures 24 and 25). 
The chronological development of the R-4D' chamber is shown in Figure 26. 
The first altitude chambers (Figure 27) were unalloyed molybdenum coated with 
molydisilicide. The inside dimenSions, throat, chamber length from injector face 
to throat and expansion bell are identical to the present chamber. In February, 
1964, ribs were'added to strengthen the chamber (Figure 28) so it would better 
vTithstand the ignition overpressures that had broken several non-ribbed chambers. 
After the preigniter was successfully developed, the ribbed configuration was 
maintained. To avoid possible handling problems and to increase its strength, 
the bell material was changed from molybdenum ,to L-605 stainless steel while the 
combustor material remained molybdenum (Figure 29). The combustor and chamber 
were fastened together with a Waspaloy nut. Ribs were added to the L-605 bell 
in September, 1964, to increase its strength without an increase in weight. The 
final tvTO piece chamber is ShOlID in Figure 30. 
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ProPERTIES OF P / S UNALLOYED MOLYBDENUM 
Modulus of Elasticity 
Temperature 
,Room 
, i -500 0 e 
10000 e 
1200"e 
1400°C 
l600°e,' 
.• -, ........ ,;',i i;:: , f '. t 
E x 
48 
44 
40 
38 
36 
34 
P.S.I. 
\ 
I 
Tensile Test Data :(Wrought-stress relief at 925°0). 
Temperature 
, 
70~F 
600°F 
1000°F 
1600°F 
2200°F 
2600 0 F 
28000 F 
1 
U. T "S. 
118,400 
90, 9~)Q 
78,160 
67,600 
17,140 
10,690 
9,020 
.2% Y.S. 
93,900 
71,200 
61,600 
46,800 
6,950 
5,320 
4,660 
\ 
Tensile Test Data (recrystallized) 
\ 
Temperature 
70°F 
600°F 
1000°F 
l600 0 F. 
2200°F 
2600°F 
2800°F 
J 
, 
/ ;, 
, . 
u.r.s. 
77,900 
54,650 
38,800 
30,900 
15,100 
9,410 
7,790 
\ 
.2%Y.S. \ 
\ 
\ 72,400 
I 49,050 
f 13,000 
\' 9,475 
\ 6,210 
\ 3,990 
I' 3,930 ,I, 
\' 
% Elongation 
16% 
11% 
6% 
5% 
54% 
63% 
58% 
., 
i 
I 
'Xl Elongation 
42% 
40% 
39% 
46% 
65% 
74% 
36% 
in P' 
in 1" 
Above values are typical valu~s 
material history. \ 
and may vary dcp-ending on tcst conditions and 
I 
I 
Strain rate (room temperature to 
I 
/ 
1900°F) 0.005 in/in/min. to 0.6% offset, 0.05 
in/in/min. to fracture. 
Strain rate (2000°F to 
to 'fracture. 
/ 
0.01 in/in/min. to 0.6% offset, 0.10 in/in/min. 
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TABLE XIII (continued) 
Impact Resistance Pure Molybdenum 
Material Condition Temperature .. Impact Resistance (Ft.-Lbs.). 
Ant)ealed 
Annealed 
Annealed 
R x y ... 
R x Y. 
- Relieved I Stress 
R x Y. 
20%-30% R x Y. Room 
30.0 + 
18.0 -- 30.00 
·8.00-- 12.00 
1.0 4.0 
1.0 2.0 
1.0 
5.0 
2.0 
B.O 
Above values obtained on un-notched standard Izod type specimens using 24" 
fall, (11.4 ft./sec.) and 15 lb. bob. 
Values are averages or typical ranges of values that can be expected. 
These values are representative of both rolled plate and forged parts made by 
a good metallurgical practice. 
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other chamber configurations were also built and tested but dropped because 
they did not have an advantage over the R_l+D chambe"r at that time or the lack of 
experience compared to the R-4D t s outweighed a possible advantage. A chamber with 
a necked down area at the injector face (Figure 31) tested in April 1963, did not 
improve the performance as was hoped. A spherical chamber, Figure 32, tested in 
January 1964, did not eliminate ignition overpressures and it also ran hotter. 
The spherical Chamber was tried because the ignition overpressure appeared to be 
gas-vapor phase detonations traveling from the throat tmTard the injector face 
that might be suppressed or eliminated by the shape of the spherical chamber. 
, Ignition pressures ,were eliminated as a problem by the preigniter concept 
in June 1964. However, prior to and during the pre igniter development, attempts 
were made to overcome the ignition problem by building stronger chambers either 
with materials other than molybdenum or by making a thicker and stronger molybdenum 
chamber. . 
Because fuel film cooling had reduced the combustion chamber temperatures 
significantly, steel was tested as a chamber material. The margin of safety be-
tween the operating temperature (2000°F) and melting temperature vTaS not large 
enough so steel was dropped as a candidate. . 
The data generated from the material investigation resulted in TMC initia-
ting an evaluation program on 90 TalOW. At about this period of time (early 1964) 
the Chromizing Corporation had introduced a Durak MGF disilicide coating for 
90 TalOW and as a backup to molybdenum, a combustor was fabricated and coated. 
Also in early 1964, the Sylcor Corporation, L.I., N.Y., introduced a tin-
aluminide coating deSignated R505C. A chamber (welded constructiop) was fabricated, 
coated and tested. The walls were of relatively heavy construction. Subsequent 
test firing of both'90 Ta10W chambers were inconclusive. The key dtawback t~ 
utilizing Ta alJ~ys is the high density of the material - to the other of 0.608 
1b.in3, versus only 0.369 for molybdenum. Photos of the chambers are shown in 
Figures 33, 34, 35, and 36. 
Consideration of two-piece chamber construction reqUir,~1 a reevaluation 
of the materials of application. The proven success of disiiicide coated unalloyed 
molybdenum required retention of the coating but not necessarily of the molybdenum 
foring which incorporated the skirt. As a result, a program was initiated to eval~ 
uate TZM bar. Since the combustion section of the thrust chamber (nc integral 
bell) vTaS 3", off-the-shelf TZM bar vTaS available for use. TZM was also selected 
because of its high recrystallization temperature (2650°F) and the anticipation 
of retaining its high strength properties after the coating cycle. See Figures 
37 and 38 for tensile and creep-rupture properties. It should be noted that un-
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alloyed molybdenum forgings were still considered the prime material, and Mar-
quardt was merely following its traditional policy· of constantly seeking alternate 
or better materials throughout the program. 
A two-piece thrust chamber was designed, with the thrust chamber section 
fabricated from TZM bar'(disilicide coated with Durak B), and the skirt (bell) 
section flo-turned and machined from an L-605 forging (Figure 39). The skirt was 
held on to the combustor by a Waspaloy (PH Ni Base) nut. Rocket engine tests 
followed and were highly successful. 
Although the TZM thrust chamber performed exceedingly well, the decision 
was made to stay with molybdenum forgings. The decision was based on the proven 
history for obtaining high purity reproducible quality material and the fact that 
many unknowns remained about TZMrs chemical and mechanical properties. 
An extra thick walled molybdenum chamber (Figure 40) was tested in JUne, 
1964. The test r~S a performance, steady state and pulse, and life test which the 
chamber completed successfully. This combustor was heavier than the ribbed moly-
. bdenum chamber so that the chamber held more heat in it after a firing and conse-
quently the injector head soakback temperature was higher. Because of the higher ~ 'soakback temperature and greate~ weight, testing of this chamber was dis?ontinued. 
0·" .' .... " '~, - . 
After the qualification of the preigniter engine work continued on a chamber 
that would be stronger than molybdenum. As a result a columbium chamber (C-103) 
with a Sylvania R-5l2A silicide coating has been developed. This chamber is an 
improvement over the moly chamber because it is ductile and will better withstand 
ignition overpressure that would fail the moly chamber. For example, Figure 41 
is a picture of a columbium chamber that has been pressure checked to 8600 psia. 
Note horr the chamber has ballooned out indicating its ductility. / 
( / 
Figure 42 is a picture of the R-4D engine with the columbium chamber. Six 
and of these engine configurations have accumulated 22,636 seconds of burn time 
38,441 starts. II 
IV. ' CHANBER LIFE 
The life of the molybdenum chamber is unlimited compared to the mission 
requirements. At the operating temperature of 2000-2200°F the chamber life is 
greater than 200 hours or almost 10 days of steady state firing. The mission r~­
quirements are that one engine fire for no more than 1000 seconds or 1/3 of an 
hour. 
-., , 
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The molybdenum chamber is coated' with an oxidation resistance coating 
of molybdenum disilicide. If this coating, which is approximately .003 inches 
thick, should fail the molybdenum chamber would quickly be oxidized by the com-
bustion gases and a hole would be burned in the chamber. To determine what the 
chamber life is, chambers were tested until they failed and molybdenum coupons, 
coated in the same way as the combustors, were torch tested as described previously. 
An anaJ~~cal model was also developed to describe the coating wearout. 
'.:~~ .' .,; 
, Sh6wn on Figure 43, is the test data from the combustion chambers. 
Most of the testing has been done in the 2700°F to 3100°F Irange for several reasons. 
Until the addition of fuel film thamber cooling the combus~ion chamber temperature 
was beti.reen 2700°F and 3100o F. Also below 2700 0 F the test; becomes prohibitively 
expensive b$Gause of the long time required to reach a failure. Also 'sho"Tn on the 
figure is th~ predicted lif.e line based on the analysis discussed below. 
, t j , 
, The use of refractory metals and alloys in aerospace vehicles requires 
oxidation protection coatin'gs when subjected to the environments of combustion gases 
and air. ,Many types of oxidation protection coatings are available but the best 
coating presently availableifor the protection of molybdenum, which is used for 
the Apollo RCS combustion c~ber, is the disilicide MoSi2. This coating is formed 
by the diffusion of silicon'.into the molybdenum to form MoSi2. The disilicide, on 
conta~t,with air or an oxidi~ing atmosphere, vrill in most cases be characterized 
by growth of a continuous adherent oxide film (Si02, Figure 1, Reference 1). Belo .. T 
600°C (llOO°F), nucleation and grovrth of amorphous Si02 particles and small single 
crystals of Mo03 occur on the oxide film. Both of thepe oxides are nonadherent 
and ponstitute, the silicide "l'est." At low pressures and high temperatures ,the 
coating will not form a passiv:'~ Si02 film but will instead form SiO. In the case 
of the Apollo RCS combustion chamber or similar chamber, the pressure is high enough 
during the oxidizing phase tha~ the pr'otective Si02 co'ating is alvTays formed except in the regions of the chamber oelovr about 1100°F. Thdn the formation of "Pest" 
will be found. The outside of ~the chamber during testing in the altitude chamber 
is still in theiregion of the 1~r.mation of the passiv& film (Figure 44). ,During 
the actUal mission, the outsid8\ .. Tall is in a 'hard vacGum and thus the need for a 
passive film is eliminated. r 
i' 
A • Coating Loss Mechanisms 
. \ 
Diffusion II 
,I, 
i 'During the use Of\'Silicide cca.ted molybdenum at 'high temperature, 
diffusion of MoSi2 occurs and, s,nce the silicon source is absent, causes grovTth 
of lower silicide-compounds and depletion of the/disilicide. The lower silicides 
are less, effective than the disilicide in forming a protective oxide film and 
failure of the coating usually ca:incides with complete conversion of the disilicide 
phase., I / ! I I 
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There are three intermetallic compounds in the molybdenum-silicon 
system: MoSi2, M05Si3' and Mo Si. The growth kinetics is dependent on the dif-
fusion controlled reactions be~ween a finite disilicide layer that is eventually 
consumed, a complex phase between the disilicide and the substrate, and the semi-
infinite metal substrate. Depletion of the MoSi2 layer and grmTth of the MOSSi3 layer begins when diffusion is initiated. As long as the MoSi2 is present the 
growth of M03Si is negligible.". At the time the MoSi2" is eliminated, the M03Si 
phase is consumed. The moyement of the phase boundaries and the growth of the 
intermediat~ silicides are a result of the diffusion of silicon and molybdenum 
• in these phapes. 
; 
The diffusion in each element is 
.. 
; I'. l 
~ik = t J 
\ 
vThere jik is the flux, Di~ is the diffusion coefficient and Cik is th~ concentra-
tion difference between phase boundaries of the ith element and the k h phase and 
Xk is the thickness of th~, kth phase. The resulting equations for the four phases 
of the molybdenum-disilicide-molybdenum system are (Reference 1). 
1. Depletion Of. MoSi2 (Phase I) 
dx M S· dt 0 3 J. 
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. Depletion of 1-10 . (Phase rv) 
= -4 (.!i) 
p 1-10 
. The gravrth of 1-1058i3 and the depletion of 1-108i2 is the most important. 
aspect in the combustion chamber since 1-10 8i3 is easily oxidized and it can be 
assumed that as soon as the 1-108i2 is used5that failure of the coating will occur. This can be seen in Figure 44 where the various temperature pressure envelopes 
of protection are shown for 1-1058i3' There is no oxidization protection at the 
Apollo RCS chamber pressure (i.e., 90 psia). Therefore, the equations can be 
simplified since the growth of 1-1038i is negligible before the disappearance of M08i2 • . 
Therefore, 
• I 
and 
= 
2 
"3 
.J 
~ 
1/ 
.' 
i 
! 
Upon integration, a parabolic equation for the growth 91 1-1058i3 in terms 
of the average diffusion coefi'icient of 1-1058i3 (Drl) result~~., 
/\X. _ = {32 (M1 DIl 6CII } 4:,~/2 
-11058i3 21 P 8. 05 ~3 
vThere 
- (Lill/RT) 
and E = 87.0 Kcal/male 
;/ 
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Figure 43 shows, the results of this analysis. As shown, a good 
correlation is found between the loss of MoSi2 due to the diffusion rate and the 
actual engine failures. The assumption is that during this time, the Si02 in con-
tact with t~e oxidizing surface did not sublime. The rate of loss of Si02 on 
the surface, after the ergine is shut down, due to sublimation into the hard 
vacuUm is much smaller than the diffusion rate (MoSi2 - M05Si~) for an Apollo 
type duty cycle. This is illustrated' in Figure 45 which depi~ts ~he loss and 
growth rate of MoSi2 and M05Si3. As shown, the loss of disilicide on the outside 
surface due to sublirrk~tion is small compared to the diffusional loss, but as time 
progresses the diffusion rate decreased ( f~time) vThile the, sublimation rate is 
constant and eventually the sublimation rate is faster. 
"Pest" Formation 
At temperatures below 1100°F, it is increasingly difficult for self-
limiting oxide film to develop on MoSi2 inside the combustion chamber. 
Although MoO~ is subliming at these temperatures, the sublimation rate 
is slow and net vreight J.ncreases can be expected. After several hours, an oxide 
product (Silicide "Pest" Oxide) is usually visible to the lU1aided eye. It usually 
appears as randomly scattered mounds of nonadherent vThite or yellow powder. Ex-
posure for several days at temperatures near 1100?F causes complete disintegration 
of M08i2 samples and severe oxidation. The "Pest" oxide formed on M08i2 is a 
mixture of small Mo03 crystals and colloidal sized amorphous particles of 8i02 • Individual films formed in the 900-1200°F range are not uniform in density even 
when amorphous. Usually they are fine speckled in appearance but they may be 
opaque, or look 'like wrinkled carbon films. ,The data obtained in Reference 1 
shows that in two hours the "Pest" was visible to the eye and in 30 hours, loose 
clusters were found. This would indicate that the formation of the "Pest" at 
location where the temperature is 900 to 1100°F could become the controlling mode 
of thermal failure for life times greater than 20-30'hours. 
Sublimation of Coating 
~le sublimation rate of M08i2 surface as a function ~f pressure on 
the outside of the combustion chamber and the 8i02 on the inside walls of the 
chamber can be determined from vapor pressure data (FiBure 46) and the equation 
for loss of molecules from a plate in free molecular flow. From Reference 2 
"S;,", 
1 -
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,/Where ; is the molecule concentration and 
This equation can be reduced to 
{} = 0.0011125 
where p = pressure, nun hg 
M = molecular weight 
T = .temperature oR 
{} = flow rate #/in2sec. 
B. Analysis and Discussion 
The loss of disilicide coating from the inside and outside of the Apollo 
RCS combustion chamber including the effects due to multiple restarts in a hard 
vacuum was investigated. It was reported in Reference 2 that the loss of coating 
was negligible if sublimation of the coating were the only consideration.' However, 
the diffusion of the MoSi2 in the substrate to form MOSSi3 on the inside of the 
chamber must be considered. On the .outside, even. if the coating diffuses to M05Si , there would be no failure due to the absence of an oxidizing atmosphere. The use 3 
of a,MOSi2 CQ~ting on the outside of the engine has nq effect on molybdenum life 
other than the fact that the M05Si3 could have a lower emittance value than the 
disilicide which could result in a higher equilibrium wall temperature &nd a re-
duction in the coating life on the inside walls of the chamber. The main reason 
for the use of the coating on the outside wall is to protect the molybdenum during 
acceptance testing in altitude cells where the oxidizing atmosphere is present. 
Coating Loss Mechanisms 
A coating degradation on the inside and outside of the wall is a combin-
ation of two processes and the basic reactions are shown below. 
Inside Surface 
1. Loss of MoSi2 by diffusion 
5 MoSi2~ M05Si3 + 7 Si· t 
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2. Reaction of MoSi2 at surface during combustion 
MoSi2 + ~ 02 (informs of H20,CO,et'c.)~2 Si02 + M003' 
3. Sublimation of Si02 in hard vacuum 
Si02 ....,. 8i02 ~ SiO t + 1/2 02 t 
Outside Surf'ace~_ 
l. Loss of ~oSi2 :by dif:t;usion 
,,5 . MJ8i2 ~ M058i~ + 78i t 
;" t 
,,-.~<, ,2. ,~ublimation of !;1oSi2 
140Si2-+ MoSi2 t: 
Coating Loss Rate on Inside and Outside Nozzle 
O'utside Wall \ 
\ 
.Figure 47 shows the 'loss of disilicide and silica in inches/seconds vs. 
temperature. From this figure for any given wall temperature rise or decay rate, 
the loss of coating due to sublimation may be determined •. The initial losses 
from the outside \18.11 are a combination of diffusion 9f 't:he MoSi2 to M05Si3 and 
at yhe same time, sublimation, of MoSi2 • When the MoSi2 disappears, a coating of 
M058i3 remains vTh:i.ch in turn q.iffuses to M03Si and su~limes. Since an oxidizing 
atmosphere is not l'resent, we ~do not have any problem' with oxidation of the moly-
bdenum on the outside, hoyeveIj, the emittance of the 005Si3 could change and 
increase or decrease the wall ~empelature. It is propable, based on test exper-
ience, that the emittance of the coating would not cnange to any large de~ree. 
Therefore, coa~ing subli.r.lationlon the outside surface will not effect engine life. 
As shown on Figure 48, the los~ of coating from the butside wall is much larger 
at steady state operation than~from the inside. Thi~ is due to the addition of 
the sublimation of the MoSi2 on the outside vmll. dn the inside wall, the sub-
limation of th~ 8i.o2 is not exP\cted due to the hig-p chamber pressure. 
Inside Fall 11, . ./ 
The ~ss of coating from\the inside is a combination of'diffusion of the 
MoSi2 and stiblimation of the SiO when the engin~ is shutdown (1. e., hard v-acuum). 
During long steady state runs, tEe loss can be predicted from the equations given' 
in the text and the predicted li;re shmm in Figure 48, however; when the engine ' 
is pulsed the addition of 8i02 sublimation must be taken into account. It vms 
found, hOVTever, that the coating! life increased for the same on time when the 
engine is pulsed. TI1is is due to the fact that in a transient mode (pulsing) the 
engine is not operating at as high an average temperature. 
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Thus, the transient nature of the pUlse, which means that the engine 
does not run at the equilibrium Wall temperature for the entire pulse, results 
in a lower coating loss than for steady state run. Therefore, it can be con-
cluded that there is no engine operating condition worse than a steady state 
operation. Examples of the coating loss for various duty cycles are shown below. 
The follOwing duty cycles were considered. 
1. NAAduty cycle (mission time of 168 hours, 19 minutes with 
56~8 pulses-for a total time of 529 seconds. 
2. Worst duty cycle (30 i minutes on time). 
\ 3"Steady state run of 30 minutes. 
" " I ~~"'":-,.";';', ! .' I 
- The'heating and cooling transients are shown in Figures 
equilibrium wal~ temperatures of 2350°F, 2700°F, and 3000°F. 
,i 
COATING LOSS FOR VARIOUS DUTY CYCLES 
\ , 
", Wall Temperature 
At Equ:Uibrium Coating 'Loss 
OF 
-'inches,) 
~ \ 2.905X10-9 NAA Duty Cycle .. 2350 \ (10 Min.On) i 
, 
-., , \ I "Worst" Duty Cycle : . I \ / (30 Min.On) I 
ON OFf # Pulses I I I 
5.5 4.3 328 I 2350 1·5X10-5 
i- ( .3XIO-6 
\ que to Si02 \ ) publimation) 
~ 
, 
4.0 5:4 450 \ 2700 : / (7.9X10-5 /3.56X1O_4 
\ due to Si02 
\ I sublimation) . 
Steady State (30 minutes) 
(no ~i02 sublimation) 
. 
I 
I ; 
, 
; 
, 
I 
i 
I , 
, 
\ , 
, 
\ 
! 
2350 
2700 
3000 
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49 and 50 for 
Percentage 
of Total 
Coating Loss 
(Initial Thick-
ness 2X10-3 11 ) 
.0001~:5 
' 0.325 
1.78 
6~'35 
30.25 
86.00 
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The results above indicate that the duty cycle is very important in determining 
engine life. We can consider engine failure ·to occur "Then the Mo,)Si3 croting 
is exposed thus, resulting in large increase in oxidation rate ana no protective 
coating. The NAA duty cycle, "Thich consists of short on times (milliseconds) 
and long off times (seconds-minutes) means that the chamber temperature is low 
(<lOOO°F) most of the on time and only a few cycles are essentially steady state 
runs. The loss of coating is essentially zero and "TOuld be the same for most 
duty cycles of this type. 
Ii 
The "worst" d),lty cycles and the steady state runs result ~n coating losses which 
are still insignificant for theirange below 2700-28oo°F equilibrium wall tempera-
tures (based on 30 minute life). As the temperature of the chamber approaches 
the 3000°F.range, examination of each individual duty cycle must be made. The 
NAA. .. duty cycle would not result in significant losses at 3000°F, however, the 
'1'1Orst ll duty cycle and steady state runs "TOuld result in significant loss of the 
coating at 3000°F 
C. Conclusions 
1. The disilicide ~oating life on molybdenum combustion chambers can be 
predicted from diffusion a~d sublimation data. 
2. Good correlation I between engine fail~re and loss of coating due to 
diffusion (for steady state runs) has been found. 
3. Intermittent subl~mation of the Si02 from the inside wall to the hard vac~um during pulsing operation will not significantlY contribute to engine coating 
loss. \. . , 
I j 
4. The loss of c~atin~ from the outside of the engine will not affect 
engine operation.: J , , 
5. Inside wall coating! loss is negligible'Whtn subjected to duty cycles 
involving mill~seconds ."on" time and seconds-minutes. "off" time for chambers 
which have equilibriwu wall tefaperatures up to 3000°F (30 minutes total "on" time). 
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